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Abstract
Humans have a strong natural ability to remember item locations. In graphi-
cal user interfaces, this ability is one of the primary mechanisms by which users
become efficient. However, there are two ways in which modern applications
often fail to exploit the potential of spatial memory. First, they overuse hierarchi-
cal structures such as cascading menus, which slows down interaction for expert
users who already know item locations; and second, they move items around, most
commonly in response to changing display geometry. The three goals of this the-
sis are therefore to (1) develop a better understanding of human spatial memory in
the context of user interfaces; (2) design and validate efficient command-selection
interfaces based on the strength of spatial memory; and (3) design and validate in-
terface strategies that allow users to maintain spatial memory even when display
geometry changes.
Addressing goal (1), a comprehensive literature review of spatial memory for
user interfaces is presented. The review covers underlying psychological mod-
els of spatial memory, the observable properties of spatial memory, and existing
applications of spatial memory to human-computer interaction. In addition to
informing the research in this thesis, the review is intended to provide a useful
summary of the state of spatial memory research for scientists in HCI, as well as
providing a set of design guidelines on spatial memory for practitioners.
Addressing goal (2), this thesis presents the design and evaluation of two
related user interface techniques, CommandMaps and StencilMaps. The Com-
mandMap is a spatially stable interface with a flattened hierarchy, intended as a
replacement for cascading menu systems. Theoretical performance predictions
indicate that CommandMaps should be significantly faster than traditional user
interfaces such as menus and the Microsoft Office Ribbon, and laboratory-based
empirical studies of command selection confirm these predictions. These positive
results motivated the design and implementation of two real-world Command-
Map user interfaces based on Microsoft Word and Pinta (an open-source image
editing application). Evaluation results confirmed that CommandMaps continue
iii
to demonstrate performance and subjective advantages in the context of actual
tasks, including interleaved command selection, typing, and direct manipulation.
Qualitative data gathered from interviews, questionnaires, and conversations pro-
vide substantial insight into users’ reactions to CommandMaps, leading to a set of
design recommendations regarding when and how they should be implemented in
real applications.
One design limitation identified during CommandMap evaluations was that
novice users could be initially overwhelmed by the number of controls displayed
at once. To address this concern, an extension to the CommandMap, called a Sten-
cilMap, was designed and evaluated. By using a stencil overlay to de-emphasise
more advanced controls, the StencilMap directs users’ visual search to a subset
of controls they are most likely to need. Then, when novice users progress to the
full interface, they can utilise their existing knowledge of command locations. An
initial study shows that stencils are more effective at guiding visual search than
ephemeral adaptation, another subset emphasis technique; however, users’ spatial
learning decreases as the amount of guidance increases. A second study com-
pared StencilMaps to a palette-based subset interface, which displays the most
likely commands in a ready-to-hand tool panel. Results show that StencilMaps
enable stronger learning of the full UI compared to the palette approach.
Addressing goal (3), this thesis presents an investigation of how interfaces can
be adapted to changing interface constraints while still supporting the user’s mem-
ory for item locations. A human factors study on spatially consistent transforma-
tions was conducted, with results showing that people’s spatial memory is only
minimally disrupted by geometric transformations (such as scaling, translation, or
perspective distortion), as long as the set of items in a display is transformed as
a whole. This idea is then applied to a file browser layout: by scaling the item
grid when the parent window is resized, rather than reflowing items, memory for
item locations can be maintained. A second study validates this idea, showing
that a scaling interface outperforms both reflow and scrolling-based techniques
for revisitation when windows are resized.
In summary, the contributions of this thesis are: (1) an in-depth literature
review of spatial memory in psychology and HCI, which is intended to inform
designers and future researchers as well as the material in this thesis; (2) the de-
sign, implementation and evaluation of a new interface, the CommandMap, which
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shows that spatial stability and hierarchy flattening enable a high ceiling of expert
performance; (3) the design of a stencil overlay technique to help novice users
find commands, and an evaluation highlighting the key trade-off between helping
users and allowing them to learn; and (4) empirical evidence showing that most
types of whole-interface transformations have a small effect on spatial memory,
and that correspondingly, scaling interfaces outperform reflowing interfaces under
changing window constraints.
v
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Spatial memory plays an important part in our day-to-day lives. In the phys-
ical world, our ability to recall spatial information enables us to locate items in
our homes, semi-autonomously navigate in previously-encountered environments,
drive to work without the use of a map, and perform many other activities that
would otherwise require cognitive and physical effort.
Evidence that spatial memory is a particularly powerful capability of the hu-
man brain can be found in mnemonic literature [212, 16], and dates back thou-
sands of years. The ancient Greeks and Romans used spatial mental organisations
based on the architecture of the time, known as memory palaces, to connect, or-
ganise, and memorise unfamiliar ideas, particularly for the purposes of public
speaking. This was called the method of loci. By embedding key images rep-
resenting topics in a mental representation of a spatial environment, such as the
rooms in a familiar building, orators were able to memorise extremely long se-
quences of topics. These could then be retrieved by mentally walking through the
building and viewing the images in their respective spatial locations [212, 16].
In human-computer interaction, spatial memory provides many of the same
benefits as in the real world: a strong spatial knowledge of interface layouts and
control locations, particularly in graphical user interfaces, allows users to substan-
tially reduce the cognitive and physical effort required for interaction. Evidence
for the benefits provided by spatial memory can be found in the strong correla-
tion between measures of spatial ability and interface performance [66, 125, 156].
Users who are unfamiliar with an interface must spend considerable time search-
ing for controls, because the time to perform visual search is proportional to the
number of items [93, 155, 176, 33]. In contrast, users who are familiar with a
spatially-stable interface do not need to carry out visual search, and can instead
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simply retrieve item locations from memory. This is much faster than searching
because retrieval time is a logarithmic function of the number of items [86, 96, 33].
Furthermore, extensive spatial knowledge of an application’s controls enables
interaction automaticity [174], which substantially frees the user’s cognitive re-
sources from the need to consider interface mechanisms, allowing the user to in-
stead focus on higher-level task considerations. Spatial knowledge of the locations
of controls can also decrease the frustration that arises from the need to search for
unfamiliar controls or controls that have moved. This suggests that allowing and
encouraging users to utilise their spatial memory whenever possible should be an
important goal for interface designers.
In current user interfaces, however, this goal is often ignored in favour of other
considerations. In particular, hierarchical interfaces such as cascading menus un-
necessarily hinder users who are familiar with item locations: even though a user
might know exactly where an item is, they are forced to navigate a hierarchy in or-
der to find it. In a similar vein, spatial memory is disrupted when on-screen items
are moved: for example, interfaces with changeable geometry (such as desktop
windows) or variable content (such as file browsers) often re-arrange items when
the geometry changes or when items are added or removed from the display.
This thesis aims to better understand spatial memory and its importance in
HCI, as well as provide solutions to the under-utilisation and disruption of spa-
tial memory. To this end, a comprehensive literature review of spatial memory as
it relates to user interfaces is presented. This review inspires the design, imple-
mentation and evaluation of the CommandMap, a hierarchically flat interface that
exploits spatial memory to enable rapid item selection. Next, the design and eval-
uation of the StencilMap, an extension to the CommandMap intended to improve
novice visual search, is presented. Finally, this thesis investigates ways to keep
item layouts spatially consistent when display geometries change, and develops
fundamental understanding of the impact of various forms of spatially consistent
transformation.
The following subsections formally define the research goals of this thesis and
the approach taken to achieve them, identify the specific research contributions of
the thesis, and outline the thesis structure.
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1.1 Research Goals
The overarching goals of this thesis are to better understand spatial memory and
exploit it to design more efficient user interfaces. These goals are expanded into
three concrete subgoals, described below; criteria for judging the degree to which
these subgoals are achieved are also provided.
1. Understand the capabilities and characteristics of spatial memory in the
context of user interfaces. Work towards this goal will result in a review of
the models and theories underlying spatial memory, the empirical charac-
teristics of spatial memory when interacting with computers (and in related
contexts), and the documented ways in which existing commercial and re-
search UIs affect, and are affected by, spatial memory.
2. Exploit the capabilities of spatial memory to design, implement, and eval-
uate efficient command-selection interfaces. This goal will result in the
design and implementation of new command-selection techniques that em-
pirically and subjectively outperform standard techniques through the ex-
ploitation of spatial memory.
3. Design and evaluate new interface techniques that maintain spatial memory
in situations when it would normally be disrupted. This goal will result in
new, spatially-consistent design solutions to situations where items must
move to accommodate changes in display constraints.
1.2 Research Contributions
This thesis makes five primary contributions to spatial memory research in HCI.
These are:
1. A comprehensive review of spatial memory in HCI, covering the psychol-
ogy of spatial memory, the properties of spatial memory, and the interaction
between spatial memory and existing user interfaces. At the time of writing,
no such summary exists; this review therefore not only informs the present
research, but also provides a tool for other HCI researchers to quickly be-
come familiar with existing spatial memory literature.
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2. The design and evaluation of the CommandMap, a UI technique that uses
a flattened command hierarchy to enable rapid spatial retrieval of controls.
Theoretical performance modelling indicates that expert users should per-
form better with CommandMaps than with standard hierarchical UIs. Three
studies using a CommandMap mockup demonstrate that experts can select
commands more quickly with CommandMaps than with menus and the Mi-
crosoft Office Ribbon, that novice CommandMap performance is similar
to that of standard techniques, and that pop-up CommandMaps that extend
past the window border perform better than CommandMaps that scale to
the window bounds. The methodology used in these studies, however, is
designed to maximise statistical power at the cost of external validity, leav-
ing some questions about real-world use unanswered.
3. The real-world implementation of CommandMaps and evaluation of their
use in realistic tasks. In order to answer questions about realistic Com-
mandMap use, CommandMap interfaces were implemented for both Mi-
crosoft Word and Pinta (an open-source image editing application). Two
studies on these real-world CommandMap implementations provide deeper
insights into users’ opinions of CommandMaps, and demonstrate that the
advantages of CommandMaps are largely maintained in realistic tasks. The
studies also reveal some potential issues with the initial perceptions and
performance of novice users.
4. The design and evaluation of the StencilMap, a training interface based on
the CommandMap intended to assist novice users. The StencilMap uses a
stencil overlay to highlight a subset of the most relevant commands. An
initial experiment shows that StencilMaps improve visual search times over
standard CommandMaps and ephemeral highlighting [57, 123], but also in-
dicates that item locations are learnt less well when greater visual assistance
is provided. A second experiment compares StencilMaps to a spatially sta-
ble palette, showing that StencilMaps allowed users to better learn item
locations, at the cost of a small initial time penalty. The results of both ex-
periments reveal several issues in regard to evaluating the efficacy of subset
interfaces.
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5. An investigation of the effects of spatially-consistent transformations on
spatial memory. CommandMaps, StencilMaps, and other spatially arranged
interfaces (such as file browsers) require spatial stability to maintain user
performance. However, when window or display dimensions change, inter-
faces often abandon spatial stability – for example, by eliding and compact-
ing groups of commands, or reflowing grid items. An experiment examining
spatially consistent transformations (such as translation, rotation, or scal-
ing), where item locations are kept constant relative to some frame of ref-
erence, shows that spatially-consistent transformations other than rotation
have minimal effects on spatial memory, while the selection time penalty
incurred by rotation is proportional to the degree of rotation. A second ex-
periment applies this result to the resizing of file browser windows, showing
that a scaling interface preserves spatial memory better in resizing windows
than the common strategy of reflowing items, allowing users to maintain a
high level of performance.
1.3 Structure of the Thesis
The thesis is divided into four parts: a review of spatial memory literature from
psychology and HCI; the development of efficient user interfaces that exploit spa-
tial memory; an investigation of how to maintain spatial consistency when inter-
face constraints change; and an in-depth discussion of the work contained in this
thesis, including identification of limitations and future research directions. The
first three parts of the thesis are intended to address, in turn, the three research
goals described in Section 1.1.
Part I, addressing Research Goal 1, reviews spatial memory in the context of
HCI. Chapter 2 summarises relevant psychological theories and models of spatial
memory, and differentiates memory for object locations on screens or tabletops
from navigation memory. Chapter 3 looks at the empirically observable properties
of spatial memory, such as retrieval time, capacity, and duration. Chapter 4 stud-
ies spatial memory in HCI, including existing interfaces that exploit and disrupt
spatial memory, and studies of how spatial memory is affected in variable-view
(such as pan-and-zoom) interfaces.
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Part II, addressing Research Goal 2, is focused on the design and evaluation
of command-selection interfaces that exploit spatial memory. The design of the
CommandMap is presented in Chapter 5, and is shown to allow faster command
selection than menus and the Microsoft Office Ribbon. Chapter 6 details two real-
world implementations of CommandMaps, as well as two studies examining their
use in realistic tasks. The results provide greater insight into user opinions of
CommandMaps, including when they are most advantageous. Chapter 7 presents
the StencilMap design, which investigates the use of stencils to help novice users
find item locations. The results of two studies show that StencilMaps assist visual
search better than other item-highlighting techniques, and that they allow users to
transition to the full, “expert” interface without having to re-learn item locations.
Part III addresses Research Goal 3: providing new solutions for situations
where spatial memory is disrupted. Chapter 8 focuses on the problem of moving
items around when window constraints change. An initial experiment studies the
robustness of spatial memory when a spatially consistent interface undergoes a
geometric transformation (such as scaling). The results show that all transforma-
tion types, apart from rotation, allow users to maintain a level of item selection
performance close to their level before the transformation occurred. The findings
are then applied to file browser interfaces, with a second experiment showing that
scaling an item grid allows for faster item selection when the window size changes
than reflowing items from left-to-right.
Finally, Part IV provides a summary and discussion of the thesis, as well as
directions for future work.
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Part I
Understanding Spatial Memory
7

Chapter 2
The Psychology of Spatial Memory
This chapter provides a high-level introduction to relevant psychological mod-
els and theories of spatial memory. Since this thesis concerns the application of
spatial memory to HCI, it is tempting to take a black-box approach and limit anal-
ysis to the empirically observable characteristics that occur during interaction;
however, as demonstrated in Chapter 3, some knowledge of the underlying psy-
chological theory is necessary to better comprehend the observed phenomena. It
is worth noting that although an attempt is made to draw a distinction between
models in this chapter and empirical work in Chapter 3, there is inevitably some
overlap between the two, as empirical work often informs the development of
models and vice versa.
First, this chapter introduces and justifies a separation between the concerns of
spatial memory in navigation and spatial memory for object locations (as pertinent
to computer displays). Spatial memory in navigation is only partially correlated
with object location memory, and since this thesis concerns memory for items in
mostly static displays (i.e., computer interfaces), this review focuses primarily on
the latter. Second, it summarises the literature on short-term memory, focusing on
Baddeley’s working memory model [11]. Third, it examines models of long-term
memory (LTM), including theories of how short-term memories are consolidated
into LTM, theories of forgetting, models of skill acquisition, and the amount of ef-
fort involved in learning. Finally, it examines ways in which spatial information is
encoded relative to its surroundings, discussing reference frames and landmarks.
This chapter focus on theories relevant to spatial memory; for an overview of
memory in general, the reader should refer to Baddeley [9].
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2.1 Navigation vs. memory for object locations
A distinction is made in this work between two classes of spatial tasks: navigation,
and remembering the locations of objects in a static display. Maguire et al. [135]
noted the general consensus in the field of neuroscience that “navigation is not the
same as table-top tests of spatial memory [...] and that direct inferences cannot be
made about one from the other” (p. 171). Indeed, the two task types, while both
“spatial”, are quite different: when remembering object locations on a table-top
or display, the entire space is generally static and visible; conversely, the user’s
viewpoint during navigation tasks is dynamic, with only part of the space visible
at any one time. Hegarty et al. [83] showed that ability in the two types of spatial
tasks is only partially correlated. Furthermore, memory-impaired patients exist
who have difficulty with navigation, but not table-top memory [139, 76], and vice
versa [134].
Siegel and White’s seminal framework [182] of the development of spatial
knowledge in large-scale environments is one area where navigation and object
memory overlap. The framework suggests that people’s mental models of their
environments are made up of landmark, route, and survey knowledge, where sur-
vey knowledge implies the ability to visualise a map-like overview of the space
(similar to viewing a 2D arrangement of objects).
In HCI, navigation itself is relevant in the specific context of wayfinding in vir-
tual environments (e.g., [40]), but the primary use for spatial memory in standard
desktop and mobile interfaces is to remember the locations of on-screen controls.
Therefore, while some of the literature discussed in this review is necessarily from
the navigation domain, the focus is on memory for object locations (particularly
in small-scale displays such as computer screens).
2.2 Working memory
Baddeley and Hitch’s famous model of working memory [11, 7] proposes four
separate subcomponents. The first is a central executive, which controls and
runs in parallel with three slave systems: the phonological loop, the visuo-spatial
sketchpad, and the more recently proposed episodic buffer. Since this thesis con-
cerns spatial memory, only the visuo-spatial sketchpad is investigated here.
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As suggested by the name, the purpose of the visuo-spatial sketchpad is han-
dling visual and spatial tasks: for example, maintaining visual images (such as
faces) for short periods of time, visualizing a route to a destination, or mentally
manipulating objects. In situations where there are multiple ways to complete a
mental task, the sketchpad can offer significant advantages: for example, there is
evidence that people can remember a longer list of directions if they encode the
information visuo-spatially (i.e., by visualising the route), rather than verbally re-
membering the directions [17]. However, maintaining this kind of information in
working memory is prone to disruption by the presence of visual distractors, even
when that information is not deliberately attended to [130]. As one might expect,
visual and spatial stimuli are the primary disruptors of the sketchpad, rather than
other sensory input [131].
While the visuo-spatial sketchpad model incorporates both spatial and visual
working memory, there is evidence to suggest that the two may, in fact, be sepa-
rate systems [75, 162, 171]. Tests that have been developed to measure memory
span also show that the two components may be separable. In Corsi’s block test
[144], an array of nine blocks is placed on a table; the experimenter indicates a se-
quence of blocks by tapping on them, and the subject has to recreate the sequence
from memory (Figure 2.1). The Corsi block test therefore utilises both sequential
and spatial aspects of short-term memory, but does not require memorisation of a
visual image. The corresponding test for visual memory is the visual patterns test
[171], in which the subject is given a square grid of 50% randomly filled cells and
has to remember which cells were filled (Figure 2.1). Concurrent visual interfer-
ence decreases performance on the visual patterns test, but not on the Corsi test,
while spatial interference has the converse effect, suggesting that the two tasks
utilise separate cognitive subsystems [171].
Spatial information is not purely visual, since hearing and proprioception also
provide us with data about the spatial relationships around us. However, since
computer interfaces are primarily (though not exclusively) visual, this chapter pri-
marily considers visual inputs to spatial memory. Attempting to distinguish be-
tween visual and spatial components of the sketchpad is therefore unnecessary for
the purposes of this chapter; the effects of auditory and proprioceptive feedback
are discussed later in Section 4.4.
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Figure 2.1: Left: In the Corsi block test, a set of blocks are laid out on a table
and the experimenter taps some of them in sequence. The subject then attempts
to recreate the sequence from memory. Right: The visual patterns test involves
subjects being shown a square matrix where 50% of the cells are filled. The matrix
is then hidden, and subjects are asked to recreate it from memory. Images adapted
from [8].
2.3 Long-term memory
Long-term memory encodes associations between items in a persistent way, pro-
viding access to information over a much longer time period than what is possible
with working memory. In addition to the duration of memory, long-term memory
has a very large capacity, and these two characteristics make long-term memory
the basis for much of human learning [128].
Long-term memory may be divided into different components [10], grouped
into the two main categories of declarative and implicit memory. Declarative
memory includes storage of semantic facts (e.g., “Paris is the capital of France”),
and storage of episodes (i.e., episodic memory, in which people store specific
details of past events). Implicit memory includes procedural skills (e.g., riding
a bicycle), primed memories, and classical conditioning. Spatial memory does
not generally appear as a separate component in models of long-term memory;
rather, several components can play roles in spatial remembering. For example,
people can remember locations as facts (e.g., “my pen was on the left side of my
desk”), as physical procedures (e.g., building up ‘muscle memory’ for reaching
for a car’s gear lever), and even episodes (e.g., remembering an object’s location
by visualizing its most recent use).
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This section investigates three separate topics that are important for long-term
spatial memory. First, literature on the process of encoding and storing things
in long-term memory (called consolidation) is studied, as well as the process of
recall and the problem of forgetting. Second, this section considers material from
the domain of cognitive skill development, which studies the progression of skill
performance with practice. Finally, psychology theories of automatic and effortful
learning in spatial memory are examined.
2.3.1 Storage and retrieval of long-term memories: consolidation and forgetting
A great deal of research has been carried out on how long-term memories are
formed, and only a brief overview is provided here. There are several ways in
which this process can occur, leading to different recall rates and levels. First,
the number of times (or amount of time) an idea appears in working memory
has an effect on long-term storage: the more frequently an association is used,
the better it will be remembered. Second, the levels-of-processing effect [38]
suggests that recall is a function of the depth of mental processing, with surface-
level characteristics (e.g., words or word sounds) leading to more rapid decay
than semantic processing (e.g., associations based on meaning, experience, or
emotion). Third, the context in which a memory was stored becomes part of the
association, leading to a phenomenon in which memories are better retrieved when
a person is in the same physical and emotional context as they were when storing
the memory. Fourth, the intentionality and effort put into remembering appears to
affect the storage of the memory (see further discussion of effort below).
Much of our knowledge about how retrieval from long-term memory works
is based on the opposite of retrieval – that is, forgetting. As with storage, there
are several ways in which a memory could fail to be retrieved: for example, the
association could simply decay over time (less-used associations are harder to
retrieve), or the trigger for a long-term memory could be lost or confused with
another (e.g., through interference).
Throughout the 20th century, the relative contribution of these mechanisms
of forgetting were a source of debate amongst psychologists. Evidence was pro-
duced in favour of both simple decay over time [47] and interference from other
memories [204] as factors contributing to the degradation of memory, with no
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unified model fully explaining all reported phenomena. Elmes’s experiment [50]
is one of the few empirical studies on forgetting that focuses primarily on human
spatial memory. He found that spatial memory is affected by both proactive inter-
ference, where the presence of existing memories makes it more difficult to form
new memories (for example, re-learning the layout of an interface after a software
update that causes it to change); and retroactive interference, where the acqui-
sition of new memories degrades the quality of previously acquired memories
(for example, learning a new interface may degrade spatial memory of previously
learned interfaces).
Wixted [209] provides a comprehensive review of forgetting research in gen-
eral, in which he integrates existing empirical evidence into a model primarily
based on the idea of consolidation. In Wixted’s model, memories take time to
be consolidated into long-term memory, and mental exertion involving unrelated
information interferes with that process (an example of retroactive interference).
According to Wixted, acquiring new memories partially degrades the quality of
memories that have been recently formed – the more recent the memory, the more
affected it is by interference.
However, in the context of spatial recall, Tlauka et al. [198] found no effect
of increased mental exertion on recall accuracy, suggesting that Wixted’s model
is still incomplete (or perhaps that spatial memory is different to other types of
memory, an assertion supported by Elmes [50]). Despite the absence of a formal
model for spatial memory, there is useful evidence to suggest that forgetting is
affected by several factors – including interference (both proactive and retroactive)
[50, 204], the similarity of interfering material [114], and time-based decay [47].
2.3.2 Skill acquisition
While Ebbinghaus’s forgetting curve [47] accurately describes the decay of mem-
ory for declarative knowledge over time, an interesting exception can be found in
the literature on skill acquisition. Baddeley [9] summarises the results of stud-
ies that show that while complex skills such as cardiac resuscitation are prone to
forgetting in the same way as declarative knowledge, certain types of closed-loop
skills are not: riding a bicycle or piloting an aircraft being two examples [9]. In
the context of user interfaces, it is unclear to what extent spatial memory of con-
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Figure 2.2: A characterisation of the progression from novice to expert skill level
in a user interface. Adapted from [173].
trol locations constitutes declarative knowledge, and to what extent it is a result of
muscle memory (though see Section 3.4.2 for evidence that the rate of long-term
spatial forgetting is low).
Fitts and Posner’s [60] influential model identifies cognitive, associative, and
autonomous phases of psychomotor skill acquisition, where the cognitive phase
involves consciously forming declarative mental models of the activity, the as-
sociative phase encodes motor actions in long-term memory through repetition,
and the final autonomous phase allows people to perform the skill without con-
scious effort, freeing up cognitive resources for other tasks. Empirically speaking,
however, Newell and Rosenbloom [152] showed that performance improvements
followed a continuous power law rather than a set of phases; replication of this
effect in HCI was provided by Card [21], who studied a single user’s progression
to automaticity over thousands of trials. Cockburn et al. [33] and Scarr et al. [173]
used this observation to model the transition from novice to expert behaviour in
user interfaces (Figure 2.2).
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2.3.3 Automatic and effortful learning
In 1979, Hasher and Zacks [81] proposed a framework separating automatic and
effortful memory processes. By their definition, an effortful memory process is
one which requires intentional memorisation and can therefore be disrupted by
concurrent task load, while an automatic process happens incidentally. They hy-
pothesised that spatial knowledge was encoded by a largely automatic process,
based on earlier results showing that spatial location memory showed little ad-
vantage of intentional over incidental learning [137, 206]. An experiment by An-
drade and Meudell [6] found further evidence to support this hypothesis, with
their results showing no effect of concurrent task load (counting aloud by ones,
and counting aloud by sevens) on the accuracy of spatial memory for words dis-
played in random corners of a computer screen. Similarly, Rothkopf [170] found
that subjects developed incidental memory for the on-page location of sentences
after reading a 3000-word text, even though they had not been instructed to mem-
orise locations.
However, the opposite result was found by Naveh-Benjamin [149, 150], who
showed that performance in both spatial recall and recognition tasks was improved
when participants had a lower concurrent task load, and when they explicitly in-
tended to learn the information; in addition, performance was also significantly
affected by individual differences.
Evidence in the navigation literature suggests that certain kinds of spatial in-
formation and location cues are more readily encoded automatically than others.
Van Asselen et al. [205] had study participants walk a route through an unfamiliar
building, with half focusing on the route and half not. The ability to recognise
landmarks and place them in the correct order did not differ between the two
groups, but those who focused on the route were able to construct better maps and
made fewer mistakes when finding their way back to the beginning of the route.
Self-directed exploration can also provide benefits: Hazen [82] found that children
who explored a playhouse developed a more accurate knowledge of spatial layout
than those who were led around by their parents. However, it is unclear whether
the benefits of self-direction are due to increased attention, or deeper encodings
caused by the ability to make decisions and learn from mistakes [27].
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The structure in which spatial information is presented may also have an ef-
fect on whether it can be encoded automatically or not. Doeller and Burgess [44]
found that object locations were learned automatically in relation to local bound-
aries (such as the edge of a table or frame of a computer screen), but that spatial
relationships between landmarks had to be learned intentionally. There is also ev-
idence to suggest that proactive interference makes spatial learning more difficult
– in other words, the more information one attempts to learn at once, the more
difficult learning becomes [41].
In the static object layouts used by computer interfaces, it is likely that spatial
memory can be encoded both automatically and effortfully: while there is evi-
dence that it largely develops as a byproduct of interaction [107, 129, 48], inten-
tional practice has been shown in some cases to provide better long-term retention
[127, 48, 27]. The interested reader should refer to Chrastil and Warren’s [27] de-
tailed review of intentional and automatic spatial learning for more information.
2.4 Spatial reference systems
Information about the location of an object cannot exist in isolation – it must
be described in relation to something else. Even ‘absolute’ location descriptors
such as Cartesian co-ordinates are defined in terms of an origin point and a set
of reference axes. Human spatial memory is no different. This section discusses
frames of reference and landmarks, both of which provide spatial structure in
relation to which other locations can be described.
2.4.1 Frames of reference
Psychology research shows that when we learn the locations and spatial structures
of objects in our environment, we encode them in terms of some spatial frame of
reference [180, 146]. Experiments conducted by Mou and McNamara [146, 148]
strongly suggest that these intrinsic reference systems are derived from properties
of the objects and their surroundings. Explicit rectangular boundaries, such as the
walls of a room or the edges of a table, can generate a frame of reference, but a
grid-based item layout can also generate an implicit axis of reference. Mou and
McNamara [146] showed that people can remember item locations more accu-
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rately when they view an object layout from an axis-aligned viewpoint, even if
locations were originally learnt from a non-aligned viewpoint.
There is clear evidence showing that boundaries can enhance, but also bias,
the accuracy of spatial recall. Nelson and Chaiklin [151] asked participants to
recall the location of a dot relative to an enclosing frame border. Recall accuracy
was higher the closer the dot was to the border, and inaccurate guesses tended to
err in the direction of the nearest border, rather than towards the centre. Igel and
Harvey [97] found that the presence of a visual frame increased accuracy overall
when participants were asked to remember multiple dot locations. These results
suggest that spatial recall in command interfaces may be enhanced by the presence
of visual boundaries.
Huttenlocher et al. [95] proposed that since spatial memory is inexact, people
increase their accuracy using a two-level encoding which contains both a fine-
grained location and a higher-level spatial category (which is determined by the
structure of the stimulus). When asked to reproduce exact locations, they will
combine the two values. Huttenlocher et al. produced evidence of this in a task
which required users to reproduce the location of a dot within a circle: participants
spontaneously divided the circle into four quadrants, and used the implicit borders
to improve their recall accuracy [95]. The idea of a two-level spatial encoding was
further developed into a predictive model of location memory by Lansdale [122].
Egocentric frames of reference, where object locations are encoded in relation
to the position and orientation of the body, are also possible. These are typically
used to remember locations which are invariant to body position and orientation –
one example might be a person who keeps their house keys in their left-side trouser
pocket. Conscious manipulation can alter what kind of reference frame is used:
Mou et al. [147] demonstrated that in an augmented reality environment, users
were able to change from an environmental to an egocentric frame of reference
after experience and instruction.
2.4.2 Landmarks
Like frames of reference, landmarks provide a kind of spatial anchor in relation
to which other locations may be defined. However, the information provided by
landmarks is usually not as rich – a landmark normally serves to identify a single
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point in space, rather than imply a set of axes through its structure. In the tra-
ditional sense, the word “landmarks” normally refers to unique human-made or
natural structures; more generally, however, landmarks can be generated by any
visually salient or memorable element of a scene [187].
In many situations, landmarks are extremely important to the development of
spatial memory. Allen [4] states that “individuals use landmarks as organizing
features within the context of spatial events” (p. 629), and showed that subjects
performed much better at a distance-estimation task after being shown images of
a landmark-heavy journey. Siegel and White’s [182] three-tiered model of land-
mark, route, and survey knowledge suggests that landmark knowledge is the first
type of spatial knowledge to develop when exploring a new environment. Indeed,
there is substantial literature highlighting the importance of landmarks in the nav-
igation domain, which is not reviewed here – instead, the interested reader should
refer to Freksa and Mark [187].
For table-top object layouts, Mou et al. [148] showed that locations are en-
coded in terms of inter-object relationships. This suggests that landmarks may be
useful in HCI as a way of enhancing spatial knowledge of computer interfaces.
One example where landmarks play an important role is in pan-and-zoom inter-
faces, where they serve as a way to orient oneself (see Section 4.2.1). This effect is
most noticeable in situations where landmarks are absent (such as when a map in-
terface is zoomed in too far), resulting in “desert fog” [105]. Further applications
of landmarks in HCI are discussed in Section 4.2.3.
2.5 Summary
This chapter provided a high-level summary of some relevant theories of spatial
memory, including working memory, long-term memory, and systems of spatial
reference. These theories are intended to provide the groundwork for the follow-
ing two chapters, which look at the empirically observable properties of spatial
memory, and interfaces that affect spatial memory, respectively.
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Chapter 3
Observable Properties of Spatial Memory
While Chapter 2 focused on psychological theory, the aim of this chapter is to
summarise the empirically observable properties of human spatial memory, with
an emphasis on those aspects most relevant to human-computer interaction. Ex-
tensive prior research, both in psychology and in HCI, has examined and identified
human capabilities for spatial memory; this chapter summarises and distills key
findings from that research.
Specifically, six properties of spatial memory are identified and examined.
First, literature on the time to retrieve item locations from memory is discussed.
Since re-finding previously seen objects often involves elements of both memory
and visual search, this section also reviews literature on visual search.
The second section examines the accuracy with which people can remember
spatial locations in the absence of feedback, as well as the effects of frames of
reference on a person’s ability to recall locations. Note that there is a blurred dis-
tinction between the literature on retrieval time and accuracy, as there are several
ways in which the two attributes interact. For example, as a user improves their
recall accuracy for a given item location, the time taken to find that item decreases
(since less visual search is required); conversely, if a user attempts to guess target
locations as quickly as possible (thus reducing the time available to query their
spatial memory), their overall accuracy will decrease.
The third section discusses effort. This includes both the effort of memo-
risation and the effort of recall, though the focus is on the differences between
automatic and effortful spatial learning, linking back to the theories presented in
Chapter 2.
The fourth section discusses retention – in other words, the capacity of the
human brain to remember spatial locations, and the length of time these memories
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persist. As in other sections, empirical results are framed in terms of the theories
presented in Chapter 2 on working memory, long-term memory, and forgetting.
The final two sections look at variation in human ability, as well as people’s
perceptions of their own ability and how they can differ from reality.
3.1 Retrieval time
As spatial memory develops, users become more efficient at locating controls. A
novice with poor spatial knowledge will rely on slow visual search to find items,
while a practiced user can quickly retrieve item locations from memory [33]. The
mechanisms by which these skills develop were discussed in Section 2.3; this
section discusses user performance in visual search and spatial retrieval. Note
that although the process of visual search is distinct from the processes involved
in spatial memory, it is important to review elements of visual search because
novices must use visual search as the first step in learning item locations. Once
stable spatial locations have been learned, visual search becomes unnecessary.
3.1.1 Visual search
Visual search has proven to be a difficult process to model, with empirical studies
often producing conflicting results. Specifically, there has been little consensus on
whether humans attend to items sequentially, randomly, or in parallel; however,
regardless of the underlying process, the average time required for visual search
tends to be a linear function of the number of candidate items [93, 155, 176].
This section discusses visual search processes, as well as other factors (such
as orderings, groupings, and saliency effects) that affect people’s ability to find
items.
Is visual search random, sequential, or parallel?
Early work by Krendel and Wodinsky [115] and Engel [51] reported experimen-
tal results suggesting that visual search is completely random (i.e., people ex-
amine locations at random until the target is found, possibly revisiting already-
visited items in the process). Both experiments were performed using random
two-dimensional arrangements of stimulus items, unlike the linear command lists
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used in modern-day menus or grid-based arrangements of toolbar icons. Card
[20] was the first to study visual search in mouse-based linear menus. In a menu
of randomly-arranged items, his results (for a small three-user study) showed no
difference in search time for different positions in the menu, providing further
evidence for randomly-ordered search.
In contrast, Lee and McGregor [124], in their examination of optimal menu
structures, proposed a sequential model of visual search where items are exam-
ined in top-to-bottom order. In a follow-up paper [132], they re-examined Card’s
assumptions, and determined that his empirical data could be equally well de-
scribed by a sequential model. They concluded that either model may be possible,
and that users may employ different visual search strategies depending on the ap-
plication.
Furthermore, Nilsen [155] presented an experiment showing that visual search
for individual items was a linear function of that item’s position in the menu,
strongly suggesting that participants were performing a sequential, top-to-bottom
search. Hornof and Kieras [93] and Byrne et al. [19] further investigated this data
and derived more complex models, each involving elements of both sequential
and random search; Hornof and Kieras also provided a key result showing that
users do not necessarily consider each menu item individually, and in fact can
evaluate several items in parallel if the items can simultaneously fit into the fovea
[93].
Importantly, however, all three models of search (sequential, random, and par-
tially parallel) provide the same observable relationship: average search time in a
menu is consistently a linear function of the number of items [93, 155, 176].
Note that while some researchers have suggested applying the information-
theoretic Hick-Hyman law [86, 96] to visual search (e.g., [188, 210]), others have
argued that this is erroneous [177, 29] because the Hick-Hyman law (further dis-
cussed in Section 3.1.2) models decision time, not search.
Orderings and groupings
Card [20] followed up his initial menu search work with a second experiment
investigating the difference between menu arrangement schemes. His results
showed that an alphabetical layout enabled faster visual search than random or
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categorical layouts, and that a categorical layout was faster than random. How-
ever, the advantage of an alphabetical layout only generalises to situations where
users know the command name in advance, and can therefore anticipate the po-
sition of the command in the list. Furthermore, the categorical layout may have
been unfairly disadvantaged by the fact that Card’s implementation did not dis-
play labels for each category, forcing users to attend to the items within each
one in order to infer what the category was. In any case, differences between
the three conditions disappeared on the final block, once users were sufficiently
familiar with item locations. Somberg [186] reports very similar results, with al-
phabetic and frequency-based arrangements enabling faster search initially, but
with positionally-constant menus proving significantly faster after several blocks
of trials.
In a further study, Hornof [92] compared visual search strategies in grouped
menu layouts, investigating both labelled and unlabelled groups. When groups
were unlabelled, the partially-random search strategy proposed by Byrne et al.
[19] provided the best fit to the data. With labelled groups, users were able to
perform a faster hierarchical search: first searching for the target group name,
and then searching within that group for the target item. However, such efficient
hierarchical searches can only be conducted when the user can predict the name
of the relevant group in advance. To compound the issue, generating meaningful
category names for commands in real-world applications can often be a difficult
task. Nevertheless, in situations where category labels are present, Hornof’s re-
sults suggest that they should be visually emphasised.
Visual saliency and pre-attentive effects
For visual search in images or structures more complex than linear menus, no
models have been developed that accurately characterise search processes. While
some researchers (e.g., [100, 161]) have proposed visual saliency-based models of
search, in which the eye fixates on visible features in decreasing order of saliency,
empirical tests of these models have given mixed results [100, 84]. The order
in which features are attended to during visual search appears to depend heavily
on the nature of the task [168], as well as complex cognitive factors such as the
subject’s semantic knowledge of the information being viewed [84].
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Figure 3.1: In the left image, the single differentiable feature (colour) allows the
red circle to be found pre-attentively. In the right image, the conjunction of fea-
tures (both colour and shape) requires a slower, more sequential search.
However, one aspect of visual search is somewhat better understood: the con-
cept of pre-attentive or parallel search, which can be performed without the need
to sequentially scan through individual items [200, 199]. Pre-attentive search oc-
curs when a subject is instructed to find an item based on one differentiating sep-
arable feature of that item, where the separable feature may be a quality such as
colour, brightness, or shape; but does not occur when items are differentiated by
a conjunction of features. For example, finding a red circle in a field of blue cir-
cles can be done pre-attentively, but finding a red circle in a field of red and blue
squares and circles can not (Figure 3.1).
The ability to exploit pre-attentive search to decrease retrieval time, however,
relies on the subject knowing in advance that their intended target is going to
have a particular differentiating feature [69]. In HCI, this means that visually
distinctive icons can exhibit ‘pop-out’ effects if the user knows what they are
looking for. However, artificially encouraging pre-attentive search can be difficult
– for example, highlighting likely items with a distinctive colour will only create a
pre-attentive effect if the user expects their target to be in that colour (see Section
4.3.3 for more on adaptive highlighting techniques).
One technique that has been shown to cause an involuntary attentional shift
is abrupt onset, where one item appears instantly and others appear after a delay
[211]. Yantis and Jonides showed that the involuntary capture of attention caused
by abrupt onset was not replicable using salient features (such as colour) [104]. In
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HCI, Findlater et al. used this idea to speed up visual search with their ephemeral
adaptation system (see Section 4.3.3).
3.1.2 Spatial retrieval
While visually searching for items is usually a linear process, repeated searches
for the same items allow users to naturally develop a memory for the locations of
these items (assuming they remain spatially stable). Measuring the speed of item
retrieval from spatial memory during in-the-field computer use is a difficult task –
for example, it is unclear when spatial retrieval ends and when mechanical target
acquisition begins. For this reason, retrieval time is usually examined indirectly.
Generally, it is accepted that the time to retrieve a spatial location from mem-
ory is a logarithmic function of the number of items. Sears and Shneiderman
[176] observed that menu selection times increased linearly with menu length for
unfamiliar items, but only logarithmically for items that were frequently selected.
Cockburn et al. [33] suggested that these expert selections could be accurately de-
scribed by the Hick-Hyman Law of choice reaction time [86, 96], which states that
the time taken for a human to make a decision is proportional to the information
content of that decision (which in turn is a logarithmic function of the number of
available choices).
Cockburn et al. developed and empirically validated a model of menu se-
lections that incorporates linear visual search, Hick-Hyman logarithmic decision
making, and the transition from novice to expert behaviour. The model incorpo-
rates Newell and Rosenbloom’s assertion (see Section 2.3.2) that as users become
familiar with selecting commands, their task times improve following a power law
of practice [152].
Importantly, if users have perfect spatial knowledge of items, item arrange-
ments designed to shorten visual search times will no longer provide any benefit.
Card’s 1984 study [20] demonstrates this effect, with differences in search time
between alphabetical, semantic and random layouts disappearing once users had
learned item locations. In practice, however, location knowledge is rarely perfect
(see Section 3.2), and expert users are unlikely to know the locations of every
command in an application, so techniques designed to reduce visual search may
still be useful.
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3.2 Accuracy
As discussed earlier, retrieval time is dependent on the user’s underlying knowl-
edge of target locations, and better knowledge allows users to avoid visual search.
It therefore follows that the reduction in task time with practice, which follows a
power law, is simply a manifestation of an underlying improvement in the user’s
spatial knowledge.
In HCI experiments, the accuracy of spatial knowledge is usually measured
indirectly through task time, which is arguably the more important dependent
variable. When experimenting on a standard visual interface, it can be difficult
to differentiate between visual search and spatial recall behaviours in users. How-
ever, a few studies have investigated spatial accuracy directly, using ‘invisible’
interfaces that lack visual feedback, and measuring accuracy as the dependent
variable rather than selection time. These studies are reviewed here.
When visual (or other) feedback is present, item locations can be encoded in
terms of landmarks and frames of reference (as discussed in Section 2.4.1). The
presence of a frame of reference can contribute substantially to a user’s ability
to recall spatial locations, allowing them to find familiar objects from different
viewpoints. Empirical results relating to frames of reference are therefore also
discussed below.
3.2.1 Recalling the locations of invisible items
One way to measure the accuracy of spatial recall, without using selection time
as a proxy, is to remove all visual feedback and ask subjects to point at the ar-
eas where they believe items to be located. While this kind of experiment has
been performed many times in the psychology domain, the generalisability of
such experiments is heavily dependent on the circumstances of the experiment,
the amount of learning taking place before the recall tests, and other factors that
are difficult to control. To narrow down the range of results, only invisible-object
studies in HCI are considered here, and care is taken to identify the amount of
prior learning before recall in each case.
One way to measure typical levels of spatial knowledge is to evaluate partic-
ipants’ existing expertise with applications they use frequently. Gustafson et al.
[73] performed such a study on mobile phones, showing that when regular iPhone
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users were asked to recall the locations of applications on their home screen, 68%
of locations were recalled correctly.
For 3D interaction, Li et al. [126] investigated users’ spatial and proprio-
ceptive ability to replicate angular directions, mapping application commands to
a spherical co-ordinate space in a 180 degree hemisphere in front of the user’s
body. To minimise the effect of errors, they recommended dividing the space into
7 horizontal and 4 vertical partitions. In this case, participants were not trained
– they were simply given angular directions and had to point in those directions
while blindfolded.
Cockburn et al. [28] studied three similar ‘air pointing’ systems: aiming the
pointer at a virtual screen, positioning the pointer within a virtual 2D plane, and
positioning the pointer within a virtual 3D volume. In their experiment, partici-
pants first completed 48 training trials (12 blocks of 4 targets) with full visual feed-
back, before interacting with conditions providing progressively reduced feed-
back. Pointing within a 2D plane enabled the highest accuracy, with ray-casting
quick but inaccurate and 3D volume pointing slow, inaccurate, and requiring the
highest cognitive and physical effort.
3.2.2 Frames of reference
Section 2.4.1 reviewed literature showing that spatial information is often encoded
in terms of a frame of reference. The air-pointing studies in the previous section
examined recall accuracy in egocentric frames of reference without feedback –
this section discusses the manipulation and creation of visual reference frames in
order to enhance spatial memory.
Hinckley et al. [88], studying the manipulation of virtual invisible objects,
found that using the non-dominant hand to create a proprioceptive frame of refer-
ence increased users’ accuracy in a memory task. Based on this idea, Gustafson et
al.’s imaginary interface system [72] required users to form an L shape with their
non-dominant hand, generating an explicit reference axis relative to which the
other hand could interact. They found that use of the non-dominant hand in this
way partially alleviated effects caused by disorientation (such as physically turn-
ing around between tasks), and that interaction accuracy in a co-ordinate pointing
task was relative to the Manhattan distance from the user’s fingertips.
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Figure 3.2: Cockburn et al.’s gesture keyboard training game (from [34]). Users
must temporarily brush virtual ‘frost’ off the keyboard with a stylus in order to
see underlying key labels.
3.3 The role of effort in forming spatial memories
Section 2.3.3 discussed psychological theory implying that certain types of spa-
tial information are learnt automatically, but that effortful learning can provide
benefits in terms of long-term retention.
In HCI, benefits of effortful spatial learning have been observed in training
interfaces. Cockburn et al. [34] developed a training interface for a virtual gesture
keyboard that required ‘frost-brushing’: that is, in order to view the labels on the
keys, users had to brush away virtual ‘frost’ with a stylus, which re-formed soon
afterward (Figure 3.2). In this way, users were forced to attend to and memorise
key locations, in order to avoid having to brush away the frost every time a word
was typed. The effortful training was shown to be a more effective use of training
time than simple repetition, although the authors cautioned that an excessive level
of difficulty may cause users to become frustrated and give up.
Ehret [48] showed a similar effect in a simple item-selection experiment. He
examined the repeated selection of buttons representing colours, and manipulated
the meaningfulness of the button labels: the most meaningful was a display of
the colour itself, followed by the name of the colour, an arbitrary icon, and no
feedback at all. Ehret found that the colour-display condition enabled the fastest
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interaction, but performed significantly worse than the other three in a spatial re-
call test. Ehret concludes that “locations are learned more quickly when the least-
effortful strategy available in the interface explicitly requires retrieval of location
knowledge” (p. 1).
Experiments like Ehret’s imply an interesting trade-off between enabling low
task times and encouraging long-term learning. For example, interfaces can speed
up visual search for items by highlighting a subset of the most likely selections
[57, 59], or through the use of visit wear [183], yet there is evidence to suggest that
doing so decreases spatial learning, since users become less reliant on their spatial
memory [183]. Similar results have been shown in the wayfinding literature, with
the presence of GPS devices decreasing users’ navigation ability [99]. The best
approach for designers therefore depends on the goal of the system: if the explicit
aim is training, then requiring more effort can be beneficial; if the aim is simply
to allow faster interaction, then making the interface less effortful (e.g., by adding
highlighting) is probably the better approach (although problems can arise when
the highlighting is removed).
3.4 Retention
As discussed in Chapter 2, cognitive psychologists generally divide the concept
of memory into two separate systems: short-term (or working) memory, and long-
term memory, each with substantially different properties. Measurements of re-
tention, such as how much spatial information can be remembered, and how long
it can be remembered for, are therefore highly dependent on which aspect of mem-
ory is being utilised.
To re-iterate from Chapter 2, working memory is known to have a limited
capacity, with information fading over short periods of time, while the capacity
and duration of long-term memory is significantly higher, but more difficult to
study. Here, empirical literature from psychology and HCI on the capacity and
duration of both working and long-term spatial memory is examined.
3.4.1 Short-term retention
In general, it is known that short-term visual and spatial memory is limited [163, 8,
72]. In Postma and De Haan’s study of short-term object location memory, the ac-
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curacy with which subjects could remember object locations diminished as more
locations had to be simultaneously remembered [163]. Participants in Gustafson
et al.’s study [72] demonstrated reduced accuracy in drawing long, complex ges-
tures, suggesting that participants’ visuospatial memory for the locations of earlier
strokes was fading over time. Baddeley states that the capacity of visual working
memory is typically limited to three or four items [8].
Attempts to measure the duration of short-term spatial memory have had var-
ied results. Thomson [197] and Steenhuis and Goodale [189] asked participants
to walk to nearby target locations with their eyes closed; the two studies found
that target accuracy appeared to decrease after 8 seconds and 30 seconds, respec-
tively, of walking with no visual feedback. Similar experiments in manual aiming
have shown that accuracy begins to deteriorate after only 2 seconds without visual
feedback [49]. While the duration appears to be highly variable, it is clear that
people are able to hold recently-seen visual imagery in their heads at least for a
few seconds.
Hole [90] investigated decay effects in visuospatial memory, asking subjects to
determine which of two sequentially presented dot pairs had the greater degree of
separation. Accuracy decreased linearly as the delay between presentations was
increased from 0 to 30 seconds (i.e., a longer delay required a larger difference
between the two dot pairs in order for subjects to choose the correct one). They
also demonstrated interference caused by extraneous visual information: when a
distractor dot pair was presented between the two stimulus pairs, subjects’ spatial
accuracy was halved.
3.4.2 Long-term retention
While little research has been done to specifically determine the capacity of long-
term spatial memory, anecdotal evidence from daily life (e.g., the sheer number
of routes and object locations that we accumulate over the course of our lives)
suggests that it is very high. Some studies provide hints to the scale of our spatial
memory, although they do not identify upper bounds: Jiang et al. [102] investi-
gated spatial contextual memory, showing that people have a large implicit mem-
ory for contextual cues. Across the course of a week, they trained participants
to find T-shaped targets amongst 60 repeated displays filled with L-shaped dis-
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tractors, intermixed with 1800 homogeneous non-repeated displays. Participants
were reliably able to locate targets much faster on the displays that had been seen
before, even though all displays were highly similar.
In the HCI domain, Robertson et al. studied long-term memory for document
locations in their Data Mountain system [169, 39]. In their first experiment, par-
ticipants placed and interacted with a set of web-page thumbnails on a virtual
inclined plane. Six months later, they were given five minutes to review their
old layouts, and were asked to find items again; they displayed a similar level of
performance to that of the first experiment. However, it is unclear to what extent
participants were simply using the five minutes to re-learn item locations.
3.5 Variation in ability
When it comes to spatial tasks, as with many other human capabilities, abilities
can vary widely between individuals. For example, Hegarty et al. [83] had sub-
jects walk a route through a building, then asked them to point in the direction of
landmarks that were encountered during the route and estimate distances between
them. The highest-performing participants “could point to unseen landmarks in
the environment with less than 10◦ of absolute error” and “showed an almost per-
fect correlation between their estimates of distances among landmarks and the true
distances”, while the lowest-performing participants had scores “not significantly
different from chance” (p. 173).
Certain demographic factors have been found to have effects on spatial abil-
ity. For example, there are well-documented differences between the sexes in
certain types of spatial tasks. In general, women tend to have better memory for
object locations than men [46], while men tend to be better at aiming and throw-
ing projectiles [77, 207], as well as mental rotation tasks, spatial visualisation
(e.g., paper folding tests), disembedding (finding a simple figure hidden in a more
complex one), and field independence (e.g., perceiving and drawing absolute hor-
izontal and vertical slopes). The interested reader should refer to [78] and [113]
for complete reviews of sex differences in spatial tasks.
Light and Zelinski [127] reported an experiment in which adults aged 18-35
were better able to reconstruct a map of town landmarks than adults aged 51-80,
suggesting a deterioration of spatial memory with age. However, other studies
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investigating the effects of age have had mixed results (e.g., [140, 160]), with
differences possibly explained by the visual distinctiveness of stimuli used in the
experiment [178].
Cultural differences can also lead to differences in spatial ability. Kearins
[110] found significantly stronger visual spatial memory in Australian Aborigi-
nal children compared to Australian children of European descent, though it was
unclear whether the difference was due to natural endowment, or simply due to
differing child-rearing practices between the two cultures. Similar cultural differ-
ences have been found between Scottish and Zairian children [15], and Japanese
and Caucasian adults [64], although the latter study takes care to point out that ex-
periential factors may have a large effect, and cautions against over-generalisation.
These individual differences in spatial ability imply a risk for interface de-
signers, which is that interfaces designed to exploit spatial memory may be less
effective, or even detrimental, for users with poor spatial ability. However, more
research is needed in this area.
3.6 Perception of ability
People perceive their spatial abilities to be lower than they actually are. In Cock-
burn and McKenzie’s comparison of 2D and 3D interfaces [30], participants pre-
dicted low performance in a spatial retrieval task, but rated their performance
significantly higher after the task was complete, implying an initial lack of trust in
their spatial memory. Andrade and Meudell [6] reported a similar phenomenon:
many of their participants reported that they guessed their way through a spa-
tial memory test, even though they achieved recall scores that were significantly
above chance. This may stem from the automatic, rather than conscious, nature
of spatial contextual memory [102].
While in the case of spatial memory, people may be unaware or mistrusting
of their own capabilities, it is worth noting that in other situations people will
often rely on their (potentially erroneous) memory rather than consulting docu-
mentation. Gray and Fu [70] performed an experiment in which participants were
told to program a VCR, with reference materials to verify that their actions were
correct. When there was even a slight perceived cost to accessing the reference in-
formation (such as a single click being required to open it), participants tended to
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rely on the imperfect knowledge in their head, rather than verifying their actions
against the correct information given to them.
3.7 Summary
This chapter examined six observable properties of spatial memory: retrieval time,
accuracy, effort, retention, variation, and perception. Overall, the literature sug-
gests that human spatial memory is highly capable, with quick retrieval times,
high levels of accuracy for interfaces that are used frequently, and long memory
duration. However, individuals can vary significantly in ability, and people tend to
underestimate their own capabilities. Furthermore, the amount of effort involved
in learning spatial locations affects the durability of the memories formed, with
higher levels of effort resulting in better retention.
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Chapter 4
Interfaces and Spatial Memory
The preceding chapters were concerned with the psychological theories and em-
pirically observable properties of spatial memory, and drew information mainly
from cognitive psychology literature. This chapter focuses specifically on HCI,
reviewing systems and interfaces that support or disrupt spatial memory in some
way, and distilling lessons learnt from the evaluations of these systems.
When considering spatial properties of user interfaces, it is possible to divide
UIs into two classes: those that display an entire information space at once (for
example, a file browser window with only a small number of files), and those that
show only small portions at a time (required when the window contains too many
files to be displayed together). This chapter therefore first considers situations
in which it is possible to simultaneously display all of the items in an informa-
tion space, the benefits of such an approach, and the applications of such spatial
displays to desktop interfaces. When this approach is not feasible due to space re-
strictions, designers must either provide a user-controllable viewport to the space,
or somehow distort the space such that the information can fit on the screen, with
each approach affecting spatial memory differently. This chapter looks at the dif-
ferent ways this can be achieved, and examines how these techniques support or
hamper the user’s spatial abilities. Additionally, the effects on spatial memory of
various types of non-visuospatial cues and feedback are examined.
4.1 Single-view spatial displays
In 2D interfaces, such as those displayed on standard computer monitors, any data
to be displayed is necessarily mapped to 2D space. When this mapping is constant,
users naturally learn locations as a side effect of use, increasing their performance
to a high level over time [107, 129, 48, 33]. However, techniques that dynami-
cally alter the mapping of data to screen co-ordinates, such as scrolling, can re-
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duce users’ ability to remember item locations; and interfaces that are designed to
manage complexity, such as hierarchical menus, can limit the usefulness of spatial
memory by requiring the user to perform comparatively slow mechanical actions
to select items.
These two problems of spatial unpredictability and suboptimal mechanical se-
lection can be solved by displaying all of the items in an information space at once,
in a non-overlapping spatially consistent layout (see Figure 4.1 for an example).
Displays such as these reduce mechanical navigation time compared to scrolling
lists [74], and allow users to utilise their spatial memory to quickly access items
they have encountered before [74], as well as providing an instant overview of the
information space [157, 32], among other benefits. This section investigates some
of the research interfaces in HCI that follow this principle of simultaneous pre-
sentation, and show how they affect task times and spatial memory in comparison
with traditional methods of interaction.
4.1.1 Advantages of spatial layouts over scrolling
Several research projects have shown the value of spatial layouts for working with
documents compared to more traditional techniques such as scrolling. In 1997,
O’Hara and Sellen [157] studied differences in reading behaviour between paper
and on-line documents. When interacting with paper, all participants unclipped
the documents they were given and arranged them spatially on the desk, citing
advantages such as quick cross-referencing and “gaining a sense of overall struc-
ture” (p. 339). The authors noted that digital techniques for managing documents,
such as scrolling and paging, were “irritatingly slow and distracting” (p. 338),
and that they significantly reduced the user’s ability to use spatial memory for
navigation. In a follow-up paper [158], they developed a focus+context reading
interface which showed an overview of the whole page, and displayed one full-
size sentence at a time. The interface with the overview proved to better support
incidental learning of spatial locations than a standard scrolling interface.
Similar results in favour of spatial overviews in document navigation were
demonstrated by Cockburn et al. [32]. Their Space-Filling Thumbnails system
allowed users to view a spatially consistent overview of a document, in which
thumbnails of every page were arranged in a 2D layout and scaled such that all of
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Figure 4.1: Space-Filling Thumbnails allow an entire document to be displayed
on a single screen, using a spatially stable arrangement. Image from [32].
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Figure 4.2: A ListMap displaying a list of system fonts. Image from [74].
the pages could fit in one window (Figure 4.1). Space-Filling Thumbnails were
shown to be better than six other document navigation methods in terms of both
visual search and retrieval of locations from spatial memory, with spatial retrieval
being particularly quick [32].
Spatial arrangements have been shown to be beneficial in many other appli-
cation domains. Tak et al.’s Spatially Consistent Overview Thumbnail Zones
(SCOTZ) [191, 192] provides a full-screen, spatially stable interface for window
switching, allowing quick revisitation. SCOTZ divides the screen into application
zones that grow based on the frequency of use. The problem of dynamic data sets,
as well as changing zone sizes, is alleviated by the use of spatially stable treemap
algorithms [202, 190], which keep items as close as possible to their original lo-
cations when the data set changes. SCOTZ showed significant advantages over
existing window switching tools [192].
Gutwin and Cockburn’s ListMap design [74] laid out a list of items in a 2D
grid that required no scrolling (Figure 4.2). Task times with ListMaps were signifi-
cantly lower than with the scrolling list for revisitation, but significantly higher for
users who had to find items for the first time. However, their interface constrained
item sizes to 23×14 pixels, and used only textual item names (which required a
mouse-over to view in full), making visual search costly and time-consuming.
Robertson et al.’s Data Mountain [169, 39] was a document management sys-
tem that allowed users to arrange their documents on a 3D inclined plane. In a
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study using web-page thumbnails, the spatial arrangement of items proved to be
more efficient than Internet Explorer’s Favorites system (a scrolling list), although
the authors did not separate the relative contribution of the third dimension, the
thumbnail images, the ability of users to organise and cluster items according to
their preference, and other factors.
Later, Cockburn and McKenzie [31] isolated and studied the 3D aspect of Data
Mountain, comparing it to a 2D equivalent as well as a real-world 3D interface (in
order to avoid the technological limitations of virtual 3D). Their study showed no
spatial memory benefits for the 3D interfaces (failing to replicate an earlier study
by Tavanti and Lind [196]), indicating that the main strength of Data Mountain
was its 2D spatial layout, which enabled users to remember items by location.
This idea is supported by results in psychology – Shelton and McNamara [179]
found that memory for 3D scenes was strongly viewpoint-dependent, suggesting
that people may not automatically encode three-dimensional information.
4.1.2 Spatial layouts and menu hierarchies
As shown in the previous section, spatial arrangements support quick revisitation;
and when spatial knowledge of an interface is strong, reduction of selection times
tends to be bottlenecked by navigation costs such as scrolling or navigating hi-
erarchical menus. However, hierarchies serve specific benefits, particularly for
novice users [89], in that they reduce information load and provide a categorical
structure to guide the user’s search for commands [172]. This naturally leads to
the question: how deep should hierarchies be?
There has been considerable investigation into how best to design menu hi-
erarchies, with literature on the appropriate breadth and depth of menu systems
dating back to Miller [143]. Miller’s initial experiment evaluated different hier-
archical arrangements of 64 menu items, ranging from one broad menu contain-
ing all 64 items to a tree of depth 6 with two choices at each level. His results
showed a U-shaped function for selection time, with the two-level, eight-choice-
per-level layout the most efficient; these findings were replicated in similar studies
by Snowberry et al. [185] and Kiger [112]. However, other studies, such as that of
Landauer and Nachbar [120], showed benefits for flatter hierarchies, contradicting
Miller’s results.
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The difference appears to lie in the predictability of item locations, either by
inference based on an understanding of the layout (such as an alphabetical order)
or by pre-existing spatial knowledge. Miller’s menu items were randomly ordered,
while Landauer and Nachbar’s were ordered alphanumerically, enabling the user
to anticipate the locations of the items. Based on this, Cockburn and Gutwin [29]
developed a predictive model that explained and integrated the results of previous
studies. They demonstrated that certain types of data organisation (such as alpha-
betic or categorical ordering), as well as expertise with spatial locations, allow for
logarithmic search time; and that this kind of search favours broad, shallow hierar-
chies. Conversely, visually searching data that is structured unpredictably is aided
by a small amount of hierarchy, as per Miller’s original results [143]. However,
interfaces are rarely arranged randomly. Furthermore, it takes only a few repeated
selections for users to develop strong knowledge of an item’s location (e.g., [33]),
suggesting that the “broad and shallow” arrangement is more generally useful.
Recently, there have been investigations in HCI into interfaces that completely
flatten hierarchical structures. Parallel dropdown menus, which display all menus
on the system simultaneously, are a simple example. Quinn and Cockburn [165]
compared fully parallel menus, partially parallel menus (i.e., standard dropdown
menus) and serial menus (where only the item under the user’s cursor is visi-
ble). They found no significant difference between partial and parallel menu types
in terms of selection time, although the experiment was of insufficient length to
properly examine learning effects or revisitation times. Experiments in web page
menus showed favourable results for parallelisation, particularly for experienced
users [89]. The design of ExposeHK [136], a system for overlaying hotkey bind-
ings on top of corresponding commands, also suggested the use of parallel menus
to display all application commands at once, with a brief analysis showing that
modern screens are large enough to display the entire set of top-level menus in
most applications.
4.2 Viewports and spatial memory
The previous section discussed the advantages of simultaneous spatial interfaces,
which show an entire information space at once. However, this kind of interface
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is not always feasible, particularly when the size of the dataset is larger than the
display can handle.
One way to solve this issue, while maintaining the internal spatial relation-
ships of the dataset, is to provide a viewport to the information space that allows
the user to view a manageable subset of the space. This subset is normally con-
trolled through the use of pan and zoom tools (though see Smith and Taivalsaari’s
“stationary scrolling” [184] for an alternative, spatially constant way to view sub-
sets of data). In panning and zooming interfaces, the user’s ability to build an
accurate mental model of the space and navigate around it depends on whether or
not an overview is visible [18, 158], whether recognisable landmarks and spatial
indicators are present [105], and whether constant reference points are available
to anchor the position of the viewport [109]. The challenges of pan-and-zoom
interfaces are summarised below, and the importance of each of these factors are
discussed.
4.2.1 Panning and zooming
Interfaces for viewing large information spaces, such as maps, typically offer two
ways to change the view of the data: panning (i.e., translating the viewport), and
zooming (i.e., scaling the data).
The ability to zoom and pan in user interfaces creates two challenges for spa-
tial memory. First, the user can no longer learn item locations relative to the
boundary of the viewport, since it changes with every navigation action. Instead,
the user must learn locations relative to nearby landmarks, in order to mentally
assimilate them into a global picture of the space (this process is suggestive of
Siegel and White’s progression from landmark to survey knowledge – see Sec-
tion 2.1). This implies that location learning in a pan-and-zoom interface may be
less automatic than in a static interface (see Section 2.3.3). It also creates a risk
that no known landmarks will be visible, requiring the user to alter their zoom
level to determine where they are (the worst case of this effect is known as “desert
fog” [105], where the zoom level is so extreme that no landmarks are visible at
all). The second challenge is that when attempting to revisit a previously-seen
location, the user must first establish the current position of the viewport (again
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integrating visible landmarks with a mental global picture of the space), before
they can determine how to proceed.
Bederson [14] summarises the advantages and challenges of zoomable user
interfaces (ZUIs). One of the things he notes is that ZUIs have the potential to
“tax human short-term memory [...] because users must integrate in their heads
the spatial layout of the information” (p. 4). However, this effect can be alleviated
somewhat through animation: Bederson and Boltman [13] showed that the use
of animation when zooming enhanced spatial comprehension of an information
space. It is worth noting, however, that studies of animation in other areas have
provided inconclusive results: see Tversky et al. [203].
4.2.2 Overviews
As noted in Section 4.1.1, spatial layouts of the entire information space make it
easy for users to build a spatial model of that space. When using an overview of
this kind as the primary view is infeasible, it can sometimes be useful to add a
low-detail overview as a secondary window to the data. Overviews of this kind
are typically displayed in a separate on-screen location to the primary view, dis-
playing a low-detail version of the entire information space, as well as indicating
the location of the primary viewport within that space. Overviews are present in
many computer games, such as Starcraft, in the form of “mini-maps”, and stan-
dard scrollbars are essentially simple, one-dimensional overviews.
Intuitively, it seems that an overview should provide benefits for spatial mem-
ory and interaction, since they allow the user to anchor the detailed information in
their primary viewport to its absolute spatial location. Burigat et al. [18] presented
evidence to support this on mobile devices, demonstrating that the presence of an
overview in a ZUI increased spatial recall accuracy. Similarly, in mobile reading
interfaces, O’Hara et al showed that page overviews support incidental learning
of spatial locations in reading interfaces, while pure scrolling interfaces do not
[158].
However, some results have shown that overviews are not always useful. Horn-
baek et al. [91] found no benefit for overviews in a zoomable map application,
with subjects actually performing worse on navigation time and recall accuracy
when an overview was present. Nevertheless, a majority of participants preferred
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the overview interface, making comments like “It is easier to keep track of where
I am” (p. 376).
4.2.3 Artificial landmarks and visual cues
Since object locations are generally defined in relation to the positions of other
objects (see Section 2.4.2), landmarks are extremely important when it comes to
encoding and retrieving location knowledge. In viewport interfaces, landmarks
provide another potential method for users to mentally consolidate the data they
can see into their overall spatial understanding.
In situations where natural landmarks are not available, dynamically gener-
ating artificial landmarks based on user behavior can be useful for supporting
revisitation. Alexander et al. [3] applied this to within-document navigation with
their Footprints Scrollbar, which places coloured marks in the scrollbar at recently
visited document locations. The results indicate that these visual cues can act as
landmarks which significantly decrease revisitation time.
Dynamic landmarking has also been applied successfully to two-dimensional
interfaces. Skopik and Gutwin [183], in their investigation of fisheye views, noted
that revisitation is difficult when distortion causes items to move around, partic-
ularly in featureless landscapes. To solve this problem, they added “visit wear”
(derived from Hill et al.’s read wear [87]) to show previously visited locations,
improving revisitation performance. Skopik and Gutwin noted that the risk of this
approach is an increase in visual clutter, although this effect can be mitigated by
fading out wear marks over time, or allowing the user to customise the visibility
of the wear.
Importantly, Quinn et al. [166] found no benefit for dynamic landmarks in
a situation where item locations were already easily predictable. In these cases,
spatial memory is likely strong enough to find items without the use of visual
landmarks. Quinn et al. also caution against the overuse of landmarks, finding that
the extraneous visual clutter can distract users and decrease their performance.
In viewports of two-dimensional data spaces, it can sometimes be useful to
visualise the locations of objects that are outside the current viewport. City Lights
[215], Halo [12], and Wedge [71] are all examples of systems that provide visual
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indicators of the presence of off-screen objects, with the latter two techniques
providing information about both distance and direction.
Another application of such visualisations exists when data is dynamic, or
when more detail is desired for several separate locations. In these cases, simple
overview+detail interfaces are insufficient, as it becomes difficult or impossible to
simultaneously visualise all of the salient data points. Ion et al. [98] solved this
problem for large displays with their Canyon visualisation, which augments an
overview+detail interface with a paper-folding metaphor to display the relation-
ships between out-of-view objects and the main focal region.
In summary, artificial landmarks and other visual cues should only be used
when existing landmarks are scarce (“desert fog” situations), in order to help a
user orient themselves in scrolling, panning and zooming interfaces; or to indicate
salient information displayed off-screen. The research indicates that they are less
useful in static interfaces, which typically have a frame of reference by which
locations can be remembered, and interfaces with many existing landmarks, when
adding extra landmarks simply increases visual clutter.
4.2.4 Situated information spaces
In 1993, Fitzmaurice [62] introduced the idea of situated information spaces,
where a data set is mapped into real-world space, and a spatially aware hand-
held display can be used as a viewport to visualise the data. Zooming and panning
navigation can then be achieved in a natural way, as if looking through a hand-
held “window” into the virtual world. In terms of spatial memory, the theoretical
advantage of this approach is that the user can utilise reference points in the envi-
ronment to anchor their mental map of the data, reducing the potential for getting
lost compared to standard panning interfaces.
However, studies on situated information spaces so far have been limited by
the sensing capabilities and response rates of hardware, removing the illusion of
the display as a ‘window’ to the data. Fitzmaurice et al.’s Chameleon [63, 61]
was the first implementation of such a system. They found that the movable dis-
play provided comparable depth perception ability to that achieved with a stan-
dard display, but interaction performance was hindered by hardware limitations –
however, they did not investigate spatial memory. A later version mounted on a
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mechanical arm, the Boom Chameleon [201], showed benefits for examining 3D
objects, although spatial memory was again not measured.
Yee’s peephole displays [213] applied the Chameleon concept to mobile de-
vices. Yee’s prototype showed advantages over a conventional interface for draw-
ing applications, but no difference for map navigation. However, Yee was also
affected by hardware limitations, noting that “peephole techniques would work
much better on a faster and brighter display” (p. 5).
Pahud et al. [159] studied spatial recall performance using Chameleon-style
interaction on a mobile device, and found no significant differences compared to
standard ‘pinch-flick-drag’ interaction.
Recently, peephole displays have also begun to appear on mobile projectors,
where the “window” to the data is projected into the environment, rather than be-
ing displayed on a handheld device. Kaufmann and Ahlstroem [108, 109] studied
map navigation and spatial memory in projected peephole interfaces, and found
that they offered better spatial recall accuracy than standard touch-screen panning
interfaces for both users and observers of the application.
Ra¨dle et al. [167] studied the use of a tablet computer as a viewport into a
wall-sized display. To navigate around the space, they compared standard pan-
and-zoom techniques to peephole interaction, which required physical movement
of both user and device. Memory for object locations was no different between
techniques immediately after the experiment, but a further experiment conducted
after 15 minutes of distraction showed increased accuracy in the peephole condi-
tion, suggesting that peephole interaction may have benefits for long-term spatial
memory.
4.3 Distorting space
Another way to deal with large information spaces is to distort the contents of the
space such that the most relevant information is more accessible than the rest. This
can be done in different ways, depending on the type of data being displayed. In
continuous spaces, such as maps, techniques such as pointing lenses can be used
to view certain areas in more detail: one well-studied example is the fisheye view
[65], which allows the user to magnify an area of interest in an information space
while maintaining the connectedness of the area to its surroundings (Figure 4.3).
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With discrete data that does not have an inherent spatial arrangement, such as sets
of commands, designers have the flexibility to move and rearrange the discrete
parts of the set in any way they choose, in order to make some commands more
easily accessible or fit the constraints of the containing interface.
Figure 4.3: Fisheye views seamlessly integrate a high-detail ‘focus’ region with
its low-detail surroundings.
In general, changing the locations of interface objects in this way disrupts a
user’s ability to use their spatial location knowledge. For this reason, interface
design guidelines often promote either spatial stability (e.g., Hansen’s ‘display in-
ertia’ [79]) or the more general concept of ‘consistency’ [2, 154, 181]. However,
there are situations in which system designers may choose to disrupt spatial mem-
ory in pursuit of other goals. The rest of this section discusses the situations where
this may occur, analyses existing interfaces that distort space and break the prin-
ciple of spatial consistency, and identifies instances where alternative, spatially-
consistent designs can improve performance.
Two categories of spatial distortion are examined. The first category includes
focus+context and adaptable interfaces, two situations where the distortion is user-
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controlled. Second, system-controlled distortions are examined, such as those
generated by adaptive interfaces, and automatic re-arrangement of controls when
window geometry changes.
4.3.1 Focus+context interfaces
Like an overview+detail interface (discussed in Section 4.2.2), a focus+context
interface is designed to provide an overview of the space, while allowing the user
to view a specific region (the focus area) in more detail. However, a focus+context
display removes the discontinuity between the two regions, “integrating focus and
context into a single display where all parts are concurrently visible” ([35], p. 10).
The most commonly studied example of a focus+context interface is the fisheye
view, shown in Figure 4.3.
The fisheye view provides a distortion of visual space while leaving the motor
space undistorted (i.e., clicking at the cursor position in the centre of the lens is
equivalent to clicking without the lens present). However, despite the fact that the
primary goal of a fisheye lens is to enable better understanding of the underlying
dataset, these visual distortions can actually increase confusion and disorientation
[22] and impair the user’s ability to make spatial judgements. This problem is
exacerbated when the user has no easy way of mapping magnified items to their
positions in the regular, un-distorted space. Zanella et al. [214] reduced these
problems in maps by adding visual cues that made the fisheye mapping more ex-
plicit, with both a cartographic grid overlay and shading to better indicate the
fisheye ‘bubble’ making it easier for users to comprehend the effects of the distor-
tion.
Skopik and Gutwin [183] examined the use of fisheye views in both maps
and discrete graphs, and also found that people had difficulty remembering object
locations due to the distortion. Their solution used dynamic landmarks in the form
of “visit wear” (see Section 4.2.3) to provide spatial points of reference for users.
4.3.2 Adaptable interfaces
In contrast to adaptive interfaces, where changes to the interface are determined
by the system, adaptable interfaces can be directly modified and customised by
the user. Findlater and McGrenere [54] compared static, adaptive and adaptable
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menu systems and found that adaptive menus performed the worst, due to their
lack of predictability, while static menus were the most efficient. Participants,
however, thought they were most efficient with adaptable menus, even though this
was not the case; they also preferred the adaptable menus overall. This suggests
that greater control over an interface can provide users with higher perceived per-
formance and satisfaction.
4.3.3 Adaptive interfaces
Adaptive interfaces are interfaces which “automatically tailor the presentation of
functionality to better fit an individual user’s tasks, usage patterns, and abilities”
[53]. In practice, an adaptive interface typically develops a model of the user’s
behavior over time, and uses it to alter the interface for the purposes of reducing
visual search time or motor movement.
There are several ways in which interfaces can be altered. First, items can be
moved: for example, pull-down menus could dynamically re-arrange themselves
such that the most frequently used items are near the top (e.g., [145, 176]), en-
abling lower pointing times for the most commonly accessed targets. Sears and
Shneiderman [176] showed efficiency benefits for this type of design in an exper-
iment where item ordering was pre-determined: that is, items were sorted based
on a priori knowledge of their selection frequencies and did not move during the
experiment. However, when menus change dynamically, the cost of unpredictable
command locations can outweigh the benefits of the adaptation [145, 54].
There have been several approaches to mitigate this issue. At the algorith-
mic level, some adaptive algorithms are more stable than others: frequency-based
sorting is much more stable than recency-based sorting, for example [33]. Fitch-
ett and Cockburn’s AccessRank [58] attempts to create predictive lists that are
both accurate and stable, although its use in real interfaces has not been explicitly
evaluated. Importantly, stability of results is likely to be more important than the
understandability of an algorithm, at least in terms of task time: participants in
a study by Gajos et al. [68] performed no better with recency-based adaptation
than with purely random adaptation (i.e., where controls promoted by the adaptive
interface where chosen at random), even though they indicated that the recency-
based strategy was much more predictable.
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Another alternative is to adapt the interface by copying items into an easily-
accessible area, rather than rearranging the existing items. Gajos et al.’s Split
Interface [67], which copied frequently used items in Microsoft Office into a des-
ignated toolbar, was faster than the standard interface and also preferred by users.
The risk of duplicating items is that it may introduce a decision cost – users will
not always find the item they need in the predicted subset, so an optimal selection
strategy requires them to decide which location to look in first. Howes et al. [94]
showed that providing shortcuts to items slows down users for items that have no
shortcuts – presumably since participants were checking the shortcut area before
looking for items in the standard location.
Some adaptive interfaces preserve spatial layout and make purely visual chan-
ges, aiming to accelerate visual search rather than navigation time. Previous work
has shown that colour-based highlighting (e.g., [57, 67]) has proven ineffective
in aiding visual search, perhaps because of the failure of colour to compete with
existing saliency effects in the interface. Solutions that reduce the saliency of non-
highlighted items have fared better. Findlater et al.’s ephemeral adaptation [57]
successfully aids visual search by immediately displaying predicted items, and
fading in other items over time; their idea was based on the known pre-attentive
effects of abrupt onset (see Section 3.1.1). Fitchett et al. [59] also showed bene-
fits for stencil-based highlighting, which increases the relative visual saliency of
highlighted items by adding a dark translucent layer to the rest of the interface.
According to Fitts’ Law, pointing times can also be reduced by increasing tar-
get sizes. Cockburn et al. [33] investigated morphing menus, where frequently
used menu items grow in size, but item ordering is maintained. However, they
found no benefit over traditional menus. Tak et al.’s SCOTZ window-switching
system [191, 192] also increases the size of items over time in a 2D layout, but
attempts to reduce the movement of items by using a relatively stable treemap
layout. As a result of this, items gradually drift over time, but do not move sub-
stantially between invocations of the tool.
Importantly, however, spatial stability is not always the most important con-
cern in an adaptive interface, particularly when screen size is constrained. Find-
later et al. [56] evaluated an adaptive split menu with differing levels of accuracy
on both small and large screens. Results suggest that the adaptation is of little use
on large screens, even at 80% accuracy, but that the high cost of regular naviga-
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tion on small screens makes the adaptation worthwhile. This result suggests that
when navigation cost is low, such as on large screens with shallow hierarchies and
rapid input techniques, predictability and consistency (i.e. spatial stability) are
the most important factors. When navigation cost is high, e.g. on small-screen
devices using constrained input methods such as rocker switches, consistency is
less important and rearranging to improve navigation may be the best strategy to
increase efficiency.
4.3.4 Responding to changing display parameters
In general, computer interface layouts are subject to certain parameters, such as
the amount of data to be displayed, and the available area in which to display
it. If these parameters never change, it is easy to maintain spatial consistency.
However, when window geometry changes, or when new items need to be added
to the display, interface designers must find a way to adapt the existing spatial
layout to accommodate the changes.
The most common approach in these situations is to rearrange existing items –
for example, when a file browser window (displaying a tile view) is resized, items
are usually reflowed from left to right, top to bottom to fit the new window bounds.
Similarly, when new files are added to a folder, they are inserted to maintain the
existing order, necessitating a shift in location for all of the items following the
insertion point (unless the folder is sorted by creation date, in which case the new
file is inserted at the end).
However, in situations where spatial memory is a primary concern, there are
alternative techniques available to support these changing parameters. When
datasets change, minimizing the change in item locations can be done by adding
new items at the end of lists, or using relatively stable visualisations such as
treemaps [191, 202, 190]. There are also interesting design opportunities in apply-
ing results on frames of reference (Section 2.4.1) to computer interfaces, allowing
them to be spatially altered while maintaining the user’s memory for item loca-
tions. This idea is explored further in Chapter 8.
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4.4 Non-visuospatial cues and feedback
The use of spatial memory can often be enhanced by the presence of contextual
cues or feedback. For example, Section 2.3.1 discussed how recall of a specific
memory can be influenced by cues that were present when that memory was en-
coded. Similarly, recall may be aided by the presence of feedback that is either
non-visual (such as proprioceptive feedback during selection) or non-spatial (such
as text labels on items). This section examines interfaces that provide direct pro-
prioceptive feedback (such as touch screens), identifies the importance of visual
and textual cues for confirmation, and discusses the effects of auditory and envi-
ronmental factors.
4.4.1 Proprioceptive feedback
When a user makes a physical movement to interact with a computer, such as
typing on a keyboard or using a touchscreen, they receive proprioceptive feedback.
With practice, interactions with the computer can then be encoded in terms of
the required motor actions (i.e., using muscle memory), rather than declarative
knowledge of item locations.
Tan et al. showed that direct proprioceptive interaction with items (i.e., using
a touch screen vs. using a mouse and monitor) can enhance spatial learning, es-
pecially for females [194]. The advantages of direct interaction were also shown
by Jetter et al. [101], who performed a study showing that touch interaction im-
proved spatial recall compared to the mouse in a panning interface, but not when
using a panning+zooming interface. They hypothesised that the changing visual
and motor distances induced by zooming negated the proprioceptive benefits of
the direct interaction with the surface.
It is also possible that the feedback gained while placing items, such as in
file browsers or Robertson’s Data Mountain [169], may enhance users’ spatial
memory for the items they placed. Subjects in the Data Mountain study certainly
displayed strong spatial recall, but more research is needed to determine the role
of manual object placement in these results.
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4.4.2 Visual and textual cues
As discussed in Section 3.2, spatial memory can often be imprecise: users often
know the approximate locations of controls they have used, but their knowledge is
rarely exact. Combined with the fact that people often mistrust their own spatial
abilities (see Section 3.6), this suggests that relying on spatial memory by itself
may not be an effective method of interaction for most users.
Jones and Dumais [103] performed an experiment where subjects read news
articles and virtually filed them into either a spatial arrangement of unnamed cat-
egories, a list of named categories, or a spatial arrangement of named categories.
Participants were then given statements about each of the articles, and had to
choose the article that each statement belonged to. The named spatial index per-
formed better than the name-only index, suggesting a benefit of spatial arrange-
ment, but the spatial-only index performed the worst by far.
Czerwinski et al.’s follow-up experiment on the Data Mountain system [39]
studied the effects of the presence of thumbnail images on spatial retrieval of
documents. When the thumbnails were removed, subjects’ performance dropped,
but returned to normal after a few trials (though mouse-over text was still available
for users to verify their selections). Czerwinski et al. observed subjects “homing
in on the cluster of web pages they knew to contain the target page, after which
they would use the mouse-over text to find the specific target page” (p. 7).
The results of these two studies show that people can use their spatial memory
to remember general vicinities in which items are located, but that other feedback
(such as thumbnails or text) is required for the user to verify that their intended
selection is correct.
4.4.3 Auditory feedback and environmental factors
Some studies have investigated the effects of auditory cues on spatial abilities.
Auditory feedback does contain a spatial dimension (when listening to a sound,
we can often make a rough estimate of the direction and distance of the source)
and this effect is often used in surround-sound systems for movies and games,
but results for aiding spatial retrieval in HCI have been mixed. Robertson et al.’s
Data Mountain system [169] included auditory cues when document thumbnails
were being dragged; controlling volume, panning and reverb levels to indicate
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spatial location. However, this was consistently ranked as the least helpful cue by
participants.
Davis et al. [42] performed another study on the effects of audio in a virtual
environment. Participants interacted with virtual rooms, with and without a dis-
tinctive auditory cue in each room. They then underwent a spatial recall test where
they were asked to remember which objects were in each room, and a recognition
test, where objects were shown and participants were asked which room they be-
longed to. Recognition was more successful when high-fidelity audio was present
(compared to low-fidelity and no audio conditions), and recall was marginally
better.
Other environmental factors have been shown to be important to learning. Tan
et al. [195] showed that using physically large displays improved users’ spatial
memory and performance in other spatial tasks. In a separate study, Tan et al.
[193] improved the learning of word pairs by creating an immersive environment
and placing items in different spatial locations.
4.5 Summary
This chapter presented a review of commercial user interfaces and HCI research
systems that affect, or are affected by, spatial memory. This chapter concludes the
literature review section of this thesis, which forms the theoretical basis for the
systems and experiments presented throughout the remainder of the document.
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Chapter 5
CommandMaps: Exploiting Spatial Memory for
Rapid Command Selection
In modern applications, commands are typically arranged in hierarchical struc-
tures, such as cascading menus. In 2006, Microsoft released the Fluent UI (or
“Ribbon”), which replaced the old menus in Microsoft Office with a tab-based
toolbar. The Ribbon allows for a more spatial and graphical command layout (see
Figure 5.1), while also permanently displaying the commands from the most re-
cently accessed category. However, both of these systems inhibit performance by
forcing the user to navigate a hierarchical structure.
Figure 5.1: Microsoft’s Ribbon interface, from Word 2007.
This chapter presents the design, theoretical modelling, and empirical eval-
uation of the CommandMap, a novel command selection interface designed to
improve performance over traditional interfaces such as menus and Ribbons. The
CommandMap design utilises two of the key results presented in Section 4.1,
which are (1) that flatter hierarchies allow higher performance for users who know
item locations [29, 33, 120], and (2) that single-view, spatially-stable overview
displays have been demonstrated to support spatial memory and item revisitation
[32, 39, 74, 169, 191, 192].
The CommandMap described in this chapter is a prototype design based on the
Ribbon from Microsoft Office 2007. (Real-world implementations of the Com-
mandMap are described in Chapter 6). The CommandMap, instead of displaying
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controls in a tab structure, uses the whole screen to display all command categories
simultaneously (Figure 5.2). This chapter presents the design rationale behind the
CommandMap, mathematical performance models predicting its success, and the
results of three laboratory experiments evaluating expert performance with Com-
mandMaps, novice performance with CommandMaps, and different strategies for
dealing with variable display space.
Figure 5.2: A CommandMap prototype based on the Microsoft Office Ribbon,
which displays seven Ribbon tabs simultaneously.
5.1 CommandMap design
5.1.1 Overview
CommandMap interfaces (e.g., Figure 5.2) are intended to replace traditional
command interfaces such as menus, Ribbons and toolbars. Their primary de-
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sign feature is that they display all available commands, or as many commands
as possible, in a single display. The more the hierarchy is flattened, the quicker
it is to access commands; though if an application contains too many commands
to display at once, CommandMaps can still contain a small amount of hierarchy
(for example, some of the buttons in the Figure 5.2 prototype provide dropdown
menus).
Because the interface occupies the entire display space, it is not permanently
visible (Figure 5.3). The CommandMap is activated either by an on-screen activa-
tion button, or a command key such as Ctrl. It then rapidly fades in to a config-
urable opacity level, allowing the underlying workspace to be viewed. Command
selections are then made by clicking on the appropriate icon in the CommandMap.
If an activation key was used, the CommandMap remains visible until the key is
released, allowing multiple commands to be issued in sequence without reposting.
When the CommandMap is not posted, the entire display area can be dedicated
to the workspace (or optionally, a subset of the CommandMap’s commands, such
as Word’s Home tab, can be permanently displayed).
(a) CommandMap hidden (b) CommandMap posted
Figure 5.3: The CommandMap prototype in both hidden and posted states.
5.1.2 Design objectives
The four design objectives of the CommandMap are discussed below.
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1. Compatibility with traditional interaction. Traditional WIMP interfaces
have dominated desktop interaction for thirty years. Although faster com-
mand invocation mechanisms (such as shortcuts) are available for experts,
it is known that these facilities are lightly used [24, 121] and that most users
are content to ‘make do’ with mouse driven selections. CommandMaps
therefore maintain the familiar ‘point and click’ style of interaction.
2. Improve performance for knowledgeable users. The primary objective
for CommandMaps is to improve performance for knowledgeable users.
Many office workers use the same computing tools for years or decades,
and they are therefore likely to be knowledgeable much longer than they
are novice. Spatial stability and hierarchy flattening are the two methods by
which CommandMaps aim to improve the performance of knowledgeable
users.
Spatial stability. As discussed in Chapter 4, there is extensive empirical evi-
dence showing that consistent spatial placement facilitates location learning
and improves selection performance, particularly for controls that are used
frequently.
Hierarchy flattening. Traditional interfaces display only a small subset of
commands at a time, so command hierarchies are used to partition command
subgroups. The result is that even when users know the ultimate location
of their targets, they need to mechanically navigate the command hierarchy
to satisfy interface requirements. Furthermore, in tab-based interfaces such
as Microsoft’s Ribbon, each top-level category constitutes an interaction
mode, introducing the risk of mode errors: for example, “Zoom” is not
displayed at its known location if the “Home” tab is selected. Previous work
discussed in Section 4.1 observes that interface expertise is best supported
when interfaces provide a flat command structure. CommandMaps provide
a graphical means for hierarchy flattening, maximising the proportion of
commands immediately available and reducing the risk of mode errors.
3. Maintain performance by novice users. While CommandMaps are pri-
marily intended to improve the performance of knowledgeable users, it
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is important that they do not harm novice performance. Although Com-
mandMaps remove mechanical hierarchy (i.e., hierarchy that requires phys-
ical navigation using the mouse or keyboard) as much as possible, visual hi-
erarchy can still be used to provide meaningful arrangements of commands
to help novice users.
4. Maximise the workspace display area. When using a desktop application,
the user’s attention is likely to be on their workspace, such as the document,
spreadsheet, or image they are editing. Commands must be available on
demand, but when unused, they produce visual clutter and consume space
that might be better reserved for the workspace. CommandMaps maximise
the workspace by using a modal separation of workspace and commands.
5.2 Performance modelling: CommandMaps, menus, and Ribbons
One way to analyse a new interface design, before investing effort into implemen-
tation and user studies, is to mathematically model its performance and compare
the results to those of existing systems. In this way, interface designers can gain
information about the relative merits of the new interface and decide whether it is
worth implementing.
This section describes how CommandMaps were compared to menus and Rib-
bons using the theoretical Search, Decision, and Pointing (SDP) model [1, 33].
SDP was specifically designed to model performance with menu systems across
hierarchical structures and levels of expertise. The use of SDP in this section also
accounts for the proportion of selections requiring the previously selected parent
item to be changed.
The SDP model [1, 33] calculates the time to select an item as the sum of time
taken at each hierarchical level. The time taken at each level is the key component
of the model, and is calculated as the “search/decision time” plus the pointing time
(from Fitts’ Law). Search/decision time depends on whether the user can decide
about an item’s location or must visually search for it, with experts being able to
make spatial decisions, while novices must rely on visual search. Decision time
uses the Hick-Hyman Law of choice reaction time [86, 96], which is a logarithmic
function of the number of equally probable choices. Visual search time is a linear
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function of the number of candidates. The transition from novice visual search
to expert decision is modelled using a power law of practice [152]. The reader
should refer to Cockburn et al. [33] and Ahlstro¨m et al. [1] for a more detailed
explanation of the SDP modelling process.
5.2.1 Model assumptions and theoretical performance issues
Using the model to compare CommandMaps, menus, and Ribbons exposes several
important theoretical issues about their use. In particular, the modelling process
demonstrates that knowledgeable use of CommandMaps involves a single deci-
sion and pointing activity, while menu use involves two (one for selecting the
right menu, and another for selecting the item). Ribbon use is more involved,
depending on whether the Ribbon is minimized or not and on whether the target
item is within the current tab (details below).
To simplify modelling, a series of assumptions are made. First, the model
assumes a set of 210 commands that are evenly divided across seven groupings
(approximately reflective of Microsoft Word), with selection of each command
being equally probable. Second, command selections are assumed to begin with
the cursor located at the centre of the workspace. Third, tab/menu targets are
assumed to be 20 pixels wide, and Ribbon items 40 pixels wide. Error-free per-
formance is also assumed. The predictions presented below were calculated in a
simple spreadsheet using previously published calibration parameters [33].
Performance predictions are made for both novice and expert users. Novice
predictions are displayed in Figure 5.4, and expert predictions in Figure 5.5. Fur-
ther assumptions are presented below about the cognitive and physical processes
involved in interacting with each interface.
CommandMap assumptions
Novice selections are modelled as requiring a two level search process (i.e., the
hierarchical search process described by Hornof [92]): first searching for the ap-
propriate tab marker in the CommandMap, then searching for the desired com-
mand within that group. While two levels of searching are required, only a single
pointing activity is necessary in the flat display. Experts are modelled using a
single-level decision between all commands, followed by a single pointing ac-
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Figure 5.4: Predictions of novice selection time with menus, CommandMaps, and
two alternative Ribbon models.
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Figure 5.5: Predictions of expert selection time with menus, CommandMaps, and
two alternative Ribbon models.
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tivity. The mean pointing amplitude with CommandMaps is assumed to be 250
pixels.
Figure 5.5 shows expert performance predictions with the three interfaces
depending on whether a switch between parent categories is required. Com-
mandMaps are predicted to have constant fast performance of approximately 1.5s.
Their speed is due to the single decision/pointing activity regardless of the need
to switch from the previously selected parent category.
Menu assumptions
All selections, regardless of expertise, involve a two level acquisition process.
Users first search for (novice) or decide about (expert) the menu and point to it.
They then search/decide and point to the item in the menu. A mean amplitude
(pointing distance) of 500 pixels from the screen centre to the top level menu is
assumed, and 300 pixels for second level selections (half way through a 30 item
menu).
Figure 5.5 shows a constant expert menu prediction of approximately 3s. This
slow performance is due to the two decisions and pointing actions for every selec-
tion.
Ribbon assumptions
The Ribbon can be minimised, causing it to disappear after each selection, which
requires a tab to be clicked before it reappears. In this case Ribbon interaction
(and model) is nearly identical to menus, involving a two-level search/decision
and pointing process.
Modelling performance with the non-minimised Ribbon, however, is theoret-
ically interesting because it is sometimes necessary to switch tabs to access the
desired command and sometimes unnecessary. For novices a two level searching
process (as for CommandMaps and menus) is used; however, time for first-level
pointing is only included when a tab-switch is necessary.
For experts, it is unclear whether acquisitions involve a single decision for a
‘global’ target (e.g., the user thinks “Bold” and recalls its spatial location) or two
decisions (e.g., the user thinks “Home tab”, “Bold”). If two decisions are involved,
then selections within the currently selected tab involve a superfluous decision,
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wasting a small amount of time. However, if only a single decision is made then
users are likely to encounter mode errors when tab changes are required – for
example, the user thinks “Bold”, recalls its location from memory, and encounters
a mode error when the target is not where expected because the ‘View’ tab is
selected. Anecdotal reports suggest that Ribbon users do make frequent mode
errors, lending support to the one-level decision model.
Figure 5.5 shows expert predictions for both one- and two-level Ribbon mod-
els (using the same pointing distances as menus). Ribbons are predicted to match
CommandMaps when the desired tab is already visible, but to be substantially
worse when a tab switch is required. Note that the one-level model predicts that
Ribbons will also be worse than menus when selections involve a tab switch (due
to mode error).
5.3 Experiment 5A: Expert CommandMap performance
The performance models presented in the previous section suggest that for experts,
CommandMaps should be significantly more efficient than menus, and more ef-
ficient than Ribbons when tab switching is required. This sections presents an
experiment designed to empirically validate this model.
The experiment described here studies simulated expert interaction, where par-
ticipants are primed with knowledge of item locations. Novice performance is
studied later, in Section 5.4. A third experiment, studying different design solu-
tions to variable display space, is presented in Section 5.5. Participants completed
the three studies back-to-back in a single one-hour session.
5.3.1 Hypotheses
The primary aim of CommandMaps is to improve performance by knowledgeable
users who have developed spatial awareness of command locations. This experi-
ment therefore examines the following hypotheses:
H1: Knowledgeable users can select commands faster using CommandMaps
than when using Ribbons and menus.
H2: There is no performance difference between CommandMaps and Ribbons
when selecting commands contained in the most recently used tab, but Com-
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mandMaps are faster than the Ribbon for tasks requiring switching between
different parent tabs.
H3: Subjectively, users will prefer CommandMaps.
Hypotheses 1 and 3 are important but straightforward performance and prefer-
ence comparisons. Hypothesis 2 is more nuanced, examining the theoretical per-
formance model’s assumptions. As the one-level model of Figure 5.5 shows, no
difference is predicted between CommandMaps and Ribbons for non-switching
tasks. However, the model also predicts that CommandMaps will perform much
better than Ribbons and menus when switching is required.
5.3.2 Procedure
To achieve the interface familiarity necessary to examine knowledgeable user per-
formance, the experiment was based on a widely used desktop application: Mi-
crosoft Word 2007. All participants completed tasks using three interfaces: a
Ribbon replicating the actual Word Ribbon, a menu, and a CommandMap. The
menu design used seven top-level menus matching the Ribbon’s tabs, with under-
lying menus containing all of the items in each tab, and similar group separation
(Figure 5.6). The CommandMap, shown in Figure 5.2, presented all of the Rib-
bon tabs laid out from top to bottom within the window. None of the interfaces
implemented third level pop-up/drop-down items – for example, clicking on the
colour swatch drop-down arrow did not post the associated dialog.
As participants may not have encountered the Word commands used in the
experiment, and because no participant could have had prior experience with the
tailor-made menu or CommandMap interfaces, they were required to complete
two blocks of tasks with each interface: familiarisation and performance. The fa-
miliarisation block was used to assure familiarity with the location of commands
in each interface condition, while the performance block was used for experimen-
tal analysis.
Tasks were initiated by clicking a ‘Click to begin next trial’ button in the centre
of the window (Figure 5.7), which displayed a sidebar prompt containing the name
and icon for a target. Task timing began when the prompt was displayed and
ran until the correct item was selected. Incorrect selections produced an audible
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Figure 5.6: The seven menus used in Experiment 5A. To facilitate comparison,
each menu was designed to be analogous to one of the tabs in the Ribbon.
beep. Participants were instructed to complete tasks “as quickly and accurately as
possible”.
Three sets of command targets were generated, with each set consisting of
a total of six commands located in three different tabs: three in the Home tab,
two in the Insert tab, and one in the View tab. Each participant used the same
command set for familiarisation and performance with one interface, and then
different command sets for subsequent interfaces. The order of command set and
interface was counterbalanced using a Latin square.
The familiarisation block comprised 30 trials, with 5 selections for each of
the six targets. The performance block contained 90 trials, with 15 selections for
each of the same six targets. The order of target selection within each condition
was established with a one-off random process, where the selection sequence was
repeatedly regenerated until it met the constraint that 50% of selections would
involve a tab switch when using the Ribbon.
Participants completed NASA-TLX [80] worksheets after each interface, and
at the end of the experiment they ranked the three interfaces for preference.
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Figure 5.7: The experimental system used in Experiment 5A (CommandMap con-
dition). The name and icon of each target command was displayed in the ‘Target’
box to the right.
5.3.3 Participants and apparatus
18 participants were recruited from the University of Canterbury (16 male, 2 fe-
male). The experiment was performed on a Windows 7 desktop with a 2.66 GHz
Intel Core 2 Quad and 8GB of RAM. A 22 inch monitor was used, running at a
resolution of 1680×1050.
5.3.4 Design
The experiment is designed as a 3×2 analysis of variance for within-subjects fac-
tors Interface (ribbon, menu, commandmap) and Parent (same, different). The
Parent factor allows analysis of the impact of moving between different interface
structures – tasks are same when the current selection occurs in the same menu or
Ribbon tab as the last one; otherwise they are different. The dependent measures
are task time and error rate.
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Figure 5.8: Mean selection times in Experiment 5A. Error bars show standard
error.
5.3.5 Results
Task time data was analysed with and without trials containing incorrect selec-
tions, with both analyses producing the same statistical outcomes.
Mean acquisition times (errors removed) were fastest with commandmap (1.57
s, s.d. 0.4), followed by ribbon (2.11 s, s.d. 0.8) and menu (2.40 s, s.d. 0.4),
giving a significant main effect of Interface: F2 , 34 = 114.0, p< 0.001. Bonferroni-
corrected pairwise comparisons (total α = .05) confirm that commandmap was
faster than ribbon (by 25%) and menu (by 34%). This provides support for H1.
As expected, there was a significant effect of Parent (F1 , 17 = 155.5, p< 0.001),
with same parent selections faster than different. Importantly, though, there was
a strong Interface × Parent interaction (F2 , 34 = 187.4, p< 0.001). This is shown
in Figure 5.8: commandmap and ribbon performed similarly for same tasks, but
commandmap was relatively faster in different tasks. This provides support for
H2. The model predictions shown in Figure 5.5 are confirmed by Figure 5.8,
including the crossover effect of Ribbon performance becoming worse than menus
in different tasks.
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Figure 5.9: Mean error rates in Experiment 5A (as a proportion of number of
trials). Error bars show standard error.
The proportion of trials containing an error was much lower with command-
map (0.6%) than either ribbon (5%) or menu (9%): F2 , 34 = 21.6, p< 0.001. A
significant Interface × Parent interaction (F2 , 34 = 5.26, p< 0.05), evident in Fig-
ure 5.9, is caused by commandmap error rates being relatively unaffected by par-
ent, while ribbon and menu have much higher error rates in different parent tasks
(suggestive of the hypothesised mode errors).
The combination of time and error data is important, as it shows that Com-
mandMaps do not increase errors to achieve their improved temporal performance
– they are both faster and more accurate than menus and Ribbons.
User response to CommandMaps was positive, with 14 participants rank-
ing it as their first preferred interface, two rating Ribbons first, and two menus:
χ2 = 16.0, p< 0.001. CommandMaps were also rated as having the lowest work-
load on all significant NASA-TLX measures (Table 5.1). This provides support
for H3.
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Menu Ribbon CM χ2r Significance
Mental demand 3.1 (1.1) 3.4 (0.9) 2.5 (1.2) 11.9 < 0.005
Physical demand 3.7 (1.1) 3.5 (0.9) 2.4 (1.0) 11.6 < 0.005
Temporal demand 2.9 (1.1) 3.2 (0.9) 2.4 (1.2) 9.3 < 0.01
Hard work 3.1 (0.9) 3.1 (1.0) 2.0 (1.1) 10.5 < 0.01
Frustration 3.3 (1.0) 2.9 (1.0) 1.9 (1.1) 13.4 < 0.005
Table 5.1: Mean (standard deviation) NASA-TLX responses (1 = low, 5 = high).
5.4 Experiment 5B: Novice use of CommandMaps
CommandMaps are primarily intended to enhance knowledgeable users’ perfor-
mance, but novice performance is also important. Since CommandMaps display
all commands at once, there is a risk that visual search performance will be im-
paired by the need to visually scan many concurrent candidates. This study there-
fore compares novice performance with CommandMaps, Ribbons, and menus.
5.4.1 Procedure
The experiment involved pointing to and selecting randomly arranged targets in
logical groupings using CommandMap, menu, and Ribbon interfaces. Five groups
of 24 items each were created to populate the interfaces: animals, cartoon charac-
ters, food, office items, and sports (Figure 5.10). Only items from animals, food,
and sports were used as targets. The groups were intentionally unconnected with
computing to avoid transfer effects from traditional interface experience.
Tasks were presented to participants using an identical prompting interface
to Experiment 5A. Participants completed twenty-four tasks with each interface
before proceeding to the next interface (interface order counterbalanced using a
Latin square). The tasks with each interface comprised selecting eight unique tar-
gets in each of three different groups (e.g., eight different animals). The order of
task presentation was manipulated such that half of the tasks involved switching
parent group and half did not (to test the impact of searching within and across
tabs). To reduce learning effects across tasks (and hence emulate novice visual
search) no target item was reused throughout the experiment, and the location of
all items (parents and items within groups) was randomised for every trial. Partic-
ipants provided comments and rated the ease of finding targets at the conclusion
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Figure 5.10: The CommandMap interface used in Experiment 5B.
of each interface condition, and at the end of the experiment they ranked the three
interfaces for perceived performance and preference.
Participants, apparatus, and design are identical to Experiment 5A.
5.4.2 Results
Mean acquisition times were similar with commandmap (4.45 s, s.d. 1.73) and
ribbon (4.38, s.d. 1.4), but slower with menu (5.74, s.d. 1.6), giving a sig-
nificant main effect of Interface F2 , 34 = 110.9, p< 0.001. In pairwise posthoc
comparisons (Bonferroni adjusted t-tests), menu was slower than both ribbon
and commandmap, but there was no difference between commandmap and rib-
bon (T17< 1).
There was a significant Interface×Parent interaction (F2 , 34 = 12.3, p< 0.001;
Figure 5.11), with ribbon slightly faster than commandmap for same parent selec-
tions, but commandmap slightly faster than ribbon for different parent selections.
Pairwise comparisons between commandmap and ribbon in each of these condi-
tions (same and different) show no significant difference (p> 0.05).
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Figure 5.11: Mean selection times in Experiment 5B. Error bars show standard
error.
Error analysis showed a 2.8% error rate with commandmap, 5.1% with ribbon,
and 16% with menu: F2 , 34 = 35.2, p< 0.001. There were marginally more errors
with different parent (9.2%) than with same (6.6%): F1 , 17 = 4.1, p= 0.06. There
was no Interface×Parent interaction F1 , 17 < 1.0.
Subjective responses to the question “It was easy to find targets” (1 disagree,
5 agree) indicated greatest ease with commandmap (mean 3.5, s.d., 1.0), followed
by ribbon (3.2, 1.0) and menu (2.4, 0.9): Friedman χ2 = 10.0, p< 0.005. Eleven
participants ranked commandmap as their preferred interface for the task, four
preferred ribbon, and two preferred menu: χ2 = 7.9, p< 0.05. Comments on the
CommandMap presentation were mixed, with one participant stating “Too much
to see at once”, and another saying “I like how you can see all the buttons at once.”
The key finding is that novice performance is similar when using Command-
Map and Ribbon designs; both are substantially better than menus.
5.5 Experiment 5C: CommandMaps and window geometry
Experiments 5A and 5B used large, static windows, but any practical deployment
needs to accommodate variable window sizes and positions. This raises questions
of how CommandMaps should respond to window geometry manipulation, and
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Figure 5.12: The Scaling CommandMap, with dimensions scaled to 50%
(640×512 px) and 25% (320×256 px) of original size.
how this affects their performance. The following sections describe and test two
CommandMap designs for responding to window geometry manipulation – one
based on scaling within the window boundary, and another using a pop-up window
that extends beyond the window boundary (similar to the way a standard posted
menu is not constrained to its parent window).
5.5.1 Scaling and Pointing Lens CommandMaps
Scaling CommandMaps are dynamically resized in response to window size ma-
nipulations so that items maintain relative spatial location (Figure 5.12). To avoid
distortion when windows are resized on only one dimension, they maintain a 1:1
aspect ratio using the smaller window dimension. They are anchored to the top-
left corner of the window. To assure that targets remain discernable at small scales
a pointing lens is used to magnify the area under the cursor.
5.5.2 Pop-up CommandMaps
Pop-up CommandMaps are displayed in a pop-up window of constant (full) size.
Like standard menus, the CommandMap is anchored in the top-left window corner
by default, but is repositioned outside the window boundary when necessary for
the entire CommandMap to appear within the display (Figure 5.13). Therefore,
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Figure 5.13: The Pop-up CommandMap, in a window with 50% width and height
(640×512 px).
when the window is small, or when the window intersects a screen edge, the
CommandMap extends outside the window boundary.
5.5.3 Evaluating the designs
The experiment compared knowledgeable user performance with scaling and pop-
up CommandMaps at three different window sizes: full size (1280×1024), 50%
(640×512), and 25% (320×256). The full size just showed the basic Command-
Map, and was therefore identical in both designs. The 50% size represents a
realistic lower bound for window size with a standard desktop application. The
25% size represents an extreme limit of interaction.
5.5.4 Procedure
Experimental tasks involved selecting the same six targets used for the command-
map condition in Experiment 5A. Participants initially performed a block of ‘re-
fresher’ trials, selecting each of the six targets twice (data discarded). They then
made 36 selections with the scaling interface and 36 with the pop-up interface,
with interface order counterbalanced. The 36 selections comprised 12 at each size
(full, 50% and 25%), consisting of two repetitions of each of the six targets. The
targets were ordered such that each selection used a different window size to the
preceding one (e.g., a participant might select target 1 at full size, then target 2
at 25%, then target 3 at 50%, and so on) in order to maximise abrupt transitions
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between window sizes. Tasks were presented to users using the same prompting
interface as Experiments 5A and 5B.
5.5.5 Participants, apparatus, and design
Participants and apparatus are identical to Experiments 5A and 5B. The design
is a 2×3 RM-ANOVA for within-subjects factors Interface (scaling, popup) and
Size (full, 50, 25). The main dependent measure is task time.
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Figure 5.14: Mean selection times in Experiment 5C. Error bars show standard
error.
5.5.6 Results
The error rate was low (a total of 10 across 1296 trials), so error analysis was not
conducted. Popup (mean 1.54 s, s.d. 0.33) was much faster than scaling (mean
2.65 s, s.d. 1.1), giving a significant effect of Interface (F1 , 17 = 82.1, p< 0.001;
Figure 5.14). There was also a significant main effect of Size (F2 , 34 = 81.5,
p< 0.001), but this was due to scaling performance deteriorating as size decreased,
while popup’s performance remained stable, leading to a significant Interface ×
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Figure 5.15: The Word Ribbon at widths of 1280px, 960px, 640px and 320px. As
the Ribbon shrinks, additional hierarchical traversal is required to reach targets.
Size interaction (F2 , 34 = 77.7, p< 0.001). Popup outperformed scaling even at
full size, where the two conditions were identical. This suggests that the abrupt
transitions between sizes were a significant detriment to performance with scaling
– one participant commented “I found I lost my sense of where things were as the
scale changed.” All participants preferred the pop-up interface.
Pop-up’s performance stability across window size is important. In Experi-
ment 5A, the CommandMap mean selection time of 1.57 s was 25% faster than
that of the Ribbon, and the mean selection time for Experiment 5C’s pop-up con-
dition was nearly identical at 1.54 s. A Ribbon condition was not included in
Experiment 5C, but it would clearly have performed worse than it did in Experi-
ment 5A due to its progressive elision of items into additional hierarchical levels
(see Figure 5.15). The results of Experiment 5C therefore suggest that the advan-
tage for pop-up CommandMaps over the Ribbon would exceed 25% with small
windows.
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5.6 Discussion
To summarise the results, Experiment 5A demonstrated that CommandMaps pro-
vide substantial performance benefits for expert users – they were 34% faster than
menus and 25% faster than the Ribbon. The results confirmed the predictive per-
formance model (Figure 5.5), including a cross-over effect with Ribbon perfor-
mance being worse than menus for selections involving a parent category switch
(suggesting that the one-level model of Ribbon interaction is closer to the truth).
CommandMaps were also much less error prone, with 0.6% errors compared to
5% and 9% with Ribbons and menus respectively.
Experiment 5B showed that novice visual search for randomly located items
in CommandMaps is faster than menus, but not significantly different to Ribbons.
The study also showed that the relative performance of CommandMaps and Rib-
bons depends on whether selections involve switching from the previous parent
category, with CommandMaps performing better when a switch is required, and
Ribbons performing better when a switch is not required. Although these differ-
ences were not significant, the results diverge somewhat from the selection times
predicted by the novice performance model (Figure 5.4, which underestimated the
efficiency of the Ribbon for same-parent selections.
Experiment 5C demonstrated that popup CommandMaps remain efficient re-
gardless of window size, that scaling CommandMaps performed worse the greater
the scale factor, and that the disorientation caused by the scaling caused users to
perform worse even when locating items in the full-size window.
The rest of this section compares the predicted and empirical results, discusses
issues that were not covered by the experiments regarding real-world Command-
Map use, and identifies further research on scalable interfaces.
5.6.1 Predicted vs. empirical results
The empirical results of Experiment 5A closely matched the theoretical predic-
tions generated by the expert performance model (Figures 5.5 and 5.8). Further-
more, the preferred ‘one-level model’ of Ribbon use anticipated frequent mode
errors when parent switches are required, as observed with the Ribbon’s 5% error
rate (as compared to 0.6% with CommandMaps) and the fact that the Ribbon was
even slower than menus in such cases (Figure 5.8).
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The theoretical model mechanically implements predictions using previously
reported parameters [33] (eliminating any chance of calibration ‘bias’), and the
model’s formulae for expert performance attend only to the number of interface
levels, the timing associated with location decisions at each level, and pointing
requirements. Therefore, the success of the CommandMap for expert users is
attributable to its two defining properties – stability of item location (allowing
spatial decisions), and maximally flattened hierarchy (allowing acquisition with a
single decision and pointing action).
The empirical results of Experiment 5B, however, did not match their respec-
tive predictions as closely (Figure 5.4 vs. Figure 5.11). In particular, the model
predicted Ribbon and CommandMap selection time to be approximately equiv-
alent for same parent selections, while empirical results showed that the Ribbon
actually outperformed the CommandMap for such selections. There are a num-
ber of possible reasons for this. First, the time required for visual search (which
novices must employ to find items) is more variable than the time required for
spatial retrieval, and this variance is not accounted for in the model. The higher
variance in novice behaviour can be visualised by comparing the error bars in
Figure 5.8 with those in Figure 5.11. Second, visual search in CommandMaps
was modelled as a hierarchical process, as discussed in Section 3.1.1; however, it
is possible that category names were not sufficiently salient or meaningful to be
utilised by the participants. The higher relative selection times for CommandMaps
could therefore be caused by participants performing a visual scan across the en-
tire CommandMap. Finally, the icons used in the experiment were distinctive
enough that they may have allowed participants to find items by visual pop-out
(Section 3.1.1), rather than a linear scan. These effects, in combination, gener-
ate enough uncertainty to account for the difference between the predicted and
empirical data.
5.6.2 CommandMaps in the real world
All three experiments focused on command selection performance, with tasks
involving repeated selection of a small set of serially presented targets. While
real work sometimes involves executing a series of commands (e.g., changing the
zoom level, inserting a symbol, and formatting it) it normally interleaves activities
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on the workspace with command selections. This raises concerns about whether
the experimental findings will generalise to real use, discussed below.
Impact of the small target set on spatial memory
Experiment 5A involved repeated selections of six target items. The small set
was used to ensure that participants had a good spatial knowledge of target loca-
tions (emulating expertise), but it is possible that the method induced spatial loca-
tion memory that is artificially refined. However, prior work (e.g., [39, 73, 169])
has shown that people are able to retain long-term memory of large item sets,
suggesting that CommandMaps would still perform well in situations with larger
command sets.
Activating control
The experimental interface used the Ctrl key to activate the CommandMap, but
this requires bimanual operation with one hand on the key and another on the
mouse. Participants in the three experiments were required to issue an intense
series of command selections, so it was natural for them to keep one hand on
or near the Ctrl key. However, during real work the non-dominant hand might
be otherwise occupied, demanding a homing action to the activating key. Two
solutions to this concern are first, the CommandMap could be posted by clicking
in a designated area (e.g., window title); similar to how the current Ribbon can
be posted once ‘minimized’; second, a dedicated mouse button could be used to
activate the CommandMap mode, allowing unimanual selection. Similarly, on a
touchscreen device, the CommandMap could be activated with a specific gesture
(e.g., four finger touch).
Workspace overlay
To display the full set of commands simultaneously, the CommandMap covers
the user’s work or content area with a configurable transparent overlay. While
this overlay allows the underlying area to remain visible, it is possible users may
respond less favourably to having their content somewhat obscured when invoking
commands that allow previews prior to final selection (e.g., font size). There is
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also the risk that the abrupt changes between workspace and command modes
may distract users and interrupt their taskflow – further study on this is needed.
Initial user reaction
Experiment 5B shows that novice visual search performance is similar between
Ribbons and CommandMaps. However, there are two concerns regarding the
reactions of first-time users. First, three participants indicated that the number
of controls was ‘overwhelming’ when first viewing the CommandMap (although
this impression quickly dissipated on use). Second, there is an absence of control
affordance due to the omission of obvious controls at their familiar location. Both
of these concerns are short-term effects that might be eased with a help display
after installation.
Size of command set
While CommandMaps utilise screen real estate to a much higher degree than con-
ventional techniques, there is still a limit to the number of commands that can be
displayed at once. In situations where the available command set is too large, a hi-
erarchical structure must still be employed. However, CommandMaps should still
offer a performance increase over contemporary interfaces if the hierarchy is as
shallow as possible. Furthermore, CommandMaps in their current form are unable
to support certain features of the Ribbon, such as contextual tabs, due to a lack
of screen space. Anyone designing a practical implementation of CommandMaps
will therefore have to keep screen size limitations in mind when choosing control
arrangements.
5.6.3 Implications of Experiment 5C
Experiment 5C showed that visually scaling an interface was detrimental to per-
formance. However, the scale factors examined by Experiment 5C were extreme,
and likely not representative of typical window sizes. Further research is there-
fore needed on the effects of scaling at more realistic sizes. This is particularly
important in cases where the display itself is not large enough to contain a full-size
CommandMap, such as on netbooks; in these cases, the pop-up CommandMap is
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not an option, and the interface must either be scaled, or controls elided and re-
arranged in a manner similar to the Ribbon (Figure 5.15). Experiments examining
interface scaling and other geometric transformations in-depth are presented in
Chapter 8.
5.7 Conclusions
In modern user interfaces, hierarchical command organisations are common. How-
ever, users can remember the spatial locations of controls without the need for
hierarchy, implying that hierarchy traversal is inefficient for experienced users.
This chapter presented the notion of combining spatial memory and flat hier-
archies to support efficient command access and instantiated these ideas within
CommandMaps. Performance models supporting the CommandMap design were
generated, and empirically validated through two studies: one demonstrating a
speed increase for expert users of 34% over menus and 25% over Microsoft’s
Ribbon, and the other showing no significant performance difference for novices.
Subjective responses indicated that CommandMaps was preferred across both ex-
periments. Finally, two alternative designs allowing CommandMaps to remain
effective at smaller window geometries were evaluated, with a “pop-up” design
performing significantly better than one that scaled widgets according to the win-
dow dimensions.
The work presented here forms the basis for future chapters. Chapter 6 studies
the effectiveness of CommandMaps in more realistic tasks. Chapter 7 examines
the StencilMap, an extension to the CommandMap aimed at easing visual search
for novice users. Chapter 8 expands on Experiment 5C, examining in more depth
the effects of geometric transformations on interfaces.
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Chapter 6
Evaluating CommandMaps in Realistic Tasks
Chapter 5 presented the CommandMap design, and demonstrated through the
use of modelling and command-selection experiments that CommandMaps offer
faster interaction than standard interfaces such as menus and Ribbons. However,
as discussed in Section 5.6, there are several issues not covered by the studies in
Chapter 5 which have the potential to reduce the effectiveness of CommandMaps
in real-world situations.
Therefore, the fundamental question that this chapter attempts to address is
whether or not CommandMaps work in the real world. From a methodological
perspective this is a critical question to answer, especially when proposing an
interface mechanism that changes the basic method for presenting and accessing
commands. The importance of addressing this question is accentuated by the
many previous HCI studies that have demonstrated divergence between results
obtained in the lab and in the field, with lab studies typically generating stronger,
more positive findings [26, 45, 85, 153]. Further, the importance of triangulating
results through complementary methods is well known in the behavioral and social
sciences [141], including HCI [133].
More specifically, this chapter comprises an attempt to answer the following
research questions:
Q1) Do CommandMaps demonstrate performance and subjective advan-
tages in realistic tasks? Real tasks, such as document formatting or image edit-
ing, have many characteristics that were not present in previous studies. For ex-
ample, an individual command selection usually forms a small step of a larger
task, which may also include content creation activities such as typing or draw-
ing. If CommandMaps somehow interfere with the other cognitive and physical
activities involved in task completion, then these drawbacks may outweigh the
benefits.
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Q2) How do users respond when first using CommandMaps? The studies
in Chapter 5 showed that the performance of users without item location knowl-
edge was not adversely affected by CommandMaps, but participants were allowed
time to become familiar with the interface first. Therefore, the issue of users’
initial ‘out of the box’ experience, both in terms of performance and subjective
impressions, requires further examination.
Q3) How do performance and subjective impressions change in real tasks
as users gain experience? While the studies in Chapter 5 showed that perfor-
mance and subjective preferences favour CommandMaps after condensed periods
of command selection, the progression from novice to expert over a realistic pe-
riod of time (e.g., a week) has not been studied.
Q4) Do CommandMaps generalise to multiple application contexts? In or-
der to recommend the use of CommandMaps in the real world, more information
is required regarding whether they are successful in different application genres
(such as word processing and image editing), and whether there are characteristics
of different applications that make CommandMaps more or less useful.
Q5) What usability issues arise with CommandMaps in realistic use? By
observing realistic usage scenarios, usability issues can be identified and the Com-
mandMap design can be improved.
In order to answer these questions, this chapter examines the use of Com-
mandMaps in more realistic tasks. First, two implementations are presented that
modify real-world software systems to use CommandMaps, based on Microsoft
Word and the open-source painting and photo editing application ‘Pinta’. These
implementations serve as experimental platforms in two studies, which build on
the studies described in Chapter 5 by adding elements of real-world interaction
and examining users’ subjective responses in more depth.
The first study, addressing Q1, examines how users complete moderately re-
alistic word processing tasks when using the Microsoft Word CommandMap. For
baseline comparison, an equivalent task with an unaltered version of Microsoft
Word 2007 was also examined. The second study, addressing Q2-5, focuses on
user opinions, and the evolution of those opinions, during the first week of in-
teraction with CommandMaps. Participants interacted with a CommandMap and
the standard interface in both Microsoft Word and Pinta. They were given real-
istic tasks to complete; they were invited to complete them in any way they saw
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fit; and they repeated the tasks every day for a week. Data was collected from
observations of use, interviews, and questionnaires throughout the week.
6.1 Real-world CommandMap implementations
In order to evaluate CommandMaps in realistic tasks, a functional CommandMap
implementation was required. To assess the feasibility of CommandMaps in mul-
tiple application domains, two CommandMap systems were developed: one for
Microsoft Word, and one for Pinta, an open-source image editing application.
6.1.1 Developing a CommandMap for Microsoft Word
The implementation of the Microsoft Word CommandMap is based on the pro-
totype described in Chapter 5, with some adjustments (Figure 6.1). The original
prototype displayed no commands until a command key was pressed, at which
point all of the commands were displayed in parallel, overlaying the document.
This design was modified slightly so that the Home tab was continually displayed
at the top of the window (see Figure 6.1a). There were two main reasons for this:
first, it provides convenient visual access to the most frequently used commands;
and second, it provides a visual focus of attention for displaying a tip for novice
CommandMap users that instructs them on how to access other commands. This
tip takes the form of a dropdown tab with the label “More commands... Ctrl”
(see top-left of Figure 6.1a). When the “More commands” tab is clicked, or when
the Ctrl key is held, the CommandMap is displayed, making all commands
from all tabs available at once by pointing and clicking (Figure 6.1b). Releas-
ing the Ctrl key without making a selection cancels the command and hides
the CommandMap. Selecting a command completes the command and hides the
CommandMap.
Implementation and design
The CommandMap is implemented as a plug-in for Microsoft Word 2007. The
plug-in uses an open-source, third-party Ribbon control1 to mimic the look and
1 http://officeribbon.codeplex.com/
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(a) The default state of CM-Word.
(b) CM-Word with CommandMap visible.
Figure 6.1: The CommandMap version of Word.
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feel of the original Word 2007 Ribbon. The visual appearance of controls is repli-
cated using the original Word 2007 icons. When the CommandMap is displayed,
either by holding Ctrl or by clicking the on-screen drop-down button, the Com-
mandMap appears as a borderless overlay at 95% opacity on top of the main Word
window. It displays tabs in a vertical arrangement below the already-visible Home
tab. Interaction with the controls in the CommandMap works the same way as the
Ribbon: clicking an item invokes its corresponding command using the Word Ob-
ject Model.
Although the plug-in provides good coverage of Microsoft Word’s interface
capabilities in a fluid and convincing user interface, certain features of Word were
difficult or impossible to replicate using the plug-in approach. For example, con-
textual tabs, which are only visible in certain editing contexts (such as when a
table or image is selected), still appear in the topmost Ribbon, as do the tabs of
other Word plug-ins, such as EndNote. “Galleries” of pre-defined content (such
as the WordArt, Symbol and Equation menus) were also excluded, due to the sig-
nificant amount of engineering required to replicate them.
6.1.2 Developing a CommandMap for Pinta
In order to explore the application and use of CommandMaps in a domain other
than word processing, a CommandMap was also designed and implemented for an
image editing application. The image editing domain was chosen because content
creation and editing of images is predominantly mouse-based, which is substan-
tially different to the keyboard-based creation and editing actions involved with
word processing. Pinta2, a fork of Paint.NET, was selected as the base application
because its C] codebase is open source. The adapted version of Pinta replaces
its menus with a CommandMap, requiring various interface adaptations to the
CommandMap concept, as described below.
6.1.3 Implementation and design
Pinta is implemented in C], using the .NET Framework. The original code was
forked and modified to create a CommandMap-based version, as shown in Fig-
ure 6.2. Image editing programs such as Pinta typically have toolbars, as well
2 http://pinta-project.com/
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(a) The default state of CM-Pinta.
(b) CM-Pinta with CommandMap visible.
Figure 6.2: The CommandMap version of Pinta.
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as various palettes (such as Tools, Colors, Layers, and History) that are docked
around the edge of the screen. This raises the design question: when converting
an application’s interface to a CommandMap, what subset of controls should the
CommandMap contain?
User interface toolbars and palettes are often used to provide convenient ready-
to-hand access to related controls, thus obviating the need for the user to navigate
through menu structures for those controls. These toolbars and palettes, therefore,
serve a related function to CommandMaps, although for much smaller command
subsets. In the modified version of Pinta, the existing always-visible palettes and
toolbars were left as-is, and only the menu-based commands were included in the
CommandMap. One exception was the Tools palette, which was moved into the
CommandMap to encourage study participants to use the CommandMap more
often.
6.2 Experiment 6A: Word processing
The goal of Experiment 6A was to answer Q1) Do CommandMaps demonstrate
performance and subjective advantages in realistic tasks? The experiment
therefore compared user performance and subjective assessments for a word pro-
cessing task when executed using the unmodified version of Microsoft Word, and
when using it with the CommandMap plug-in installed. Participants were given
written instructions describing the formatting of a document. The tasks involved
elements of text selection, command execution and typing. Each participant com-
pleted the tasks using both versions of Microsoft Word.
6.2.1 Participants and apparatus
Ten participants (7 male, 3 female; aged 18-34 years) were recruited from the
University of Saskatchewan. All were familiar with Microsoft Word 2007, using it
for a mean of 16.1 hours/week (std. dev. 9.6), and none had seen a CommandMap
UI before.
The experiment was performed on a quad-core Windows 7 machine with Mi-
crosoft Word 2007 installed. Participants used a 23 inch monitor running at
1920×1080 resolution, and a standard keyboard and mouse.
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6.2.2 Procedure
Participants first completed a demographics questionnaire. They then completed
two experimental tasks (‘Task One’ and ‘Task Two’, see Table 6.1), with one per-
formed using the CommandMap and the other using the standard Word Ribbon.
The order of CommandMap and standard Ribbon interfaces was counterbalanced
between participants. To familiarise the participant with both the upcoming in-
terface and the commands used in the upcoming task, a brief practice task (not
timed) was performed immediately prior to both Task One and Task Two. Partic-
ipants timed themselves by clicking on-screen Start and Stop buttons before and
after each task, and were instructed to complete tasks as quickly and accurately as
possible.
In order to measure initial impressions of the CommandMap and analyze
whether opinions changed after actual use, a Likert-scale questionnaire (Table
6.3) was administered immediately after participants were first shown the Com-
mandMap, and an equivalent one was given after participants had completed a
task with it. Participants also completed a NASA-TLX [80] questionnaire after
using each interface (Table 6.2) and gave written comments.
6.2.3 Tasks
With each interface, participants performed a practice task followed by a timed
task. The nature of the task and the instructions were nearly identical between
the practice task and the following experimental task, with the only difference be-
ing that the practice task was performed on a smaller document requiring fewer
changes. Tasks One and Two were always performed in the order One, then Two
(although, to repeat, the interface order was counterbalanced between them). Ta-
ble 6.1 gives a summary of the operations required in the two tasks.
To minimise unintended learning effects, the tasks were designed to be iso-
morphic, but not identical (Word Count was the only command used in both). As
Experiment 6A is primarily concerned with performance issues and initial impres-
sions, the experimental tasks are designed to focus on the key difference between
the user interfaces – their methods of command selection. It is worth noting, how-
ever, that command-heavy usage is not always unrealistic: for example, Lafreniere
et al.’s study of application use [117] showed single sessions that contained up to
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Task One operations Task Two operations
Select text Select text
Click Accept Change (automatically moves to
next change)
Click Reject Change (automatically moves to
next change)
Go back and re-select accepted text Go back and re-select rejected text
Click Strikethrough Click Superscript
25 repetitions of above
Select paragraph Select paragraph
Click Word Count Click Word Count
Memorise number of words Memorise number of words
Close Word Count dialog Close Word Count dialog
Click Insert Footnote Click Insert Comment
Type word count into footnote Type word count into comment
14 repetitions of above
Table 6.1: The operations required for each task in Experiment 6A.
1489 separate command invocations. Experiment 6B, reported later, examines
less constrained experimental tasks.
6.2.4 Design
The experimental analysis was structured as a 2×2 mixed design ANOVA, with
within-subjects factor Interface (standard, commandmap) and between-subjects
factor Task Pairing (cm-first, standard-first). Task Pairing was included as a factor
in order to check for any asymmetric skill transfer effects, which might stem from
one of the interfaces in Task One serving as better preparation for the second
interface in Task Two. The primary dependent variable was task completion time;
TLX responses for each condition were also analysed, as well as responses to the
Likert-scale questionnaires before and after use of the CommandMap.
6.2.5 Hypotheses
Previous studies of CommandMaps examined command selection time in response
to a stimulus that identified the target command 5.7. In this experiment, the stim-
uli for command selections are placed into a more realistic interaction context,
where selections are made to enact actual changes to the document. This differ-
ence could potentially influence experimental results for CommandMaps, for at
least two reasons. First, in making a series of changes to a document, partici-
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pants are likely to be expending some of their cognitive resources on activities
such as remembering their location within the document – this may decrease the
advantage of using a CommandMap, which relies on spatial memory. Second,
using the CommandMap involves a substantial display context switch, with the
CommandMap temporarily obscuring the work surface. This may interrupt the
user’s higher-level task flow, including their memory of their location in the docu-
ment, how far through the task they were, or what they were supposed to do next.
However, the same risks apply to standard user interfaces – for example, a user
searching through tabs in the Ribbon to find a command may be just as likely to
lose task flow.
The hypotheses for this study are therefore that the previously observed bene-
fits for CommandMaps would continue to hold. Formally, they are:
H1: Subjects will complete tasks more quickly with the CommandMap than
with the standard interface.
H2: Subjects will prefer CommandMaps to the standard interface.
In addition, an exploratory comparison was planned between the Likert-scale
questionnaire measures before and after CommandMap use (Table 6.3), in order
to quantify whether users’ initial impressions of CommandMaps changed.
6.2.6 Results
Task time
A two-way ANOVA on task time showed a significant main effect of Interface
(F1 , 8 = 31.6, p< 0.001, η2 = 0.8), with commandmap (mean 366s) significantly
faster than standard (mean 453s). There was also a significant interaction ef-
fect between Interface and Task Pairing (F1 , 8 = 17.0, p= 0.03). Figure 6.3 depicts
the nature of this interaction effect, suggesting that while commandmap was faster
overall, the benefit was more pronounced for Task One than Task Two. Participant
comments suggested that Task Two may have been easier with the Ribbon inter-
face than Task One, with one noting that Task Two required fewer tab switches
(the sequence [Word Count, Insert Comment] requires a tab switch while [Word
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Figure 6.3: Mean task times in Experiment 6A. Error bars show standard error.
Count, Footnote] does not, leading to 78 tab switches in Task One compared to 50
in Task Two).
This explanation for the difference in completion times between tasks is sup-
ported by the results of Chapter 5, which showed that user performance with the
Ribbon is highly dependent on the number of tab switches involved. Examin-
ing performance on each task individually using between-subjects analyses, there
was a significant effect of Interface in Task One (F1 , 8 = 5.5, p= 0.046), but none
in Task Two (F1 , 8 = 1.1, p= 0.3). This provides partial support for H1. An alter-
native explanation of the interaction is that asymmetric skill transfer occurred –
although it might be argued that the CommandMap was particularly good prepara-
tion for the Normal user interface in Task Two (explaining the larger improvement
across Tasks One and Two with Normal than with CommandMaps), the previous
explanation seems more compelling. Further, even if the explanation of asym-
metric skill transfer is correct, then this would suggest a further and unexpected
benefit of CommandMaps in helping users learn standard interfaces.
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Standard CommandMap Wilcoxon z Significance (p)
Mental demand 2.8 (0.9) 2.6 (1.0) 0.4 0.34
Physical demand 3.2 (1.1) 1.9 (0.9) 2.2 0.01
Temporal demand 3.1 (1.1) 2.2 (0.6) 1.9 0.03
Success 4.2 (0.4) 4.3 (0.5) 0.0 0.5
Hard work 3.2 (1.2) 2.1 (0.9) 1.9 0.03
Frustration 2.5 (1.4) 1.6 (0.8) 1.8 0.04
Table 6.2: Mean (standard deviation) NASA-TLX responses (1 = low, 5 = high).
Rows in bold indicate significant differences.
Question (1 = Disagree, 5 = Agree) Before CM
[mean (s.d.)]
After CM
[mean (s.d.)]
z p
Q: It will be/was easy to find controls in the
full-screen interface.
3.8 (0.6) 4.0 (0.7) 0.7 0.2
Q: I will be/was able to remember the
locations of controls in the full-screen in-
terface.
3.5 (0.9) 4.4 (0.7) 2.3 0.01
Q: The full-screen interface is/was visually
overwhelming.
3.2 (0.9) 2.9 (1.0) 0.8 0.2
Q: I will be/was able to interact quickly
with the full-screen interface.
3.5 (1.0) 4.4 (0.8) 2.5 0.01
Q: I would be discouraged from using
software with this kind of interface in
the future.
2.0 (0.9) 1.6 (0.8) 1.6 0.05
Table 6.3: Likert-scale questions and responses before and after CommandMap
use in Experiment 6A. Significant differences in bold. z indicates Wilcoxon z
score.
Subjective responses
NASA-TLX responses (Table 6.2) showed that participants found CommandMaps
to be less physically demanding, less temporally demanding, easier to use and less
frustrating than the standard interface. Subject preferences were also in favour of
CommandMaps, with nine out of ten users preferring CommandMaps and one
preferring the standard interface (χ2 = 4.9, p= 0.03); this provides support for H2.
Results for the CommandMap questionnaire indicated that participants’ opin-
ions of the CommandMap improved after they were given the opportunity to use
it. In particular, participants underestimated their ability to remember control lo-
cations and interact quickly with the CommandMap (Table 6.3). This result was
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reinforced by subjects’ comments, for example: “at first glance I thought that
the interface was too busy to find items. But later I found that I could remember
icons exactly without the need to look for them. I could use the interface when I
pushed Ctrl so the interface was not on the screen all the time and it was easy
to push or release the Ctrl button.” There was also a marginal effect (p= 0.05)
in the change of response to the question I would be discouraged from using soft-
ware with this kind of interface in the future. Initially, the responses expressed
disagreement (mean 2.0, s.d. 0.9); and after using the system their level of dis-
agreement was stronger (mean 1.6, s.d. 0.8). There was no change in perceived
ease of finding controls, or the degree to which the interface was seen as visually
overwhelming.
6.3 Experiment 6B: Realistic usage in Word and Pinta
Experiment 6A showed that user performance and subjective preferences for Com-
mandMaps exceeds that of the Ribbon when executing repetitive tasks that are in-
terwoven with realistic activities on a document. This extends prior results show-
ing that command selection time (without any associated task) is reduced with
CommandMaps. Experiment 6B moves further toward real-world use, adding the
following elements of realism.
1. Different application contexts. CommandMaps are designed to be a gen-
eral technique, so Experiment 6B examines both word-processing (Microsoft
Word) and painting (Pinta) applications.
2. Realistic learning curve. Previous CommandMap studies have all used
highly repetitive selections of a small number of commands within short
duration experiments. Experiment 6B, in contrast, examines a week of daily
skill development in a more realistic task. Further, to gain better insight into
novice interaction (and unlike prior studies), no explicit initial training was
given.
3. Less repetitive tasks. Unlike previous studies, most of the commands used
in Experiment 6B were executed only once per task, and there was a wider
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range of commands. Furthermore, the tasks were designed to intersperse
typing and drawing activities between command selections.
4. Open-ended tasks. Experiment 6A gave participants a specific set of in-
structions, relieving the participant from the need to expend cognitive re-
sources on issues such as task strategy; in Experiment 6B, in contrast, par-
ticipants were given a target document or image and asked to reproduce
it.
6.3.1 Participants and apparatus
Twelve participants (10 male, 2 female; aged 21-34 years) were recruited from
the University of Canterbury and the University of Saskatchewan. None had been
involved in Experiment 6A, nor had any previously seen a CommandMap. Appa-
ratus was the same as Experiment 6A.
6.3.2 Procedure
Participants were assigned four tasks to complete on each of five successive days.
Two tasks were completed using Word, and two using Pinta. One of the tasks with
each application was performed using the CommandMap version of the software,
and the other task was completed using the application’s standard interface. To
facilitate rigour in the analysis of skill development over the week, the experi-
mental task with each interface was held constant for each of the five days. All
participants completed the two tasks with each application in the same order, but
the order of the applications and of their versions (standard and CommandMap)
was counterbalanced between participants. On each day, participants spent five to
ten minutes completing each of the four tasks.
For each Word task, participants were provided with an on-screen document
containing text, as well as a printout of the intended formatting (see Figure 6.4).
In the Pinta tasks, participants were given an initial image and had to apply filters
and use drawing tools to replicate a target state shown on a printout. Participants
were instructed to complete tasks in any way they wished, and to click ‘Start’ and
‘Stop’ buttons at the beginning and end of the task.
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(a) Word Task One (before). (b) Word Task One (after).
(c) Pinta Task One (before). (d) Pinta Task One (after).
Figure 6.4: Initial and target states for two of the tasks in Experiment 6B.
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Participants completed a demographics questionnaire before the experiment,
and filled out NASA-TLX [80] worksheets after each task. Additional question-
naires probing participants’ opinions of CommandMaps were given at the begin-
ning and end of the first day (Session One) and at the end of Session Five. The
participants were interviewed after completing all tasks on the fifth day. All ses-
sions were videotaped.
6.3.3 Results
Experiment 6B was intended to answer research questions Q2 through Q5. Below,
the results of Experiment 6B are presented in terms of those questions, drawing
on quantitative performance and preference measures as well as qualitative data
from the video transcripts, questionnaires and post-study interviews.
Q2. How do users respond when first using CommandMaps?
Initial reactions to the Word and Pinta CommandMaps were mixed (see Figures
6.5 and 6.6, leftmost bars). One participant expected the CommandMap to slow
his performance, but almost all others thought they would be faster at least some
of the time. Measures of anticipated ease of use and confusion were less favor-
able, with three users anticipating the CommandMap to be harder than the normal
interface, and five users rating it as initially more confusing. Eight participants
commented that when they first saw the CommandMap, they found it overwhelm-
ing; but all of those participants said that their initial impression changed after
only one or two five-minute sessions. For example, P3 said “when I first pulled it
up, it was like ‘whoa’... but then you quickly figure out the categories and then it’s
pretty quick.” As seen in Figure 6.6, most participants initially preferred the nor-
mal interface for Word, though six participants explicitly mentioned that the main
factor in their decision was their existing familiarity with the Word interface. In
comparison, with Pinta – an application that participants were less familiar with –
the majority of participants (7/12) initially preferred the CommandMap.
Despite initial impressions, six participants commented in interviews that Com-
mandMaps would be most advantageous for new users, since they provide an
overview of an application’s functionality. P1 thought that the main advantage of
CommandMaps was “getting to know the commands that are in a new application
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Figure 6.5: Participants’ opinions before the experiment, after Session One, and
after Session Five, on whether CommandMaps are faster or slower, easier or
harder to use, and more or less confusing than the standard interfaces.
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Figure 6.6: Participants’ interface preferences for Word and Pinta throughout Ex-
periment 6B.
quickly”, and P4 stated that “one of the advantages is showing options that you
maybe might not have known about”. P1 indicated that he would recommend the
interface to his mother, a novice Word user: “I’d say ‘just hold the Ctrl key and
look, and you’ll find it in there.’ And that would help her, I think.”
Two participants also commented that they were able to transfer their existing
spatial knowledge of the Ribbon to the Word CommandMap: P8 stated that “I
could apply my existing knowledge to the layout of the CommandMap, so I knew
what section it was under and roughly how far along it was.”
Q3. How do performance and subjective impressions change in real tasks as users
gain experience?
As expected, performance improved throughout the week in all four interfaces
(Figure 6.7). Separate 2×5 ANOVAs were run on the Word and Pinta data for
within-subjects factors Interface (standard, commandmap) and Session (1 – 5).
As Figure 6.7 suggests, neither analysis showed an effect of Interface (Word:
F1 , 11 = 1.37, p= 0.27; Pinta: F1 , 11 = 0.01, p= 0.93). As expected, both analy-
ses showed a significant effect of Session (Word: F4 , 44 = 29.28, p< 0.001; Pinta:
F4 , 44 = 69.98, p< 0.001) due to the increase in performance over time, and neither
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analysis showed an Interface×Session interaction (Word: F4 , 44 = 0.39, p= 0.81;
Pinta: F4 , 44 = 0.07, p= 0.99).
Subjective impressions of the CommandMaps improved through the week
(Figures 6.5 and 6.6). By the end of the week, 10/12 participants preferred Com-
mandMaps for Pinta (χ2 = 4.1, p= 0.04), but preferences were evenly split for
Word. Interview comments showed that several participants initially thought the
CommandMap would be difficult to use, but changed their minds after trying it.
Five participants mentioned that they liked the Pinta CommandMap because it re-
moved submenus: “once you get to know it, it’s really fast. Like if you know the
blur button is going to be here [points], it’s basically Ctrl and then move your
mouse and it’s almost instantaneous, instead of going through the submenus.”
Two participants also liked the full-screen workspace with CommandMaps.
At first glance, Figures 6.6 and 6.7 suggest conflicting results. However, the
lack of difference in task times makes sense considering that participants spent
proportionally much more time in Experiment 6Bmanipulating content than se-
lecting commands, resulting in a low signal-to-noise ratio. In contrast, the par-
ticipant preferences have a higher signal-to-noise ratio because participants were
explicitly asked to compare two interfaces, and the only point of difference be-
tween those interfaces was the method of command selection.
Q4. Do CommandMaps generalise to multiple application contexts?
Figure 6.6 shows that CommandMap preferences were stronger in Pinta than
Word, with familiarity with Word’s Ribbon being mentioned by six participants
in explaining their preferences. The two participants who maintained a prefer-
ence for Pinta stated that its menu hierarchy made it easier to find commands
compared to the CommandMap’s parallelised layout. The perceived advantages
of CommandMaps were the speed of accessing commands (five participants), not
having to scroll through Ribbon tabs (one participant), and the ability to see an
overview of all commands in the application (six participants).
Q5. What usability issues arise with CommandMaps in real-world use?
Seven participants mentioned that they had problems using the Ctrl key to ac-
tivate the CommandMap. In particular, the CommandMap would briefly appear
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Figure 6.7: Mean task times for each session in Experiment 6B.
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when issuing hotkey shortcuts: “Once I finish a sentence, I automatically save.
It’s nothing I even think about, and [the CommandMap] flickers on screen.” Three
participants also noted that they would prefer the activation key to act as a toggle,
rather than needing to hold it for continual display.
Nine participants mentioned that item layout was critical to both interfaces’
success, with three stating that the Word Ribbon categories were poorly-named.
Four participants indicated that the Pinta CommandMap needed an improved lay-
out, and P3 suggested placing category labels on the left-hand side of the Com-
mandMap to improve category identification. Several participants disliked having
Pinta’s toolbox in the CommandMap: P5 said that “when you’re rapidly chang-
ing between different tools, I don’t think CommandMaps are useful... I think you
should be able to determine based on frequency which commands should be in a
CommandMap and which should be permanently available”.
Prior to the study, there was a concern that the modal appearance of the Com-
mandMap, hiding nearly the entire view of the work surface, might disorient users
and interfere with their task flow. However, apart from flicker when using key-
board shortcuts, only two participants mentioned this as an issue. Five participants
explicitly said it was not a problem, with several mentioning that it was better than
the standard interface; P8 said “I think it was more effective,” P4 said “with Word,
you have to go to a different tab, and go back and do something, which can be a
bit disorienting... whereas with this it’s always the same thing,” and P12 said “You
were kind of still looking in the same place as well, because it’s right in the middle
of the screen. I found I didn’t lose track of where I was, whereas if I went back
to the menu and had to go back down again I’d find that more distracting”. The
semi-opaque CommandMap display also received positive comments: P3 said “I
liked with the Pinta one, it was kind of transparent, so you could push Ctrl and
still see what’s underneath.”
6.4 Discussion
To recap, Experiment 6A used a CommandMap version of Microsoft Word to
demonstrate that CommandMaps have performance advantages over standard in-
terfaces in a task that involved interweaving command invocation with actions
on the work surface. Experiment 6B analyzed the evolution of CommandMap
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performance and perceptions over the course of a week, revealing a number of ad-
vantages and disadvantages. Overall, the results are extremely positive for Com-
mandMaps: most participants immediately preferred the Pinta CommandMap to
traditional interface controls, and 10 of 12 preferred it after five days of use; and
half of the participants preferred the Microsoft Word CommandMap to the highly
refined and familiar Ribbon interface after just a few sessions of use.
The sections below discuss potential concerns regarding the limitations of the
methodology, as well as the issues involved with creating future real-world imple-
mentations of CommandMaps.
6.4.1 Methodological limitations
Although the experiments presented in this chapter were designed to simulate real-
world use as closely as possible, trade-offs were still made in order to measure
certain properties of performance. For example, users in the real world would be
unlikely to perform the same editing tasks in the same documents every morning
for five days, but this study design was necessary in order to gauge user learning
in a reliable manner and without using up too much participant time.
Ideally, in order to truly measure CommandMap usage in the wild, a field
study would be performed. Conducting such a study involves a number of chal-
lenges. First, fully functional systems must be engineered and deployed; Section
6.4.2 discusses this in greater depth. Second, accurate measurement techniques
must be developed. Measurements of task time in the wild can be difficult due to
segmentation issues (i.e., how does the system know when a command selection,
or a task, starts and ends?) Parts of this problem are solvable: the Input Observer
[52] is able to measure pointing times by detecting ballistic mouse movements,
but determining when the user starts searching for a command is a much more
difficult task. Overcoming these challenges is necessary before a field study can
be completed, and these are therefore left for future work.
6.4.2 Technical limitations
As discussed above, a field study on CommandMaps would be an ideal test of
their real-world suitability. However, in order to properly study the use of Com-
mandMaps ‘in the wild’, the technique would ideally be integrated with widely
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used software. Our experiences with developing a CommandMap version of Word
suggest that achieving this integration can be difficult due to the lack of extensibil-
ity and support for modification in many commercial applications. For example,
the Word Object Model API provided access to limited functionality, prohibiting
a complete replication of the original Ribbon interface. Pinta, in contrast, was
much easier to extend, but its small user base would limit the value of its use in
a field study. Future CommandMap implementations are therefore probably most
feasible in open-source applications which have large user bases.
In general, however, in order to provide support in future for CommandMaps
and similar HCI research, it would be useful if UI toolkits allowed manipulation
of control and panel locations, as well as providing better support for programmat-
ically accessing interface functionality. Metisse [25] is one example of a partial
workaround for the research community, although it only works on the X win-
dow system. Prefab [43] is another example of a research solution for reverse
engineering interface controls, though it does not allow programmatic access to
functionality.
6.5 Conclusions
The CommandMap is a UI command selection technique that makes all, or nearly
all, commands available to the user in a single display that is overlaid on the
workspace when a modifier key is pressed. A previous study (Chapter 5) demon-
strated the potential of CommandMaps by showing that the time to acquire a Com-
mandMap item in response to a cued stimulus is faster than with menus or ribbons.
However, critical questions remained regarding their practicality, particularly be-
cause of the workflow disruption that might occur due to their displacement of
the view of the workspace. To examine this and other issues regarding the practi-
cality of CommandMaps, this chapter presented two real-world implementations
of CommandMaps for Microsoft Word and Pinta. Experiment 6A showed advan-
tages of CommandMaps over the Microsoft Word Ribbon in tasks that involved in-
terleaved access to the workspace and the CommandMap. Experiment 6B showed
how users’ perceptions of CommandMaps rapidly evolve over the first week of
use, as well as highlighting their advantages and opportunities for improvement.
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In particular, many participants reported visual overload when first using the
CommandMap, suggesting that there are unexplored opportunities to improve
novice use. Chapter 7 therefore describes the StencilMap, a modified Command-
Map intended to reduce visual complexity and improve novice performance.
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Chapter 7
StencilMaps: A Spatially Consistent Subset
Interface for Training Novice Users
Chapters 5 and 6 presented and evaluated the CommandMap interface, de-
signed to improve expert point-and-click command selection performance. While
experiments demonstrated advantages for expert users, results for novice users
were mixed – for example, Experiment 5B showed that the standard Ribbon inter-
face performed just as well as a CommandMap for novices (see Figure 5.11), and
the majority of participants in Experiment 6B mentioned an initial impression of
visual overload (see Section 6.3.3).
Although the large number of items displayed simultaneously in a Command-
Map reduces the mechanical actions required to select an item, if a user does not
already have knowledge of that item’s location, it requires them to search through
a larger item set in order to find the one they want. In order to reduce the time
required to visually search for items, this chapter investigates the use of subset in-
terfaces, which assist novice interaction by emphasising a small subset of relevant
items.
Many subset interfaces already exist, and they can be divided into two cat-
egories: dynamic and static. Dynamic subsets change automatically and adapt
to user behaviour (e.g., ephemeral adaptation [57]). Static subset interfaces can
be further subdivided into those that are pre-defined by the system designer (e.g.,
Training Wheels [23]) and those with subsets chosen by the user (e.g., Adapt-
ableGIMP [118] or the Quick Access toolbar in Microsoft Word). Such interfaces
are often used to assist novice interaction. For example, to assist novice users
in learning the rich functionality of a graphics application, the AdaptableGIMP
[118] allows community members to create static command subsets for common
tasks, such as red-eye reduction or adding a sepia effect to an image. When se-
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lected by the user, the task-based subsets replace the toolbox used in the standard
interface, bringing all of the commands needed for a task within easy reach.
This chapter focuses on the use of static subsets to assist novice interaction.
Previous research with such interfaces (e.g., [23, 55, 142]) shows that working
with subsets can improve both performance and satisfaction for novice users.
However, less is known about the best way of presenting command subsets to
the user. In addition to the palette-based approach of AdaptableGIMP, researchers
have created systems that remove unneeded commands and condense the remain-
ing interface elements [142], or that selectively highlight or disable items [23, 67].
Different approaches to supporting subset interfaces vary in the degree of sep-
aration between the presentation of the subset interface and the presentation of
the standard interface. For example, when a user selects a task subset in Adapt-
ableGIMP, the subset is placed within a new palette, and the icons in the palette
have no spatial relationship to their location in the standard UI. This display sep-
aration between the subset and the standard interface creates a potential problem
for the user, because selections from within the subset do not assist learning of the
standard user interface. The user’s efficiency with the subset, therefore, is depen-
dent on the desired target item being present in the subset; and when it is absent
users must search the standard user interface that is less familiar than it would
have been if all previous selections had been made within it.
Some subset presentation techniques (e.g., [57, 59, 67]) avoid the problem
of separately displaying the subset and the standard interface by keeping subset
items in the same location as the full interface, and visually emphasising the sub-
set items. However, evaluations of this kind of interface have had mixed results
(see Section 4.3.3). Specifically, highlighting interfaces such as these present two
risks. First, users may not attend to the highlighting if it is not salient enough –
in this area, stencils [59] have shown more promising results than colour-based
highlighting [67]. Second, if the highlighting significantly decreases the difficulty
of search, the reduced effort required on the part of the user may mean that they do
not learn item locations as well as they otherwise would have (see Section 3.3 for
a discussion of the role of effort in spatial learning). The experiments performed
in this chapter are designed to further examine these issues.
This chapter presents and studies the idea of emphasizing a subset in a Com-
mandMap by adding a dark semitransparent ‘stencil’ overlay (Figure 7.1). Sten-
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cils have been used previously for providing interface tutorials [111] and search
in file browsers [59], and a related approach has been used to visualise applica-
tion usage [138], but they have not yet used to create command subsets for novice
users.
Figure 7.1: A StencilMap in Microsoft Project 2010.
This chapter presents the design of the new interface, called StencilMaps, and
the results of two laboratory experiments investigating StencilMaps’ performance
both in terms of decreasing visual search time and allowing transfer of knowledge
from the subset (i.e., ‘stencilled’) interface to the full interface.
7.1 Design of StencilMaps
The principles of subsets, stencils, and spatial memory guided the StencilMap
design. The StencilMap (Figure 7.1) is built on top of the CommandMap inter-
face; although this type of UI is not a requirement for the stencil approach, the
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command visibility of CommandMaps makes it easier for novices to see all of
the items in the subset, and the lack of hierarchy allows for a high performance
ceiling once users have learned item locations.
A StencilMap consists of a CommandMap with an overlaid translucent mask,
which emphasizes salient controls and reduces the visual impact of unimportant
commands. Like a normal CommandMap, the StencilMap is hidden by default,
and is activated by holding down a hotkey (such as Ctrl) or by clicking an on-
screen button.
The performance characteristics of StencilMaps are based on two ideas. First,
the stencil is intended to reduce the visual search time needed for novices to find a
command (i.e., visual search is proportional to the number of items in the search,
and stencil-based emphasis should greatly reduce this number). This is particu-
larly important for CommandMaps, since the large number of visible commands
can present a barrier for novice use. Second, StencilMaps do not change the loca-
tion of any commands from their positions in the full interface (i.e., commands are
located in the same position as in the normal CommandMap without the stencil).
This means that any spatial location memory built up through use of a subset can
be transferred to the full UI.
StencilMaps, therefore, seek to support novice users by visually promoting
only a relevant subset of the application’s functionality. At the same time, Sten-
cilMaps provide users with the opportunity to gain interface-level expertise through
in-situ learning of command locations. At a higher level, developing application
expertise also involves gaining knowledge of what the commands do and their role
in completing different tasks, but this type of high-level expertise development is
beyond the scope of this work (see Appendix C for a review).
7.2 Experiment 7A: CommandMaps, StencilMaps, and ephemeral high-
lighting
Experiment 7A was designed to answer two questions: first, to determine whether
highlighting could improve performance in a CommandMap; and second, to com-
pare the performance of StencilMaps against ephemeral adaptation [57], a tech-
nique that shows predicted items immediately (abrupt onset) and fades in non-
predicted items after a short delay (gradual onset). Since this experiment deals
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(a) CommandMap
(b) StencilMap
(c) Ephemeral Highlighting
Figure 7.2: The three interface conditions in Experiment 7A.
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with static, rather than adaptive, subsets, our implementation of the ephemeral
adaptation technique is henceforth referred to as ‘ephemeral highlighting.’ (Note
that ‘highlighting’ here refers to relative highlighting, by darkening or fading out
the out-of-subset interface items.)
7.2.1 Experimental conditions
The experiment compared performance with a StencilMap (Figure 7.2b) to that
with a CommandMap (Figure 7.2a), and to a CommandMap with ephemeral high-
lighting (Figure 7.2c). The CommandMap was included in order to isolate any
performance benefit stemming from the layout of the CommandMap from that
arising from stencil-based highlighting. The ephemeral highlighting condition
(Figure 7.2c) was included as a representation of the state of the art in subset
highlighting.
Figure 7.3: The study interface used in Experiment 7A.
CommandMaps. The baseline technique showed all 80 commands of the
interface at once when the user pressed Ctrl (Figure 7.2a). The commands were
shown until the user selected a command with the mouse.
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Ephemeral highlighting. This method was based on Findlater et al.’s epheme-
ral adaptation [57] in which predicted menu items are shown immediately (to pro-
mote their visual prominence and capture the users’ attention [104, 211]), while
unpredicted ones are faded in after a short delay. When the CommandMap was
invoked with the Ctrl key, the ephemeral technique showed the in-subset items
instantly, while the out-of-subset items gradually faded in to view (Figure 7.2c).
The implementation used in this experiment was based on the original design [57],
but adapted to work with icon sets rather than menus, and to work with larger sub-
sets. The 500ms onset time used in the original technique was shown in pilot
studies to be too short for larger subset sizes. Since the time required to visually
search a multi-item subset likely follows a linear trend [93], this implementation
uses linearly increasing onset times: 500ms for subsets of size 4, 1000ms for
subsets of size 8, and 2000ms for subsets of size 16.
StencilMaps. The StencilMap technique covers the out-of-subset items with a
dark translucent overlay (Figure 7.2b), while in-subset items are shown normally
(i.e., through ‘holes’ in the stencil). StencilMaps were implemented as described
in the design section above.
7.2.2 Procedure
Participants completed a demographics questionnaire, and then performed a se-
quence of selection tasks in an experimental system similar to the one used in
Chapter 5 (Figure 7.3). For each trial, a button was displayed with the text “Click
to begin next trial”. After the button was clicked, a textual stimulus was displayed
on the right-hand side of the screen; the user had to hold down Ctrl in order to
display the CommandMap, then select the target item. Each trial was timed from
the appearance of the stimulus until successful target selection. Incorrect selec-
tions produced an audible beep. Participants were instructed to complete tasks “as
quickly and accurately as possible”.
To reduce unintended learning effects between conditions, three separate icon
sets were used. Each icon set contained 80 items, and was randomly partitioned
into five sub-categories. To avoid potential confounds caused by visual pop-out
effects, the icons were all grayscale with a uniform visual style. All participants
saw the icon sets in the same order, but order of interface was counterbalanced to
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eliminate confounds caused by specific icon sets. Subsets and selection sequences
for each icon set were determined using a one-off random process, and were the
same for each participant. No targets were reused between sets.
Participants completed three consecutive phases with each interface: famil-
iarization, selection, and recall. The familiarization phase consisted of 10 trials
(data discarded), using different subsets and target items than in the main experi-
ment. This was followed by two selection blocks of 25 trials, for each of the three
subset sizes (4, 8 and 16). Each subset block contained five selections of each of
five target items. Four out of five targets in each block were in the highlighted
subset. This 4/5 (80%) subset accuracy level was chosen based on Findlater et
al.’s results [57], which showed that at low accuracy (50%), ephemeral adaptation
did not offer performance benefits over a full interface, likely because participants
stopped attending to the highlights. Therefore, the study focuses on situations
where highlighting has been shown to be useful (80% – consistent with Findlater
et al.’s “High accuracy” condition).
Each interface finished with a recall test, where participants performed a single
selection of each of the 30 targets used in that interface from a full, un-augmented
CommandMap. This extra block was included to evaluate the longer-term effects
of highlighting on spatial memory. Short breaks were given between blocks. Par-
ticipants filled out a NASA-TLX questionnaire after each interface condition, and
ranked the three interfaces at the end of the experiment.
7.2.3 Participants and apparatus
18 participants were recruited from a local university (8 male, 10 female; mean
age 26.4 years) for the one hour experiment. It was performed on a Windows 7
PC with a 24 inch screen running at 1920×1200 resolution. The study software
was written in C#, and recorded all experimental data, including selections and
errors.
7.2.4 Design and hypotheses
The primary analysis used was a 3×3 RM-ANOVA on the subset blocks, with
two within-subjects factors: Interface (commandmap, ephemeral, stencilmap),
and Subset Size (4, 8, 16). Both factors were counterbalanced between partic-
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ipants using a Latin square. A follow-up analysis was also planned, separating
trials into in-subset and out-of-subset groups and performing separate 3×3 RM-
ANOVAs on each group. Finally, a one-way ANOVA was planned on the recall
blocks, with Interface as the only factor.
The primary hypotheses were as follows:
H1: StencilMap will be faster than both Ephemeral and CommandMap for
in-subset selections. Since both StencilMaps and ephemeral highlight-
ing should reduce the visual search space, both interfaces should provide
quicker in-subset selections than the CommandMap. Additionally, the Sten-
cilMap should outperform ephemeral highlighting due to its permanent na-
ture, and the fact that ephemeral highlighting allows the user only a limited
amount of time to identify the target within the subset.
H2: Overall mean selection times for StencilMap will be faster than Ephe-
meral and CommandMap. As above, in-subset selections should be fastest
for the StencilMap. In addition, StencilMaps is likely to perform the best
overall – that is, the advantages of the StencilMap’s quick in-subset selec-
tions should outweigh any potential slowdowns from out-of-subset selec-
tions.
H3: Users will subjectively prefer StencilMap over Ephemeral and Com-
mandMap. Ephemeral highlighting may frustrate users if they cannot find
items before the end of the onset timeout, and users may find it difficult to
locate items in a CommandMap with no visual pop-out. It is expected that
StencilMaps will therefore be subjectively rated higher than CommandMaps
and ephemeral highlighting.
In addition, the study has the following (secondary) expectations:
E1: Overall mean selection times for Ephemeral will be faster than Com-
mandMap. While ephemeral highlighting is not expected to provide as
much of a performance benefit as the StencilMap, it should still be faster
than the un-augmented CommandMap.
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E2: CommandMap will perform better than both Ephemeral and Sten-
cilMap for out-of-subset items. Both ephemeral highlighting and Sten-
cilMaps encourage the user to visually search a subset of items first. If the
item is not in that subset, the user may lose time on average compared to
a CommandMap, where the user immediately begins searching the whole
space.
E3: Performance on the recall test will be no different between the three
conditions. Users should be able to learn item locations equally well in all
three interfaces.
7.2.5 Results
For significant ANOVA results, partial eta-squared (η2) is reported as a measure
of effect size.
Overall error rates were low in all conditions (2.4% for stencilmap, 2.7% for
commandmap, and 3.3% for ephemeral). The analysis of selection time below
excludes trials with errors.
Selection times
As shown in Figure 7.4, mean selection times for the subset blocks were lower
with stencilmap (2.52s, s.d. 0.79) than with ephemeral (3.51s, s.d. 1.42) and
commandmap (4.36s, s.d. 1.20), giving a significant main effect of Interface
(F2 , 34 = 45.7, p< 0.001, η2 = 0.73). Pairwise Bonferroni-corrected comparisons
(α = .05) showed that stencilmap was significantly faster than both commandmap
and ephemeral overall. This result supports H2. Ephemeral was also significantly
faster than commandmap (supporting E1). There was also a main effect of Subset
Size (F2 , 34 = 10.9, p< 0.001, η2 = 0.39), with size 4 (3.11s, s.d. 1.29) faster than
8 (3.67s, s.d. 1.44) and 16 (3.62s, s.d. 1.36). There was no significant interaction
effect (Figure 7.5).
In-subset and out-of-subset selections
Separate analyses on selection time were performed for in-subset and out-of-
subset targets (Figure 7.4). There was a significant main effect of Interface for in-
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Figure 7.4: Overall mean selection times for Experiment 7A, and for in-subset
and out-of-subset trials.
subset selections (F2 , 34 = 63.6, p< 0.001, η2 = 0.79), with Bonferroni-corrected
comparisons showing that stencilmap was significantly faster than both epheme-
ral and commandmap. This supports H1. For out-of-subset selections, there was
a trend suggesting a marginal effect of Interface (F2 , 34 = 2.8, p= 0.07), with an
advantage for commandmap, supporting E2.
Learning
As shown in Figure 7.6, the greatest benefits of both types of highlighting are on
the first selection of each highlighted item, when the user is completely unfamiliar
with the item’s location. Stencilmap was faster than ephemeral and commandmap
throughout the repeated trials, although selections times approached convergence
on the final trial.
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Figure 7.5: Mean selection times for each interface, broken down by subset size.
Recall times
As described above, the recall phase was performed on an un-augmented Com-
mandMap after the main experiment, and measured participants’ recall of the loca-
tions of items used in the experiment. A one-way ANOVA on overall recall times
(Figure 7.7) showed a significant main effect of Interface (F2 , 34 = 4.6, p= 0.02,
η2 = 0.21), with stencilmap (4.44s, s.d. 2.00) slower than ephemeral (3.60s, s.d.
1.82) and commandmap (3.59s, s.d. 2.14). Pairwise Bonferroni-corrected com-
parisons showed ephemeral was no different from commandmap (p= 0.96), but a
trend suggests that participants were faster at recalling items with commandmap
than with stencilmap (p= 0.053). There was also a significant difference between
ephemeral and stencilmap, with ephemeral being the faster of the two techniques
(p= 0.01). Together, these results fail to support E3. This interesting result is
explained in the Discussion (see Section 7.4.1).
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lower chart shows detail of repetitions 2-5.
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Figure 7.7: Overall selection times for the recall task in Experiment 7A, broken
down by whether the targets were in- or out-of-subset during the previous blocks.
Subjective responses
User response to StencilMaps was overwhelmingly positive, with StencilMaps
scoring higher on all statistically significant NASA-TLX measures (Table 7.1).
When asked which interface they preferred, 16 of 18 participants chose Sten-
cilMaps, one chose Ephemeral, and one did not answer, supporting H3 (χ2 = 28.4,
p< 0.0001.
7.2.6 Summary
The results of Experiment 7A are summarised below, according to the hypotheses
and expectations:
H1: StencilMap will be faster than both Ephemeral and CommandMap for
in-subset selections. Supported. Both Ephemeral and StencilMap were
faster than CommandMap when it came to selection of items in the sub-
sets. Further, out of the two subset presentation techniques, StencilMap
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CommandMap Ephemeral StencilMap χ2r Significance (p)
Mental demand 4.0 (1.0) 3.5 (0.7) 2.7 (1.1) 11.7 0.002
Physical demand 3.2 (1.6) 2.7 (1.2) 2.2 (1.2) 8.0 0.018
Temporal demand 3.5 (1.0) 3.3 (1.1) 2.9 (1.4) 3.4 0.186
Success 3.5 (0.7) 3.9 (0.7) 4.1 (0.8) 7.2 0.027
Hard work 4.4 (0.9) 3.4 (1.0) 3.1 (0.9) 14.8 0.001
Frustration 3.3 (1.0) 2.4 (0.9) 1.8 (0.7) 14.8 0.001
Table 7.1: Mean (s.d.) NASA-TLX responses for Experiment 7A according to
a 5-point Likert scale (1 = low, 5 = high). Statistically significant measures are
shown in bold.
was faster than Ephemeral, with performance advantages persisting until
the 5th selection of each item.
H2: Overall mean selection times for StencilMap will be faster than Ephe-
meral and CommandMap. Supported. When considering both selections
within the subset and outside of the subset, participants were significantly
faster with StencilMap than the other two interfaces.
H3: Users will subjectively prefer StencilMap over Ephemeral and Com-
mandMap. Supported. Preference and workload data were both strongly
in favor of the StencilMap design.
E1: Overall mean selection times for Ephemeral will be faster than Com-
mandMap. Supported. Ephemeral highlighting provided a performance
benefit over the base CommandMap, although not as much as the Stencil-
Map.
E2: CommandMap will perform better than both Ephemeral and Stencil-
Map for out-of-subset items. Supported. For out-of-subset selections there
is a trend suggesting advantages for the CommandMap. In other words,
when users are not able to make use of a subset, they are better off with the
full, unmodified CommandMap; however, the performance advantages for
items that can be selected from within the subset outweigh this cost.
E3: Performance on the recall test will be no different between the three
conditions. Not supported. The results reveal performance advantages for
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both the CommandMap and ephemeral highlighting over the StencilMap
when it comes to learning the location of items in the full interface. This is
an interesting result, addressed further in the Discussion section.
7.3 Experiment 7B: StencilMaps vs. palettes
A second user study was carried out to compare the performance of StencilMaps
against the common subset design of using palettes of clustered items. The pri-
mary goal was to examine the trade-offs and differences between StencilMaps
and palettes in terms of both speed of selection from subsets, and long-term item
location learning. A secondary goal was to examine StencilMap performance in
interfaces with realistic icon sets.
7.3.1 Procedure
Participants first completed a demographics questionnaire and were introduced
to the study system. Two interfaces were evaluated: a StencilMap, and a Com-
mandMap with a separate palette labeled “Useful Commands”. A CommandMap
was chosen, rather than a menu or ribbon interface, as the full interface for the
Palette condition in order to have a fair comparison with StencilMaps: menus and
Ribbons are known to be mechanically slower than CommandMaps for familiar
items (see Chapter 5), so it would have been impossible to draw conclusions about
learning effects based on selection time alone.
The CommandMaps were generated from the interfaces of two real-world ap-
plications: Microsoft Access (Figure 7.8a) and Microsoft Project (Figure 7.8b).
These were chosen in order to provide a realistic icon set and semantic layout,
while still making it easy to find participants who had not used the interfaces
before. The Access interface was always displayed first, but the order of the Sten-
cilMap and Palette was counterbalanced between participants. The study was
composed of repeated cued selection tasks, using an experimental system similar
to Experiment 7A. In the StencilMap condition, participants had to select the item
from the augmented CommandMap; in the Palette condition, participants could
choose to use either the CommandMap or the palette (if it contained the target
item). Since targets in the interface used a mixture of iconic and textual labels,
both the icon and the name of the command were used as the stimulus.
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(a) A 4-item Microsoft Access StencilMap.
(b) A Microsoft Project CommandMap with an 8-item palette located
below the full CommandMap.
Figure 7.8: The interfaces used in Experiment 7B.
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Figure 7.9: The experimental procedure used in Experiment 7B. Ordering of the
Subset Size and Interface factors were counterbalanced. In total, each participant
performed 360 trials.
The experiment was again divided into three phases: familiarization, selec-
tion, and awareness. With each interface, participants first performed a familiar-
ization block of 10 trials (data discarded), introducing them to the interface and
experimental procedure. Participants then entered the selection phase, where they
interacted with subsets of three different sizes: 4, 8, and 16 items. Each subset
size condition consisted of two blocks: subset and post-subset (see Figure 7.9).
Similar to Experiment 7A, the subset block comprised 25 selections from a sub-
set interface (five selections of each of five targets), some of which were within
the subset, and some of which were not (see Accuracy section below). The post-
subset block consisted of the same sequence of items but with the subset removed,
leaving participants with the full, unmodified CommandMap. More specifically,
for the StencilMap interface, the post-subset block removed the stencil overlay,
whereas in the Palette interface the separate palette was removed. The post-subset
block was designed to analyse learning effects, similar to the recall block in Exper-
iment 7A, with the differences being that the recall block in Experiment 7A took
place at the end of the study and involved only a single selection of each item.
After finishing subset and post-subset blocks with all three subset sizes, par-
ticipants performed an awareness test using Findlater and McGrenere’s measure
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of ‘indirect awareness’ [55]: participants were asked to perform 20 further selec-
tions of items that were not targets in the main experiment. The awareness test
measures incidental learning of items not part of the main experiment (and there-
fore differs from the recall test in Experiment 7A, which examined recall times of
selections that were made previously with the subsets present).
The complete experimental procedure is shown in Figure 7.9. The target sets,
selection sequences, and subsets were randomly generated for each participant.
7.3.2 Accuracy
While Experiment 7A focused on a subset accuracy level (80%) where highlight-
ing is known to be beneficial, Experiment 7B also investigates the performance of
each technique when subset accuracy (i.e. the percentage of required items that
are present in the current subset) is low. Manipulating this factor enables a better
understanding of the differences between palettes and StencilMaps as the propor-
tion of commands in the subset varies. Accuracy was therefore manipulated as a
between-subjects factor: 12 participants were exposed to a Low accuracy level of
40%, while the other 12 were exposed to a High accuracy of 80%. These levels
are based on similar values used by Findlater et al. [57].
7.3.3 Participants and apparatus
24 participants were recruited from a local university: 8 male, 16 female, mean
age 25 years (s.d. 4.2). Hardware and setup was the same as Experiment 7A.
7.3.4 Design and hypotheses
Selection time is analysed using a 2×3×2×2 mixed-design ANOVA for within-
subjects factors Interface (stencilmap, palette), Subset Size (4, 8, or 16 items), and
Block (subset, post-subset); and between-subjects factor Accuracy (high, low).
Order of Interface and Subset Size was balanced using a Latin square.
Formal hypotheses for the experiment were as follows:
H1: StencilMaps will be faster than palettes for post-subset trials. Since
StencilMaps do not change item locations, participants’ location learning
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during the subset phase should allow them to perform faster in the post-
subset phase than with palettes.
H2: Palettes will be faster than StencilMaps for subset trials. The advantage
of a palette is that it displays promoted commands in a compact, easy-to-
search arrangement. Palettes are therefore expected to be faster than Sten-
cilMaps during the subset phase.
H3: StencilMaps will be faster than palettes overall. The performance advan-
tage of StencilMaps in the post-subset phase should outweigh the in-subset
performance advantage of palettes.
H4: StencilMaps will be faster than palettes for the awareness test. Since the
StencilMap requires users to interact with the main interface, participants
should develop better overall command awareness than with the palette.
7.3.5 Results
Error rates were low: 4.4% for stencilmap, and 5.4% for palette (no significant
difference). The following analyses exclude trials with errors.
Overall selection times
Figure 7.10 summarizes the results. Overall, stencilmap (2.64s, s.d. 1.29) was
faster than palette (2.90s, s.d. 1.13), giving a significant main effect of Interface
(F1 , 22 = 6.5, p= 0.018, η2 = 0.23). This result supports H3. There was also a
significant main effect of Block (F1 , 22 = 40.6, p< 0.001, η2 = 0.65), with post-
subset (2.38s, s.d. 0.87) faster than subset (3.16s, s.d. 1.39).
Four interaction effects were significant. Importantly, there was a significant
effect of Interface×Block, (F1 , 22 = 34.1, p< 0.001, η2 = 0.61), with stencilmap
showing a large advantage on post-subset selections (Figure 7.10). Planned pair-
wise comparisons confirmed that stencilmap was faster than palette in post-subset
blocks (p< 0.001), and that palette was faster than stencilmap in subset blocks
(p= 0.03). These results provide support for H1 and H2.
There were also significant interaction effects for Accuracy×Block (F1 , 22 = 34.1,
p< 0.001, η2 = 0.58), Interface×Accuracy×Block (F1 , 22 = 7.1, p= 0.014, η2 = 0.24),
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Figure 7.10: Mean selection times for StencilMaps and palettes for subset and
post-subset blocks, across low and high accuracy.
and Subset Size×Block (F2 , 44 = 5.1, p= 0.011, η2 = 0.19). As shown in Figure
7.10, the main difference between the palette and stencilmap techniques for the
subset block was at the high subset accuracy levels: at low accuracy, there was
very little difference between the two techniques.
Figure 7.11 clearly displays the difference in item location learning between
StencilMaps and palettes. While participants were 2.3s slower with StencilMaps
on the first selection of each item in the subset block, they performed much faster
in the post-subset block (more than 4s over the first two selections).
Palette use
In the subset blocks for the palette condition, participants had the choice to use
either the palette or the full interface. For selections where the item was present in
the subset, participants chose to use the palette 95% of the time in the low accuracy
condition, and 99% of the time in the high accuracy condition. This difference
was marginally significant (p= 0.04). This shows that participants almost always
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Figure 7.11: Mean selection times across item repetition.
searched the palette before the main interface, although this behavior decreased
slightly when target items were in the palette less often.
Awareness
For the awareness test, a 2×2 ANOVA of Interface and Accuracy on selection
time showed no significant effects for either Interface (F1 , 22 = 1.0, p= 0.32) or
Accuracy (F1 , 22 = 0.2, p= 0.64). H4 is therefore not supported.
Subjective responses
As shown in Table 7.2, there were no significant differences in NASA-TLX rat-
ings between the two interfaces. When asked which interface they preferred, 14
participants chose StencilMaps, and 10 chose Palettes, also with no significant
difference (χ2 = 0.38, p= 0.54).
7.3.6 Summary
The results of Experiment 7B are summarised below, according to the hypotheses:
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StencilMap Palette Wilcoxon z Significance (p)
Mental demand 2.9 (1.1) 3.0 (1.3) 0.18 0.428
Physical demand 2.6 (1.3) 2.4 (1.3) 0.93 0.176
Temporal demand 2.9 (1.2) 2.8 (1.0) 0.20 0.422
Success 4.0 (0.9) 3.8 (0.8) 1.29 0.098
Hard work 3.2 (1.1) 3.1 (1.1) 0.21 0.416
Frustration 2.5 (1.1) 2.8 (1.0) 0.68 0.247
Table 7.2: Mean (s.d.) NASA-TLX responses for Experiment 7B according to a
5-point Likert scale (1 = low, 5 = high).
H1: StencilMaps will be faster than palettes for post-subset trials. Sup-
ported. The StencilMap supported the transition to the full interface much
better than the palette interface.
H2: Palettes will be faster than StencilMaps for subset trials. Supported.
Participants were able to leverage the compact representation of the palette
to make faster selections when the subset was present than was the case with
the StencilMap.
H3: StencilMaps will be faster than palettes overall. Supported. Participants
were faster with the StencilMap than with the palette when considering se-
lections made both when the subsets were present and when they were re-
moved.
H4: StencilMaps will be faster than palettes for the awareness test. Not sup-
ported. There was no difference in incidental learning between the two
subset presentation techniques.
7.4 Discussion
To summarise the results of both experiments, Experiment 7A showed that users
are able to locate unfamiliar items more quickly with highlighting, and that Sten-
cilMaps are more effective at reducing search time than ephemeral highlighting.
Experiment 7B showed that StencilMaps allow for better long-term location learn-
ing in the full interface compared to a palette-based subset approach, with the
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performance benefits after switching to the full interface outweighing the small
performance penalty in the subsets.
However, StencilMaps caused a slight decrease in participants’ ability to recall
the locations of in-subset items they had seen in the Experiment 7A (Figure 7.7).
The sections below discuss this issue, as well as the generalisability of the results
of both experiments.
7.4.1 Why were recall selections slower after using the StencilMap?
StencilMaps are designed with two goals in mind: faster selection of subset items
by novices, and improved spatial location learning compared to other subset meth-
ods. The negative results for StencilMaps in the recall phase of Experiment 7A are
therefore a concern.
This result is in line with the guidance hypothesis of skill acquisition [175].
The guidance hypothesis suggests that providing extra guidance to improve early
task performance may impair retention of the performed skill once the guidance is
removed. One explanation for this effect is given by Craik and Lockhart’s ‘levels
of processing’ framework [38], which argues that ‘deeper’, more involved cog-
nitions result in better memory retention than shallower cognitions (see Section
2.3.1). With respect to this hypothesis and framework, it is plausible that the
effective highlighting provided by StencilMaps induced a more “shallow” encod-
ing of item locations because the in-subset items were almost immediately ready
to hand and identifiable, whereas items in the CommandMap required extensive
visual search, prompting participants to think more carefully about target item
locations.
Interestingly, this supports the idea presented in Section 3.3 that there may
be an inherent trade-off between making things easier for novices and support-
ing long-term application learning. It is worth noting, however, that the practical
difference between the two conditions was low (only 0.78s), suggesting that Sten-
cilMaps provide a good compromise between the two goals. Furthermore, partic-
ipants made only one selection of each item; based on the learning curves shown
in Figures 7.6 and 7.11, it is likely that this difference would have been even lower
after multiple selections.
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In general, there are extensive opportunities for further work in examining how
assistive highlighting may be gradually tailored to best facilitate the dual purposes
of efficient novice interaction and early attainment of expertise (e.g., [5]).
7.4.2 Generalisation and limitations
While StencilMaps performed favorably in both experiments, there are limitations
to the experiments that could affect the generality of the results. These limitations
are discussed below.
Sensitivity to onset time
As discussed prior to Experiment 7A, the performance of ephemeral highlight-
ing is sensitive to onset time. There is therefore a risk that the onset times used
(500ms, 1000ms, and 2000ms) were not optimal for the experimental task: they
may have been too short, not allowing enough time for participants to search
the visual subset; or too long, unnecessarily delaying participants in finding non-
predicted items. However, mean selection times in the ephemeral condition were
higher than StencilMaps for both in-subset and out-of-subset selections. Since
adjusting ephemeral onset time is necessarily a performance trade-off between
in- and out-of-subset items, changing the onset time in either direction would not
have resulted in an overall win for ephemeral. Furthermore, the need to tweak
onset time is an inherent weakness of the ephemeral technique: the optimal onset
time is dependent on the size and distribution of the subset, as well as the abilities
of the user. Stencils, which are permanent, avoid this problem, easing real-world
implementation.
Source of subset commands
Command subsets can be populated from many different sources. For example, an
adaptive system dynamically builds subsets based on predictions about the user’s
upcoming actions; and palettes in real-world interfaces can often be personalized
to match the user’s evolving needs.
However, in the two experiments described here, only static, pre-defined sub-
sets were considered. This was done for two reasons. First, the primary goal of
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StencilMaps is to assist novice users in gaining expertise, and in this context, pre-
populated ‘training wheels’ interfaces have shown promising results [23]. The in-
tended use case for StencilMaps is for subsets to be populated with relevant com-
mands for specific tasks or workflows, similar to those used in AdaptableGIMP.
Novice users can turn on the stencil as a complexity-reducing tool while they
learn how to perform a new task; they can then turn off the stencil once it is no
longer needed, keeping their newly-found spatial knowledge intact. Second, pilot
studies revealed that subset interfaces have many subtle attributes that can affect
performance – the goal in this work was therefore to test the simplest possible
case.
7.4.3 Stencils in other interfaces
One issue to be considered in deploying the stencil approach in real-world systems
is whether the technique can work with interfaces that do not make the entire
subset visible – for example, some commands may be hidden behind menus or
ribbons. Stencil subsets can still be used in these interfaces: the stencil simply
highlights the titles of any menus or ribbons that contain items of the subset, and
the user must open the hierarchical control to find those items. One example is
Fitchett et al.’s Search-Directed Navigation interface [59], which uses stencils to
highlight items in a file hierarchy.
7.5 Conclusions
Subset interfaces can make it easier for novices to interact with complex inter-
faces. However, subset interfaces that spatially rearrange controls can hinder
novices’ transition to the full UI, because the user must learn new command lo-
cations in the full interface. To address this problem, this chapter presented the
StencilMap, which combines a spatially consistent CommandMap with a stencil
overlay to visually highlight the subset.
An initial experiment evaluated the effects of stencil overlays on visual search
in CommandMaps, comparing it to ephemeral highlighting. Results indicated that
the non-transient highlighting of StencilMaps gave it an advantage over epheme-
ral highlighting for in-subset selections, with no significant difference for out-of-
subset selections. The experiment did, however, reveal a performance trade-off
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between the two highlighting techniques, with StencilMaps providing better sup-
port for visual search, and ephemeral highlighting leading to better location learn-
ing. Of the two designs, users expressed a strong preference for StencilMaps.
Experiment 7B compared the performance of StencilMaps to palette-based
subsets in a realistic Microsoft Office interface. The results show that users were
slightly faster with palettes than StencilMaps in the subsets, but that StencilMaps
led to much faster performance once the subset was removed. Subjective re-
sponses indicated that StencilMaps were seen as equivalent to palettes by par-
ticipants.
The results from the two studies combined indicate that stencil overlays pro-
vide a promising mechanism for aiding novice interaction with CommandMaps,
and that they warrant further study. A summary of promising future research di-
rections on StencilMaps is provided in the thesis discussion (Chapter 9).
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Part III
Supporting Spatial Memory Under
Changing Interface Constraints
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Chapter 8
Maintaining Spatial Consistency when Display
Bounds Change
Both CommandMaps (Chapters 5 and 6) and StencilMaps (Chapter 7) are
maximally flattened interfaces that utilise as much of the screen as possible. The
success of these types of interfaces relies heavily on spatial memory, which allows
users to find controls quickly assuming that they stay in constant locations.
However, there are situations that arise with any spatially-organised interface
where it is difficult or impossible to maintain the spatial positions of items. In
particular, changing the display geometry (such as resizing a file browser window,
or rotating a smartphone display) means that the interface must somehow adapt to
the new display bounds. In these situations, interface designers can choose how
the interface reacts.
Most often, current interfaces adapt to changing window geometries in ways
that interfere with the use of spatial memory. For example, when the user changes
the size of a window, or rotates a tablet computer from landscape to portrait mode,
many systems reflow items from left-to-right, top-to-bottom within the window
bounds – that is, they re-arrange items to fit the new aspect ratio of the window
or display (Figure 8.1). This fills the window, but because item locations have
changed, they can be more difficult to find. Similarly, in command interfaces
like the Ribbon, controls are repositioned, rearranged, and elided into dropdown
menus (Figure 5.15).
This chapter investigates an alternative method of adapting to changing win-
dow bounds, utilising the idea of frames of reference (see Section 2.4.1). Since
people typically learn spatial locations in terms of a frame of reference, this chap-
ter proposes the use of spatially consistent transformations to maintain spatial
memory when display bounds change.
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Figure 8.1: Windows Explorer in tile view, before and after a change in window
dimensions.
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Figure 8.2: Spatial consistency keeps items proportionately stable with respect to
the window bounds.
A spatially consistent transformation is defined in this chapter as a geometric
transformation that maintains item locations relative to some frame of reference,
such as the window bounds (Figure 8.2). For example, if an item is in the top-right
corner of the of window before transformation, it should still be in the top-right
corner after transformation.
This chapter presents a human-factors experiment examining the effects on
spatial memory of various types of spatially consistent transformation: transla-
tion, scaling, stretching, rotation, and perspective change. The results of this
experiment support the formation of a new design guideline advocating spatial
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consistency relative to a frame of reference. This guideline is used to design a
spatially consistent file browser, which is compared in a second experiment to the
standard technique of reflowing items when the window size changes.
Although the techniques presented in this chapter are applied to file browsers,
they also apply to other spatially-organised interfaces, such as CommandMaps
and StencilMaps.
8.1 Spatial consistency as a design guideline
‘Be consistent’ is a fundamental rule of HCI, featuring in many design guidelines
(e.g. [2, 154, 181]). However, this principle is abstract, and it does not prescribe
which design elements should be held consistent. Hansen’s 1971 interface guide-
lines [79] include a recommendation to support ‘display inertia’, meaning that
“the size and layout of the display do not change drastically” (p. 529). Hansen’s
objective in this guideline was to optimize user execution of operations by allow-
ing users to make rapid decisions (modeled by Hick-Hyman choice reaction time
[86, 96]).
However, Hansen’s argument that the size of the display should not change
drastically is inconsistent with current interface designs, where users have free-
dom to resize and reorient windows. This chapter investigates methods to achieve
display inertia that are robust to commonly occurring size and layout manipula-
tions.
In this chapter, the design principle ‘maintain relative spatial consistency within
the frame of reference’ is proposed as a foundation of interface organization. The
frame of reference will normally be provided by the display edge or by the borders
on a particular window, but it can also be perceived by Gestalt proximity [208]:
for example, a grid of items with no visible border can still be seen to have a frame
of reference. ‘Relative spatial consistency’, means that the arrangement of items
within the frame of reference should remain proportionately stable with respect
to the bounds of the frame. For example, if an item is the closest item to the top
right corner of a frame before transformation, it should be similarly positioned
after transformation as well. Figure 8.2 illustrates relative spatial consistency as
the frame undergoes stretch and perspective transformations.
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8.1.1 Common transformations to the frame of reference
Frames of reference in UIs commonly undergo (or are viewed in such a way that
they are perceived to undergo) five forms of visual transformation (Figure 8.3).
The thick ‘top’ edges of the frames in Figure 8.3 represent the standard orientation
of the frame (i.e., which way is ‘up’).
1. Translation occurs frequently in desktop computing, when windows are
moved to different screen locations.
2. Scaling also occurs frequently in desktop computing, when windows are
resized by the user.
3. Stretching (changing aspect ratio). Similar to scaling, stretching occurs
when windows are resized in one dimension. This also occurs on mobile
devices when an interface is reoriented to landscape or portrait mode.
4. Rotation is common in surface-based computing (e.g. digital tables or
shared use of tablets), where displays or windows can be turned to face
another person. It also occurs on mobile devices when an interface has not
been programmed to adapt to device rotation (e.g., the Apple iPhone home
screen, when viewed in landscape mode).
5. Perspective distortion occurs when viewing any kind of display from an
oblique angle, as is common on shared wall or tabletop displays.
8.1.2 Relative spatial consistency after transformations
The previous section discussed transformations to the frame of reference itself.
Relative spatial consistency, however, concerns the location of content inside the
frame of reference after transformation.
When the frame of reference changes, UI designers can choose how the inter-
face adapts to the new bounds. Translation, rotation and perspective transforma-
tions normally do not require any particular adaptation or response from the user
interface – the window moves (with translation) or the user changes their view-
ing orientation (with rotation and perspective). However, an interface response is
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necessary when the user scales or stretches the frame of reference. ‘Reflowing’
the content is a common design strategy (e.g., the grid view in the Windows file
explorer), as is item elision (e.g., the Office 2007 Ribbon moves items into hierar-
chies as the window gets smaller). As demonstrated by Experiment 8B, designers
could also choose to maintain the original arrangement of items within the frame,
and scale the entire grid when a stretch occurs.
The grid lines in each window in Figure 8.3 depict how ‘canonical’ relative
spatial consistency can be maintained during the different transformations. Other
approaches (e.g., 2D scaling in response to 1D stretching) can be achieved by
combining these primitives. Figure 8.4 shows transformation matrices for each
effect.
8.2 Experiment 8A: Studying interface transformations
It seems reasonable to assume that the fast interaction enabled by spatial consis-
tency will be robust to at least some of the transformations described above and
shown in Figure 8.3. For example, users are unlikely to have difficulty locat-
ing items in a window after translating it. However, the time taken to adapt and
respond to these transformations is less clear – while it is likely that users can
reorient their spatial understanding, there may be time costs in doing so. Lam
et al.’s experiment on 2D geometric transformations [119] provides some insight,
showing that performance is not affected within certain “windows” for each type
of transformation; however, their experiment studies recognition of shapes, rather
than selection from a grid of items.
Experiment 8A, therefore, was an exploratory study designed to determine
the additional time needed to find items following different types and magnitudes
of spatially consistent transformation. The method involved repeatedly selecting
the same four items in a spatially consistent layout, while the grid underwent the
transformations shown in Figure 8.3.
The time taken to select a target after each transformation involves perceptual
and cognitive processes of reorienting to the display and deciding about item loca-
tion (labelled here as ‘reorientation time’), as well as the mechanical time to point
to the target. The variable of interest in this experiment is reorientation time, so
to extract the variable effects of target relocation caused by the transformations,
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1 0 ∆x0 1 ∆y
0 0 1

(a) Translation
k 0 00 k 0
0 0 1

(b) Scaling
cos θ − sin θ 0sin θ cos θ 0
0 0 1

(c) Rotationk 0 00 1 0
0 0 1

(d) Stretching
(horizontal)
1 0 00 k 0
0 0 1

(e) Stretching
(vertical)
cos θ√tan2 θ + 1 0 00 √tan2 θ + 1 0
sin θ 0 cos θ + sin θ tan θ

(f) Perspective
(horizontal)√tan2 θ + 1 0 00 cos θ√tan2 θ + 1 0
0 sin θ cos θ + sin θ tan θ

(g) Perspective
(vertical)
Figure 8.4: Transformation matrices for the seven geometric transformations used
in Experiment 8A.
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(a) Untransformed (b) Transformed
Figure 8.5: Overview and close-up of the interface used in Experiment 8A, before
and after a horizontal perspective transformation.
each participant’s Fitts’ Law pointing characteristics were analysed and used to
subtract pointing time from the total selection time for each item. (Note that Ex-
periment 8B considers overall performance including pointing time; the goal of
Experiment 8A is to study the reorientation phase.)
8.2.1 Tasks, stimuli, and instructions
Tasks involved a sequence of selections from a 10×10 grid of textual items (Figure
8.5a) that was either transformed or untransformed. All text items were common
English three-letter words, which were used (rather than images or variable word
sizes) to reduce confounds from visual pop-out. Also, to avoid effects of reading
distorted text, text labels were not transformed with the interface (Figure 8.5b).
An exception was made for rotation because pilot testing showed that participants
use text orientation as a primary cue to establishing the frame of reference.
Tasks began by showing an untransformed window (Figure 8.5a). Participants
clicked a button to reveal the target item and display the transformed window (Fig-
ure 8.5b). Task timing began with the button click, and stopped when the target
was selected; this was achieved by clicking in a visible hitbox surrounding the
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Transformation Magnitude
1 2 3 4
Translation (∆x,∆y) 290px, 100px 580px, 200px 870px, 300px 1160px, 400px
Scaling ×0.5 ×0.75 ×1.25 ×1.5
Rotation 30◦ 60◦ 90◦ 180◦
Stretching (horizontal) ×0.5 ×1.5 ×2 ×2.5
Stretching (vertical) ×0.5 ×0.75 ×1.25 ×1.5
Perspective (horizontal) 15◦ 30◦ 45◦ 60◦
Perspective (vertical) 15◦ 30◦ 45◦ 60◦
Table 8.1: Experiment 8A transformations and magnitudes. Bold items denote the
level deemed most extreme.
text label, which was a constant size in all conditions. After selection, the display
returned to the untransformed window. Subjects were asked to make selections
“as quickly and accurately as possible”.
8.2.2 Transformations and magnitudes
The study tested seven transformations: translation, scaling, rotation, horizon-
tal stretching, vertical stretching, horizontal perspective, and vertical perspective
(columns in Figure 8.3). Each transformation was tested at five levels of magni-
tude (rows in Figure 8.3). A summary is shown in Table 8.1.
8.2.3 Procedure
Each participant initially performed a bi-directional Fitts’ calibration task, con-
sisting of 144 selections across 7 indices of difficulty. They then completed four
blocks of trials with each of the seven transformations (Table 8.1). Order of trans-
formation was counterbalanced using a Latin square. All four blocks were com-
pleted with one transformation before advancing to the next. The blocks were
familiarisation, training, recall, and learning, always in that order.
The familiarisation block (data discarded) acquainted participants with the
transformation, and consisted of ten trials (two for each magnitude), using differ-
ent target items to the main experiment.
The training block consisted of 20 trials in the untransformed interface. The
training, recall, and learning blocks used the same four target items through-
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2 2 
1 
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Figure 8.6: The four areas of the 10×10 grid from which target items were ran-
domly selected for Experiment 8A.
out the experiment. To reduce potential confounds stemming from specific item
locations, each participant had a unique set of target locations, with each item
randomly selected from one of the four regions shown in Figure 8.6. No adjacent
locations were allowed.
The recall block was used to examine selection times immediately after trans-
formation. It consisted of 20 selections: one each for the four target items at each
of the five magnitudes of transformation, in random order. The un-transformed in-
terface was displayed between trials, and became transformed once the participant
initiated the trial.
Finally, the learning block was included to examine participants’ ability to re-
learn item locations after the interface had been transformed. This block used the
most extreme form of each transformation (bold items in Table 8.1), and partic-
ipants selected each target five times (random order), without the untransformed
window being presented between selections (i.e., the extreme view was continu-
ally shown).
In summary, each participant performed 1960 trials:
7 transformations × 4 blocks
familiarisation: 10 selections (data discarded)
training: 20 selections
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recall: 20 selections (using same 4 targets as training)
learning: 20 selections (using same 4 targets as training and recall)
8.2.4 Participants and apparatus
There were 14 participants; 7 male, 7 female, aged 19-42 (mean 26.9). The exper-
iment was performed on a Windows 7 PC with a 1920×1200 monitor. Participants
performed Experiments 8A then 8A in a single one-hour session.
8.2.5 Design
The study compares the time needed to reorient to a transformed display to the
time for the non-transformed view. Reorientation time (Tr) is calculated by sub-
tracting pointing time (Tp) from total selection time (T ). Pointing time is cal-
culated using each participant’s individually calibrated Fitts’ Law function, so
Tr = T − Tp. For each transformation type, two pairwise measures are used to
characterise the size of the effect of each transformation magnitude in comparison
to the non-transformed condition: the statistical effect size using Cohen’s d, which
provides a sample-size independent estimate of effect size (Cohen [36] states that
.2 is a small effect, .5 is medium, and .8 large); and the percentage increase in
reorientation time. Reorientation time is analysed using a 7×5 repeated measures
ANOVA with within-subjects factors Transformation (translation, scaling, rota-
tion, stretchingX, stretchingY, perspectiveX, perspectiveY) and Magnitude (0, 1,
2, 3, 4).
8.2.6 Results
Fitts’ calibration
Linear regression showed strong Fitts’ models for 13 participants (R2 ≥ 0.95),
and one slightly weaker at R2 = 0.89. The mean pointing time predicted by
the models varied little between the transformation types and their magnitudes:
the overall mean was 948ms (s.d. 25), ranging from 926ms in the 180◦ rotation
condition to 1063ms in the maximum translation condition.
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Time to find items during training
The experiment focuses on the additional time required for users to reorient to
known spatially consistent displays when they undergo various forms of visual
transformation. One relevant data point that helps understand the scale of reori-
entation cost (to determine whether the time increases are large or small) is the
time taken to find the items when the user has no spatial knowledge regarding
item placement. This section therefore analyses the mean time to select items for
the first time in the training block, which occurred after familiarisation but before
any spatial learning. The mean selection time was 15470ms, of which 14493ms
can be attributed to visual search (once predicted pointing time is subtracted). By
the fifth repetition during training, the mean decision time (selection time minus
pointing time) had reduced to 811ms, which can be attributed to spatial memory
supporting much faster selections.
Reorientation time after transformation in recall blocks
The primary results concerning reorientation times are presented here. Mean re-
orientation times across all levels for each transformation, as well as the mean
calculated Fitts’ Law pointing times, are shown in Figure 8.7a – the dashed hori-
zontal line shows the mean reorientation time for the non-transformed condition.
The lower segment of each bar shows reorientation time, and the upper segment
shows calculated pointing time. The two numbers in each bar show Cohen’s d
effect size compared to the baseline and the percentage increase from the base-
line. Figure 8.7a suggests that most of the transformations (other than rotation)
had a relatively small impact on reorientation time – within 388ms of the base-
line, which is only 2.7% of the visual search time reported above. As expected,
ANOVA (error trials removed) showed significant main effects of Transformation
(F6 , 78 = 19.1, p< 0.001) and Magnitude (F4 , 52 = 8.5, p< 0.001), as well as an
interaction effect (F24 , 312 = 4.8, p< 0.001).
The analysis shows that adapting to transformed displays caused a reliable
increase in reorientation time, but that this increase is small compared to the visual
search time needed when the item’s location is unknown.
Figure 8.7a shows reorientation time averaged across all transformation mag-
nitudes (except the no-transformation level). To gain further insight into the
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(g) Perspective (horizontal)
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(h) Perspective (vertical)
Figure 8.7: Reorientation time and Fitts’ Law pointing times for each transforma-
tion type. The baseline value (red dashed line) is the mean reorientation time of
participants in the un-transformed condition.
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effects of each transformation magnitude, each transformation magnitude was
individually compared with the no-transformation magnitude. The results are
summarised in Figure 8.7 for each transformation, which include Cohen’s d and
percentage differences. Note that the baseline data is extracted from the no-
transformation level within each transformation type. The key findings are as
follows.
Translation caused small absolute increases in reorientation time (<100ms),
regardless of magnitude (Figure 8.7b). This finding is unsurprising given users’
extensive experience in adapting to windows placed in different display regions.
The reduced time at the (870, 300) translation level is attributed to participants
having already moved their mouse closer to this translation (which was near the
centre of the screen) causing a reduction in actual pointing time, and hence an
under-estimation in calculated reorientation time.
Scaling (Figure 8.7c) had little effect on reorientation time at 0.75×, 1.25×,
and 1.75× levels (increases of 190ms, 35ms, and -180ms). There was a larger
effect at the extreme 0.5× level (387ms). This may have been influenced by the
scaling method used, which kept text size constant (to maintain legibility and
pointing time) regardless of scale level. Text labels were thus very close to one
another at small scales.
Stretching (Figure 8.7e,f), like scaling, showed relatively small absolute time
increases for most levels (<250ms for all but 0.5× and 2× horizontal stretching,
which exceeded 550ms). The higher time for 0.5× horizontal stretching can be
explained in the same way as scaling above; the 2× result is reasonable (and the
lower time of the higher 2.5× level may be due to the proximity of the screen edge
assisting reorientation).
Rotation had much larger effects on reorientation time (Figure 8.7d), with
absolute mean time increases from 434ms (30◦) to 2284ms (180◦). Some of this
time will be incurred by reading rotated text, but it is likely that most of it can
be attributed to mental processes of reorienting to the rotated frame of reference.
This is supported by prior work from Cooper [37], which showed that the time
taken to interpret rotated pattern stimuli increases linearly with rotation angle.
Linear regression of the reorientation time data with degree of rotation supports
Cooper’s finding (R2 = 0.98).
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Horizontal perspective changes (Figure 8.7g), like rotation, resulted in an ap-
proximately linear increase in reorientation time across angle (R2 = 0.84). How-
ever, the absolute value of the increase (compared to the baseline) was much
smaller than rotation (ranging from 226 to 665ms). Vertical perspective chan-
ges (Figure 8.7h) had a much smaller effect on reorientation time, ranging from
2ms at 15◦ to 139ms at 60◦ (and a negative effect of 152ms at 30◦). One possi-
ble explanation is that this type of perspective is common in everyday life (e.g.,
reading on a flat table); regardless, subjects were quickly able to reorient to the
transformation.
Learning
During the learning block, participants selected the target items five times each in
a random order from a maximally transformed window. Reorientation time data
(selection time minus pointing time) is analysed using a 7×5 ANOVA for factors
Transformation Type and Repetition. There was a significant effect of Trans-
formation Type (F6 , 78 = 5.1, p< 0.001), largely due to the slow performance of
rotation (1593ms) with all other transformations within 921±164ms. There was
also a significant effect of Repetition (F4 , 52 = 5.9, p< 0.005), with mean reorien-
tation times quickly improving from 1318ms in the first selection to a minimum
of 879ms in the third (within 24ms of the time with untransformed windows in
the training block). Participants’ performance with stable transformed windows
quickly matched that of untransformed views. There was no interaction between
Transformation Type and Repetition (F24 , 312 = 1.1, p= 0.35), giving no evidence
that any transformation type is harder to learn.
8.2.7 Discussion
To summarise, this experiment analysed how quickly users can reorient their ex-
pectation for the location of known targets when spatially consistent displays un-
dergo certain transformations (translation, rotation, scaling, stretching, and per-
spective). Results showed that users can quickly adapt to all forms of transfor-
mation (much more quickly than the time needed to find unknown items in the
display). Adapting to rotations was much slower than the other transformations
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(at 180◦, 20x that of translation). Results were also replicated showing that rota-
tion reaction times are a linear function of angle.
These results provide a new human-factors characterisation of performance
with common display transformations; in addition, the study provides design in-
sights that are deployed in the next study. In particular, the fast reorientation times
in response to scaling and stretching suggest that users will be much faster when
a spatially consistent approach is used to deal with transformation, than with ap-
proaches that rearrange items to fill the transformed window.
8.3 Experiment 8B: Scaling vs. Reflow
Experiment 8A demonstrated that people are able to quickly select familiar items
after a spatially consistent display is transformed. Experiment 8B tests the appli-
cation of this finding in a realistic interface.
Many commercial interfaces, such as toolbars and file browsers, use a ‘re-
flow’ algorithm to rearrange items when the window dimensions change (Figure
8.8c). However, when items are rearranged in this manner, people lose their spatial
knowledge of the interface, potentially slowing retrieval. Experiment 8B therefore
compared a reflow-based layout strategy to two different spatially consistent de-
signs.
8.3.1 Interface Layout Designs
Three designs were considered for adapting the layout of a simple icon view (e.g.,
a file browser) to window size.
Scaling
This layout scales a grid of icons to fit the window bounds. Note that when the
window’s aspect ratio is changed, spatial consistency is maintained relative to the
perceived bounds of the item grid, rather than the window edges (Figure 8.8a). An
alternative version of this design which stretches the item grid to fill the window
bounds (see Figure 8.9) was also considered, but informal testing suggested that
users had trouble noticing that the grid was spatially consistent (i.e., they assumed
it had been reflowed as normal, and were not as quick to find items).
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(a) Scaling
(b) Scrolling
(c) Reflow
Figure 8.8: The three icon layout strategies in a wide window configuration.
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Figure 8.9: An icon layout based on stretching, rather than scaling (not studied).
Scrolling
This layout maintains spatial consistency to the original frame of reference, us-
ing scrolling to allow viewport translation over the icon grid (Figure 8.8b). The
location of items is predictable as an absolute displacement from the information
space’s origin, but the interface does not maintain relative spatial consistency with
respect to the new frame of reference. Scrolling requires more interface manipu-
lations to select targets than the other conditions.
Reflow
This is the standard layout strategy employed in contemporary file browsers: when
the window changes size, icons are rearranged to fill the window, in reading or-
der (Figure 8.8c). Reflowing makes efficient use of display space, but requires
scrolling when icons do not fit the view.
8.3.2 Procedure
The experimental task consisted of a sequence of selections from a file-browser-
like interface, populated with items from the Windows 7 control panel (Figure
8.11). Participants clicked a button to begin each trial, triggering the display of a
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(a) Square (b) Wide (c) Tall
Figure 8.10: The three window configurations, using a reflow layout strategy.
stimulus in a sidebar. Selecting the target item completed the task and redisplayed
the “Click to begin” button.
Two blocks (training and recall) were completed with each of the three lay-
outs (scaling, scrolling, and reflow). The training block consisted of six repeti-
tions of each of six target items, using a square window size with a content area of
700×700 pixels. In the recall block, the window bounds were varied on every trial
to be either square, wide (917×401px), or tall (401×917px). The three configu-
rations are shown in Figure 8.10. The tall configuration extended to the vertical
height of the monitor, and was just wide enough for all of the items to fit into the
reflow window without scrolling. The wide configuration was the transposition
of tall. When window configuration changed, items were arranged according to
the layout strategy (scaling, scrolling or reflow). With square, the three layout
strategies were equivalent. Figure 8.8 shows the effect of each layout strategy on
a wide configuration. For scaling, wide scaled the icon grid by 0.7×, and tall by
0.57×.
Target items and window configuration sequences were different for each par-
ticipant in each condition, and targets were selected such that no two target items
were in the same row or column. The row and column constraint was used (with-
out subject knowledge) to give an approximately uniform spatial distribution of
items in the scrolling condition (to control the number of items that required
scrolling).
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Figure 8.11: The system used in Experiment 8B. Targets were displayed on the
right, and participants selected the target items from the interface on the left.
Each participant therefore performed 162 trials:
3 layout strategies × 2 blocks
training: 36 selections (data discarded)
recall: 18 selections
Participants completed NASA-TLX [80] worksheets and responded to visual
appeal questions after each layout. They ranked the layouts for preference, speed
and error rate at the end of the experiment.
8.3.3 Participants and Apparatus
15 participants were recruited for the study, with 14 completing it directly after
Experiment 8A. One extra participant was recruited to balance the design. Exper-
iments 8A and 8B used the same hardware and setup.
8.3.4 Design and Hypotheses
The experiment was designed as a 3×3 RM-ANOVA for factors Layout (scaling,
scrolling, reflow) and Configuration (square, wide, tall), with selection time as the
dependent variable. Layout was counterbalanced using a Latin square.
The primary hypotheses were as follows:
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H1: Scaling will be faster than scrolling and reflow. Scaling keeps items spa-
tially consistent, unlike reflow, and requires no extra user action, unlike
scrolling, so it is likely to be more efficient.
H2: Scaling will be subjectively preferred by participants. Since scaling dis-
rupt users’ spatial memory to a lesser extent than reflow, and requires less
mouse input than scrolling, it is likely to be preferred by participants.
8.3.5 Results
Error rates were low in all conditions: 1.5% for scaling, 2.6% for scrolling, and
1.9% for reflow. Trials including incorrect selections were excluded from the
analysis; this did not affect the significance of the results. For significant ANOVA
effects, partial eta-squared (η2) is included as a measure of effect size.
Selection Times
Mean selection times were fastest with scaling (2.27s, s.d. 0.76), followed by
scrolling (2.96s, s.d. 1.26) and reflow (3.158s, s.d. 1.69), giving a significant main
effect of Layout: F2 , 28 = 7.3, p= 0.003, η2 = 0.34. With the scaling layout, mean
selection times following wide and tall view transformations increased by 262ms
and by 277ms over the time taken with the square view used for training. These
small increases contrast with the substantial increases of 1039ms and 1653ms with
the reflow layout. Posthoc Bonferroni-adjusted pairwise comparisons (α = 0.05)
showed that scaling was significantly faster than both scrolling and reflow, but
there was no difference between scrolling and reflow. This result supports H1.
As expected, there was a significant effect of Configuration (F2 , 28 = 24.8,
p< 0.001, η2 = 0.64) with square (2.11s, s.d. 0.83) faster than wide (2.81s, s.d.
1.05) and tall (3.47s, s.d. 1.65). More importantly, there was a Layout×Config-
uration interaction (F4 , 56 = 5.98, p< 0.001, η2 = 0.30), as shown in Figure 8.12:
scaling performed similarly to scrolling and reflow in the square configuration,
but was faster in the wide and tall configurations.
26% of scrolling trials in the wide configuration required the user to scroll the
viewport, with 18% for tall and 0% for square. Figure 8.12 shows that scrolling
was slowest in the tall condition, which required horizontal scrolling.
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Figure 8.12: Mean selection times in Experiment 8B.
Subjective Responses
TLX questionnaire responses showed no significant differences, perhaps due to
low statistical power; further study in this area is needed. H2 is therefore unsup-
ported.
Participant comments revealed some interesting issues with the designs. Four
participants mentioned it was more difficult to identify the smaller icons in the
scaling condition, making them harder to find. P6 mentioned that the text was
hard to read, but that having the icons present helped. One way to alleviate this
problem could be to keep font size constant during scaling, to allow for easier
recognition of items.
Regarding the reflow condition, participants liked that it maintained the size
of icons, but disliked that the icons moved: P1 said ”it creates difficulty to find the
item, but not too much”, and P11 said ”the location changes made it hard to get
the item”.
Opinions on the scrolling interface were mixed. Two participants said they
liked it: P11 said ”the location of items have not changed and the sizes are the
same, so it’s better for me to find”, and P1 said ”it’s OK if you’re familiar with
Word and Excel”. In contrast, P12 wrote that it was ”very annoying” and P2
wrote that scrolling made it ”hard to find things”. P5 and P6 both mentioned that
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scrolling vertically, which could be done with the scroll wheel, was much easier
than scrolling horizontally, which required dragging the scroll thumb.
8.4 Discussion
Experiment 8A showed that users can quickly adapt to many forms of view trans-
formation, allowing rapid selections when items remain spatially stable within the
frame of reference. Experiment 8B used this finding to compare user performance
between the contemporary ‘reflow’ strategy (which reduces spatial stability) and
a scaling layout that maintains spatial stability. Results confirmed that selection
times following view transformations were much faster with the scaling layout
than with the reflowing layout.
This section discusses the implications of these findings, as well as the limits
of their applicability.
8.4.1 Generalising the results of Experiment 8B
Experiment 8A examined human performance factors in response to view trans-
formations, requiring an experimental method that was substantially abstracted
away from day to day interaction contexts. Experiment 8B, in contrast, focused
on a specific interaction context (contemporary icon layouts in file browsers),
but in doing so necessarily introduced potential confounds, including icon visual
saliency, dataset ordering and size, and specific transformation settings.
Experiment 8B used the actual icons from the MS Windows control panel,
and the reflow condition emulated its behaviour. This was done to assist external
validity, while aware of the differing visual salience across icons – for example,
the colorful ‘Default Programs’ icon is more likely to pop out than the small, grey
‘keyboard’ icon. The experimental design mitigated these effects by randomising
the target set for each participant and layout.
The method also used an alphabetical ordering of icons in each view, again
to maintain consistency with the current Microsoft layout. This arrangement is
very likely to have assisted users in identifying target locations after reflowing.
However, logical or predictable icon arrangements are challenging to determine
in many contexts, and it is likely that the benefits of scaling would be more pro-
nounced if predictable ordering was unavailable.
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The size of the dataset was also determined by the typical size of the control
panel window. The sizes of the tall and wide windows were selected to maximally
utilise space in the reflowing condition without scrolling – i.e., the sizes were bi-
ased in favour of reflowing. If the windows had been any smaller, the reflowing
condition would have required scrolling. There are, however, interesting ques-
tions for the scaling condition around the relationship between performance and
scale factor. Experiment 8A suggested that performance deteriorates as views are
transformed further from 1× size, and there are likely trade-offs between the costs
of reducing scale and the costs of increased scrolling. Further work in this area is
required.
Finally, subjective responses in Experiment 8B showed no significant differ-
ences between conditions. Participants were neither strongly in favour of nor
strongly opposed to the scaling view, but it is unclear how their opinions would
change if, for example, more extreme scale factors were used, or if the reflowing
condition had required scrolling. Again, further work is needed, but it currently
appears that scaling allows much faster performance following transformations
than does reflowing, and that this benefit comes without the costs of negative sub-
jective reaction.
8.5 Conclusions
Spatial consistency is a powerful organizing principle for interfaces, but every-
day use involves many forms of view transformation. A study was conducted
to improve understanding of how performance with spatially consistent views is
influenced by different forms and magnitudes of display transformation. Results
showed that users can quickly reorient their spatial understanding to all of the
tested transformations, but that adaptation to rotation is much slower than the
others. These findings were then tested in a real-world usage scenario, with the
hypothesis that performance with a file browser could be improved by replacing
the reflow layout approach with a layout that scaled the view. Results showed sub-
stantially improved performance. The primary design implication of this chapter
is that spatial consistency should be used as a fundamental design principle for
interfaces and information displays.
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Part IV
General Discussion and Conclusions
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Chapter 9
Discussion and Directions for Future Work
Human spatial memory is one of the primary mechanisms by which users de-
velop expertise with software interfaces, since memory for object locations allows
users to access functionality quickly. Spatial memory also develops rapidly, lasts a
long time, and has the ability to store many locations, routes, and layouts at once;
in short, it is highly capable. Motivated by this fact, this thesis has investigated
new ways to design interfaces based on the strength of human spatial memory.
The work presented in this thesis is intended to inform other researchers and
practitioners of the performance benefits derived from explicitly designing for
spatial memory. The CommandMap interface (Chapters 5 and 6) relies on the
strength of spatial memory to enable rapid command selection for experts. The
StencilMap experiments (Chapter 7) investigate an in-place technique of present-
ing command subsets, allowing users to remember item locations when moving to
the full interface. The experiments on spatially consistent transformations (Chap-
ter 8) provide baseline data on the ability of users to maintain spatial memory
after different kinds of geometric transformations, as well as validating a new,
spatially-consistent technique for responding to changes in window size.
However, there is much more that can be done in terms of studying and de-
signing for spatial memory in HCI. This chapter addresses some of these ideas,
including directions for extending and generalising the work presented in this the-
sis, as well as ideas for adding to the knowledge around spatial memory in general.
The sections below describe the progress on the research objectives, discuss and
generalise the results of the thesis, and provide opportunities for future work.
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9.1 Progress on research objectives
The general goal of this thesis was to understand spatial memory in the context of
HCI and use that understanding to design efficient user interfaces. As outlined in
Chapter 1, that goal was expanded into three concrete research objectives:
1. Understand the capabilities and characteristics of spatial memory in the con-
text of user interfaces.
2. Exploit the capabilities of spatial memory to design, implement, and evalu-
ate efficient command-selection interfaces.
3. Design and evaluate new interface techniques that maintain spatial memory
in situations when it would normally be disrupted.
Chapter 1 also presented criteria for measuring the successful completion of
these objectives. Below, these criteria are revisited in light of the work performed
and used to measure the progress achieved for each objective.
In order to improve understanding of spatial memory in UIs, Objective 1 re-
quired the compilation of a comprehensive literature review. This objective was
addressed in three parts by Chapters 2, 3 and 4, with Chapter 2 presenting psycho-
logical models and theories of spatial memory, Chapter 3 looking at empirically
observable properties of spatial memory, and Chapter 4 summarising the existing
research in HCI on the interactions between spatial memory and different types
of user interfaces. Additionally, new understanding of spatial memory was gained
from the experiments on spatially-consistent transformations in Chapter 8.
Objective 2 covered the creation of new interface techniques that exploited
spatial memory. The success of Objective 2 depended on whether the interface
techniques created were able to empirically and subjectively outperform existing
techniques. Addressing this objective, Chapters 5 and 6 presented the Command-
Map, which was shown across five experiments to be faster than menus and Rib-
bons for expert use, and subjectively preferred in real-world tasks. Additionally,
Chapter 7’s StencilMap design exploits spatial memory to create an effective way
of presenting command subsets.
Objective 3 required the identification of instances in HCI where spatial mem-
ory is disrupted, and the development of solutions to improve performance in
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such situations. The StencilMap (Chapter 7) attempted to address this problem in
subset interfaces, which often disrupt spatial memory by moving controls to dif-
ferent locations, by providing a spatially-consistent overlay to highlight important
controls instead. Chapter 8 further addressed this objective by studying the case
where window content is moved around in response to changing window geom-
etry, providing a spatially-consistent solution that scaled window contents rather
than reflowing them. The scaling solution was shown to outperform reflowing
when users were familiar with item locations.
In summary, the work presented in this thesis addresses all three of the stated
goals: it adds to the body of knowledge surrounding spatial memory in HCI;
it presents two new interfaces that exploit spatial memory to improve efficiency
over standard interfaces; and it identifies two situations where spatial memory
is disrupted by existing interfaces, leading to the development of more efficient,
spatially consistent interface techniques.
9.2 Generalisation of results and future work
The research in this thesis consisted of experiments on several specific systems
and techniques. However, in each case, the knowledge gained from these exper-
iments is generalisable beyond the specific systems studied. The sections below
discuss the wider applicability of the results obtained for CommandMaps, Sten-
cilMaps, and spatially consistent transformations, and identify opportunities for
future work.
9.2.1 CommandMaps
The design of the CommandMap was based on two simple principles: first, that re-
moving hierarchy navigation improves mechanical command selection time; and
second, that users’ spatial memory allows them to rapidly locate controls when the
locations of those controls remain spatially constant. The results of the Command-
Map experiments – Experiment 5A in particular – lend support to the importance
of these ideas, suggesting that they could be applied to other areas of interaction.
However, the experiments presented in Chapter 6 also identified some weak-
nesses and opportunities for improvement in the CommandMap design. This sec-
tion discusses these opportunities: overcoming initial negative reactions, alter-
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native invocation techniques, and possibilities for integrating hotkey labels. The
section then summarises the situations in which CommandMaps are most useful,
extracts some key lessons for menu design, and finishes with a discussion of other
areas in which the design principles of CommandMaps could be used to improve
interaction efficiency.
Overcoming initial reactions
One of the key causes for concern when deploying CommandMaps in the real
world is that users may have a negative initial reaction to the new command lay-
out. This concern arose in response to participant comments in Experiment 6B:
eight of the twelve participants made some sort of reference to an initial impres-
sion of visual overload. Although participants’ perceptions quickly changed after
use, this data will be of little reassurance to a software vendor if they suspect
that customers may purchase a competitor’s product due to concerns about the
CommandMap when viewing it in a shop or online.
While this is a legitimate concern, it is a concern that is often encountered
when a vendor wishes to improve the user’s experience through interface revisions
[106] (i.e., it is not specific to CommandMaps). Primary tools for overcoming
such concerns are advertising and consumer education, although product review
websites, blogs, and social media provide new avenues for rapid dissemination of
positive (and negative) user experiences. To mitigate the effect somewhat, Com-
mandMaps can also be designed to maximise knowledge transfer from existing
interfaces. For example, the Word CommandMap implementation presented in
Chapter 6 maintains the item layout within each category group, and the default
display of the Home tab (i.e., when the CommandMap is inactive) is identical to
the default display of the Ribbon.
CommandMap invocation
In both of the CommandMap systems presented in Chapter 6, the CommandMap
was displayed by pressing the Ctrl key, which caused minor usability problems
for several of the participants – particularly when issuing keyboard shortcuts. Re-
purposing a less-frequently used key such as Alt as the activation key would
reduce the incidence of overloaded interface actions. An attractive supplemental
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method for activating the CommandMap is to use a dedicated button on a mouse,
which would allow for unimanual interaction. Many mouse input devices already
support configurable buttons, and repurposing one of these for CommandMap
activation would be a natural choice, particularly if CommandMaps were widely
deployed.
CommandMaps and hotkeys
There are also interesting possibilities in moving CommandMap item selection
onto the keyboard. Recent studies demonstrated the effectiveness of ExposeHK
[136], which overlays visual controls with their hotkeys when a modifier key is
pressed. CommandMaps would allow all hotkeys for the interface to be browsed at
once, possibly with the CommandMap invoked by pressing Ctrl, and the hotkey
overlay by additionally pressing Alt. Command selection could then be com-
pleted either by clicking as normal with the mouse, or by pressing the associated
hotkey. This should also improve the learnability of hotkeys over the Ribbon, by
allowing hotkey browsing without first having to move the cursor over the target.
Lessons for menu design
As discussed in Chapter 4.1.2, several studies of menu selection time with hier-
archies of different breadth and depth have shown that selection times follow a
U-shape with depth, suggesting that menus should be broad, but not too broad
(e.g., Miller [143]). However, the success of CommandMaps suggests that se-
lection times can be reduced by making the hierarchy as broad as possible, re-
ducing hierarchy depth to a single level. The results of Chapters 5 and 6 support
Cockburn and Gutwin’s [29] assertion that when users know item locations or
can predict them based on some structure (e.g., alphabetical ordering or semantic
categories), performance is optimized by flat command structures; studies such
as Miller’s [143]) showed different results because they used random command
arrangements and did not allow users enough time to develop item location mem-
ory. A more complete analysis of menu layout studies is provided by Cockburn
and Gutwin [29].
More generally, these studies support the idea that spatial memory should be
prioritised over visual search when optimising control layouts. Current cogni-
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tive theory [33] suggests that visual search is the primary location mechanism for
novice users, and that retrieval from spatial memory is used when available. How-
ever, since spatial memory develops rapidly, users spend more of their lifetime
with an application retrieving locations from memory than searching for them.
A final design lesson can be drawn from the fact that participants in Exper-
iment 6B did not consider the modal nature of the CommandMap to be an im-
pediment to use. This implies that with careful design (i.e., using translucency
and a quasi-modal activation key), future interfaces can successfully use a modal
separation between content and interface controls to allow more screen real estate
to be devoted to both.
In what situations are CommandMaps most useful?
CommandMaps provide two primary advantages over menus and ribbons for or-
ganizing commands in graphical user interfaces. First, they help novice or inter-
mediate users gain an overview of an application’s functionality. Second, they
increase the efficiency of expert users who have learned item locations. In gen-
eral, CommandMaps are best in situations when all, or most, of an application’s
commands can fit on a single screen, and when the command set would otherwise
be large enough to necessitate partitioning into multiple menus and ribbons.
In applications with extremely large command sets, however (such as Au-
todesk Maya or 3ds Max), providing a CommandMap containing all of the func-
tionality of an application may be infeasible. In these circumstances, there are
several ways a CommandMap could still be useful. First, it could provide a broad
top-level hierarchy to the command set, similar to Maya’s Hotbox [116]. Sec-
ond, it could be provided as a shortcut interface, allowing the user to customise
the CommandMap with the tools they most frequently use. Alternatively, it could
contain a subset of the controls most frequently needed by novice users, providing
access to a basic overview of the application’s functionality.
Other applications
The CommandMap design principles of flattened hierarchies and spatially con-
stant layouts are also applicable in other areas. As discussed in Section 4.1,
they have already been used to improve window switching [191, 192], within-
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document navigation [32], and scrolling lists [74]. However, there are still more
opportunities to make use of these principles. One promising avenue for research
is mobile interaction. Gutwin et al.’s FastTap system (Appendix B) is one exam-
ple of a flat, spatially-stable interface for mobile, although at the time of writing,
there are still many possible improvements to be made.
While work thus far has focused on everyday desktop and mobile interaction,
there are also many domain-specific areas that have not yet been investigated.
High-impact applications where efficiency is important, such as financial soft-
ware, could perhaps benefit from CommandMap-like design. Interfaces for pub-
lic spaces, such as kiosk software, could also potentially be improved by Com-
mandMaps, although success in this area most likely depends on the frequency
with which individual users interact with the system (i.e., systems that are only
used once or twice by individual users may benefit less from the addition of Com-
mandMaps, since the users will be unable to develop a memory for item locations).
9.2.2 StencilMaps
The StencilMap design, presented in Chapter 7, was intended to help novice users
to find commands they were likely to need, while at the same time allowing them
to build up a knowledge of item locations. The StencilMap was partially suc-
cessful in these two goals: it was shown to be better than ephemeral highlighting
and a basic CommandMap for novice visual search (though worse than a simple
command palette), and better than the palette for longer-term location learning
(though worse than ephemeral and the basic CommandMap).
These results suggest that there is a fundamental trade-off between initial ease
of use and spatial learning, and that the StencilMap represents a compromise be-
tween these two goals. This section discusses this trade-off and its applicability in
general, and identifies some potential future research directions for StencilMaps.
The tradeoff between ease of use and learning
The StencilMap experiments, particularly Experiment 7A, suggested that making
things easier for new users has the side-effect of reducing their spatial learning.
This result is consistent with prior experiments by Ehret et al. [48] and Cockburn
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et al. [34], both of which showed that decreased visual feedback increases users’
reliance on their spatial memory, thus improving their learning.
The fact that this trade-off exists raises the question: how much assistance
should an interface provide (or, conversely, how effortful should the interface be)?
The answer is likely to vary with the goals of the system and its users. For training
games like Cockburn’s [34], it makes sense to provide a more effortful interface,
since spatial learning is the explicit goal of the application. But for regular com-
mand interfaces, where the goal is productivity, the answer is less clear. One way
to determine whether or not an assistive system (such as StencilMaps) is worth
using would be to empirically compare the overall productivity of users who were
given the assistance to begin with against users who were not. Users who were
given the assistance (assuming it was effective) would presumably experience an
initial efficiency boost, but be less efficient over the long term; while users who
were not given the assistance would presumably experience the opposite. How-
ever, determining which approach saves more time overall in a work environment
would likely be a costly and time-consuming exercise.
Another factor to take into account is whether or not the assistance is perma-
nent, or whether it only exists temporarily to aid new users. If the assistance is per-
manent, then long-term learning is less of a concern since users can always make
use of the assistive interface to be efficient. For example, a permanent palette of
commands is likely to be more effective than a permanent StencilMap. However,
it is worth noting that there is a more subtle concern with palettes that copy com-
mands into more than one location – the increased user choice creates decision
costs [164] that may slow down users (i.e., extra time is required for the user to
decide which of the two options will be most efficient to use).
Future directions for StencilMaps
There are several design options for StencilMaps that have not yet been evaluated.
For example, the strength of the StencilMap’s “pop-out” effect may be increased
by combining it with the ephemeral highlighting technique (i.e., initially showing
a completely black stencil that gradually fades out to 30% opacity). This would
keep the ‘permanence’ advantage of the original StencilMap design, while poten-
tially increasing the visual pop-out effect for items in the highlighted set.
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Another potential improvement could be to automatically vary the amount of
time for which StencilMaps are visible. For example, the system could automati-
cally detect when the user has sufficient knowledge of the highlighted items, and
automatically remove the highlighting. However, the user would have to be edu-
cated about this feature so it does not occur unexpectedly.
Finally, although primarily evaluated in this thesis in the context of training,
StencilMaps could also be combined with a predictive algorithm (such as Access-
Rank [58]) to create an adaptive interface that highlights commands the user is
most likely to need. Further research would be needed to determine the effective-
ness of this approach compared to other adaptive systems.
9.2.3 Spatial consistency
As evidenced by the existing literature presented in Chapter 4, keeping items in
spatially constant locations is extremely important for the development of spatial
memory. Chapter 8 further investigated this idea and showed that if spatial con-
sistency can be maintained relative to a frame of reference, several types of ge-
ometric transformations (translation, scaling, stretching, and perspective change)
can be performed without substantially disrupting the user’s spatial memory.
As discussed in Chapter 8, this result allows for the design of new solutions
to situations in which spatial memory is normally disrupted, such as window re-
sizing. However, while these solutions may be better for spatial memory, they
often do so at the expense of other design guidelines. The sections below address
this issue, as well as discussing the limitations of scaling-based designs and sug-
gesting other areas in which the principle of spatial consistency could be used to
improve design.
Conflicts and trade-offs with other design guidelines
Following the guideline of spatial consistency allows for the preservation and
development of spatial memory. However, there are some situations where the
guideline conflicts with others. For example, the file browser design presented
in Chapter 8 (and shown again in Figure 9.1) maintains spatial consistency, but
adds a section of empty space to the window. Similarly, applying spatial consis-
tency to rotation on the iPad may result in squashed-looking layouts that are less
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Figure 9.1: The scaling file browser solution from Chapter 8 maintains spatial
consistency at the cost of aesthetics.
visually pleasing. In cases like this, designers should weigh up the relative merits
of maintaining spatial consistency. If the application is designed for productiv-
ity rather than recreation, for example, spatial consistency should be given more
consideration than purely aesthetic concerns.
Another factor worth considering is how often transformations are likely to
take place. In windows that are infrequently resized, such as dialog boxes, spatial
consistency may not be worth considering at all. In situations like the iPad rota-
tion, where only two distinct layouts are possible, designers may choose to simply
let users learn two different layouts rather than attempting to maintain spatial con-
sistency between them. In general, more work is needed to determine the relative
importance of different design guidelines and their effect on productivity and user
satisfaction.
Limitations of scaling-based designs
In some situations, the scaling grid solution presented in Chapter 8 may be im-
practical. For example, when there are many items in an interface, or when the
window is small, scaling the entire icon set to fit the window bounds will result
in text and icons that are too small to read. Furthermore, pointing can be difficult
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at very small scales. In these scenarios the best solution is likely to be a hybrid
scaling/scrolling strategy, where the grid is scaled according to the width of the
window and a vertical scrollbar allows users to access off-screen items. When the
window width becomes too small to feasibly scale items, scaling ends and a hor-
izontal scrollbar can be added. It is worth noting that as sets grow, the problems
of ‘reflowing’ also increase (i.e., items near the end of the list will be even further
displaced from their original locations). Further work in this area is needed.
There are other situations where scaling alone does not provide complete spa-
tial consistency. In particular, Experiment 8B studied an icon set that changes
slowly if at all (control panel icons); in windows where content changes more
quickly, with frequent additions and deletions, maintaining spatial consistency
becomes more complex. In these situations, there are several possible solutions.
First, if the content changes slowly enough, it is likely that the user’s spatial mem-
ory will be able to keep up with the changes [191], so no special changes would
be needed. Second, users could be in charge of placing new items in a display (as
with a phone’s home screen, or in systems like the Data Mountain [169]); in these
cases, the act of placing the items can help to overcome the difficulties caused
by changing content. Third, ordering by addition (i.e., new icons are added at
the end of the display) would lead to stable arrangements that allow the develop-
ment of spatial memory. Fourth, a spatial organization could be used as one of
several view options: in situations where content changes slowly, the user would
gain the benefits of developing spatial memory; in situations where items change
frequently, the user could switch to an alphabetic arrangement (or a list view).
Other applications of spatially consistent design
The primary design implication of Chapter 8 was that spatial consistency should
be a fundamental consideration in the design of interfaces and information dis-
plays. In many cases, altering existing interfaces to maintain spatial consistency
is a relatively simple matter – for example, on mobile devices that allow landscape
and portrait view modes (switched by accelerometer input) interface design could
favor relative spatial consistency of items, rather than seeking ways to rearrange
interface components to exploit the variable display space in the different layouts.
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Designing for spatial consistency allows new styles of interaction, such as
those demonstrated by the Data Mountain [169], Space-Filling Thumbnails [32]
or CommandMaps. This type of spatial interface design can also be applied to
other domains, such as command selection on mobile devices (Appendix B).
Another interesting possibility lies in creating new interface toolkits and APIs
that are more robust to variable display requirements. Built-in scaling functions
to accommodate different window sizes and/or display resolutions would greatly
facilitate the implementation of interfaces that are spatially robust, rather than
resorting to the current methods of reflowing, rearranging, and elision.
9.2.4 Other knowledge gaps in the HCI spatial memory literature
The literature presented in Chapters 2, 3, and 4 reveals many opportunities for
further work on spatial memory in HCI. The sections below identify some of
those questions.
Decay and interference
Section 2.3.1 discussed different types of forgetting (such as decay over time and
interference from other memories) and their impact on spatial memory. However,
there is very little research on forgetting in the context of user interfaces. It is
therefore natural to ask: how long does spatial memory for a user interface last? Is
it as resilient to decay as other spatial memories from everyday life? Furthermore,
how does interference affect spatial memory in user interfaces? Can learning the
layout of one spatial interface compromise retrieval for another previously-learned
interface? Are there factors (e.g., similarity of locations or of icons) that affect this
interference? Does allowing users to manually place items benefit spatial learning
compared to normal interaction?
Accuracy
Section 3.2.1 discussed systems and studies that measured users’ abilities to re-
member the locations of items they’d never seen. However, such studies are rare,
and often confined to the context of specific systems. More general knowledge is
lacking: for example, exactly how accurate is egocentric spatial memory? What
is the interaction between retrieved approximate memory in visual search? How
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does this interaction change as users progress toward expertise? Can spatial mem-
ory be improved by manipulating the positions of boundaries and partitions?
Variation in ability
As discussed in Section 3.5, spatial ability can vary between groups of users; for
example, deterioration in ability can occur with age. More research is required
to determine whether spatial interfaces (such as those presented in this thesis) are
disproportionately more difficult to use for users with low spatial ability, and if so,
what techniques could be used to counteract this effect.
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Chapter 10
Conclusions
Spatial memory plays an important part in determining whether, and to what
degree, users are able to transition to expert behaviour in user interfaces. This
thesis has identified two areas where spatial memory is either underutilised or
disrupted. First, the CommandMap was presented as a way of exploiting spatial
memory to enable rapid command selection, an area where spatial memory has
previously been underutilised. Next, this thesis presented and analysed the Sten-
cilMap, a subset interface designed to aid novice users with visual search while
supporting the development of location knowledge. Finally, the thesis examined
situations where spatial interfaces are re-arranged due to changes in window ge-
ometry, and presented a design principle of spatial consistency to avoid disrupting
spatial memory in such situations.
This thesis has made six primary contributions to knowledge in the domain of
spatial memory and command selection interfaces. These are:
1. A review of existing literature on spatial memory as it relates to human-
computer interaction. The review covers underlying psychological models
of spatial memory, observable properties of spatial memory, and the ways
in which spatial memory affects different types of commercial and research
UIs. Prior to this work, no such review of spatial memory and HCI existed;
the goal of the review is to serve as a guide for future researchers to the
current state of spatial memory research, as well as provide guidelines for
designers and HCI practitioners.
2. The design, theoretical modelling and evaluation of the CommandMap, an
interface that exploits the strength of spatial memory by displaying as many
items as possible in a spatially consistent arrangement. The CommandMap
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was predicted and shown to be faster and subjectively preferred over cas-
cading menus and the Microsoft Ribbon for expert users, and no different
to menus and the Ribbon for novice users.
3. The development of two real-world CommandMap implementations for Mi-
crosoft Word and Pinta. These implementations were used to evaluate Com-
mandMaps in more realistic tasks, demonstrating that they maintain their
advantages over standard interfaces. In addition, these implementations can
be used by other researchers to continue the development of CommandMaps
in the future.
4. The design and evaluation of the StencilMap, an extension of the Com-
mandMap that uses a stencil overlay to highlight a subset of relevant com-
mands. The StencilMap was shown to provide faster visual search than stan-
dard CommandMaps and ephemeral highlighting, and better spatial learn-
ing of the full interface than subsets presented in command palettes. Ad-
ditionally, the StencilMap evaluations revealed information on the trade-
off between making interaction easier for novices and supporting long-term
spatial learning.
5. A human-factors experiment demonstrating the effects of spatially consis-
tent geometric transformations on spatial memory. Translation, scaling,
stretching, and perspective changes were shown to have minimal effects
on spatial recall times.
6. An experiment demonstrating that a spatially consistent file browser inter-
face allows for faster item selection than one which reflows items when the
window size is changed.
Together, this research provides a foundation for further work, both in spatial
memory and in the design of efficient interfaces for command selection. The
interface designs and experimental results presented in this thesis may be used to
inform both designers and HCI researchers as they push the boundaries of efficient
user interaction.
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Interface design guidelines encourage designers to provide high-performance mechanisms for expert users. 
However, research shows that many expert interface components are seldom used, and that there is a 
tendency for users to persistently fail to adopt faster methods for completing their work. This paper 
summarizes and organizes research relevant to supporting users in making successful transitions to 
expert levels of performance. First, we provide a brief introduction to the underlying human factors of skill 
acquisition relevant to interaction with computer systems. We then present our focus, which is a review of 
the state of the art in user interfaces that promote expertise development. The review of interface research 
is based around four domains of performance improvement: intramodal improvement that occurs as a 
factor of repetition and practice with a single method of interaction; intermodal improvement that occurs 
when users switch from one method to another that has a higher performance ceiling; vocabulary 
extension, in which the user broadens their knowledge of the range of functions available; and task 
mapping, which examines the ways in which users perform their tasks. The review emphasizes the 
relationship between interface techniques and the human factors that explain their relative success.  
 
Categories and Subject Descriptors: D.2.2 [Design Tools and Techniques]–User Interfaces; H.5.2 [User 
Interfaces]–Graphical User Interfaces (GUI) 
General Terms: Human Factors 
Additional Key Words and Phrases: Expertise, novice to expert transition, shortcuts. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION  
Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs) mediate most communication between humans and 
computing devices. Their success is partly due to their natural support for novice 
users – the phrase ‘see and point versus learn and remember’ [Shneiderman 1987] 
describes how novices benefit from being able to visually find salient interface 
elements and manipulate them through a metaphor of direct manipulation. However, 
the very characteristics that make GUIs effective for novices also cause them to fail 
in their goal of supporting experts, and GUIs often trap users into a ‘beginner mode’ 
of operation. The richness and power of human perception, cognition, and motor 
action is constrained by standard GUI mechanisms such as visual search and direct 
manipulation, which are easy to understand but which force the experienced user 
into relatively slow and laborious action. Conversely, interfaces explicitly designed 
for experts (e.g., keyboard shortcuts or command-line interaction) allow high levels of 
performance, but only after extensive training. While the design of interfaces for 
novices or for experts has been well investigated, the design of interfaces that 
facilitate a transition from novice to expert performance is less well understood.  
The problem of users failing to achieve expertise has been shown in many studies 
across a wide range of interactive tasks and contexts. In the area of Computer Aided 
Design, field studies demonstrated that long-term users often employ inefficient 
strategies for completing tasks [Bhavnani and John 2000], and log studies have 
shown surprisingly limited command vocabularies among experienced users 
[Matejka et al. 2009]. Similar findings have been shown for text editing [Rosson 
1983], operating systems [Draper 1984; Doane et al. 1990], and spreadsheets [Nilsen 
et al. 1993]. Furthermore, studies of interface mechanisms designed to facilitate 
expertise, such as keyboard shortcuts, have shown that these mechanisms are 
seldom used [Lane et al. 2005; Alexander 2009].  
Carroll and Rossen [1987] used the phrase ‘the paradox of the active user’ to 
encapsulate the tendency for users’ interface performance to reach an asymptote at a 
level of mediocrity. They explained this effect through two biases that people bring to 
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their work: a production bias, which encourages reuse of known methods, in 
preference to finding better methods that may improve throughput in the long run; 
and an assimilation bias, in which people apply existing knowledge to interpret and 
solve new problems. Both biases lead users to continue with known methods of 
interaction, causing an associated tendency to miss opportunities for improvement. 
In scrutinizing this paradox, Fu and Gray [2004] additionally explained that 
preferred procedures for interaction are maintained over faster recommended 
alternatives when the preferred procedure is well-practiced and generally applicable, 
and when it provides fast, incremental feedback.  
The tendency for users to asymptote at mediocre performance has serious and 
enduring implications for the productivity of millions of office workers. The tools used 
to conduct everyday office work, such as word processors and spreadsheet 
applications, have maintained substantially consistent point-and-click graphical user 
interface mechanisms across decades of interface revisions, and their expert methods 
of interaction, such as keyboard accelerators or ‘hotkeys’, have also remained 
relatively stable. Furthermore, recent interface releases have tended to reduce the 
visibility of expert methods for interaction – for example, many hotkeys available in 
Microsoft Word have no visual depiction at all (e.g., Ctrl-Alt-M for “New Comment”), 
and the extra effort required to discover the hotkey (e.g., a web search) may deter 
users from doing so.  
The typical design of graphical user interfaces, therefore, allows users to quickly 
learn suboptimal methods for task completion (e.g., by pointing and clicking), which 
users tend to maintain for months, years, and decades of subsequent interaction. 
While the productivity loss associated with each command selection is relatively 
small, these losses are multiplied across dozens of selections of each command per 
day (e.g., each invocation of the ‘bold’ command), for dozens of distinct commands, for 
several applications, for hundreds of days each year, and for dozens of years. The 
total productivity loss is analogous to an office worker who never learns to touch type 
– each keystroke is a minimal cost, but days of productivity per year are lost due to 
inefficient interaction methods.  
Although many studies have demonstrated a tendency for users to fail to attain 
expertise, until recently there has been relatively little research into interface 
methods that can promote and assist the transition to expertise (with some notable 
exceptions, reviewed in Sections 4-7). Consequently, while designers know the 
problem exists, interface design guidelines provide little assistance. For example, 
Nielsen’s [1993] influential usability heuristics give the abstract guidance ‘Provide 
Shortcuts’ (which research shows are unlikely to be used) and ‘Help and 
Documentation’ (often the user’s source of last resort [Randall and Pedersen 1998]). 
Recently, however, there has been an increase in literature explicitly addressing the 
problem of how interfaces can be designed to promote and assist expert levels of 
performance. This paper provides a review and analysis of interface strategies that 
can promote expertise, as well as providing a foundation in underlying human factors 
that can explain their success and point to promising new directions.  
Naturally, learning and skill acquisition have been the focus of substantial 
research in the psychology literature. Texts such as Anderson’s [2005] general review 
of cognitive psychology dedicate multiple chapters to the topic, and more specific 
texts such as Schmidt and Lee [2011] scrutinize how humans develop motor skills. 
The problem for interface developers and researchers, however, is that while there is 
abundant literature on skill development, there is a lack of clarity on how the 
findings can be applied in user interfaces to assist the development of user expertise. 
This paper provides a review of literature addressing the problem of how user 
interfaces can assist users in transitioning from novice to expert levels of 
performance. The review is presented in two parts. First, we present a brief summary 
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of key relevant findings on human skill acquisition, predominantly from the 
psychology literature. Second, we describe our focus, which is research from Human-
Computer Interaction on interface techniques that are designed to support skill 
development, and we analyze their relative successes and failures. The review of 
interface research is divided into four sections, each addressing a different domain of 
performance improvement, progressing from low level issues of interface control 
through to high level issues of task strategy. The four domains are as follows: 
intramodal improvement, which occurs within a single interface method, such as 
when learning to operate a new pointing device; intermodal improvement, which 
occurs across interface methods, such as between mouse selection and hotkey use; 
vocabulary extension, which concerns the breadth of the user’s knowledge of interface 
features; and task mapping, which concerns the way in which users approach their 
tasks, including how they learn their tasks and the strategies they employ. Finally, 
we identify a research agenda for future work on supporting expertise development 
with user interfaces. The overall aims of the paper are to summarize and distill 
existing knowledge on expertise development with user interfaces, to highlight 
successful strategies that designers might consider for facilitating expertise 
development, and to motivate and direct further research on the topic.  
2. HUMAN FACTORS OF LEARNING AND SKILL ACQUISITION 
From an experimental-psychology perspective, learning and skill acquisition are 
often defined in terms of functions of memory [Schmidt and Lee 2011] – human 
memory is the repository for human experiences and understanding, so anything that 
has been learned is encoded in some form of memory. However, human memory is a 
vast research topic and a complete review is beyond the scope of this paper. Instead, 
we limit the review to summarizing the aspects of human memory that directly 
influence skill development with user interfaces – for example, spatial and 
proprioceptive memory strongly influence the user’s ability to rapidly acquire 
interface targets, and consequently these functions are reviewed in Section 2.7.  
Similarly, there is vast research literature on learning and education that is 
beyond the scope of this paper. As with memory functions, for brevity we limit 
coverage of this literature to summarizing key lessons that are applicable to skill 
acquisition with user interfaces. We refer readers seeking more general introductions 
to Anderson [2005] for general psychology, to Baddeley [1999] for a review of human 
memory, and to Thomas [2013] for an introduction to education.   
This section focuses on underlying human factors of skill acquisition that are 
relevant to user interface design. It begins by describing three stages of skill 
development, and then reviews several factors influencing skill acquisition, including 
repetition, type and distribution of practice, the role of effort in efficient training, and 
how different forms of motivation and feedback affect training outcomes. Later 
sections explain how many of these human factors are employed in specific user 
interfaces that aim to improve users’ transitions from novice to expert performance.  
2.1 Stages of psychomotor skill development: cognitive, associative, autonomous  
Various models of psychomotor skill acquisition have been proposed, with Fitts and 
Posner’s [1967] three stage model being particularly influential. It describes how 
skills are developed through cognitive, associative, and autonomous phases, outlined 
in the following paragraphs. Learning to change gears on a manual car is a 
commonly-used example of this process, with novices at the cognitive phase forming 
initial models that might involve understanding the mechanics of a clutch and the 
need to disengage the motor from the gearbox, removing power from the motor while 
doing so, etc. During the associative phase the learner focuses on repeating the 
necessary actions to refine their appropriate synchronization. And once autonomous, 
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the coordinated actions are performed as a single burst of unconscious activity, 
leaving the driver’s cognitive capacity free for higher-level activities such as 
navigating or planning their day.   
Cognitive phase 
During the cognitive phase, initial conceptions of the activity are formed, 
predominantly learning what activities are to be done. Knowledge at this phase is 
substantially declarative and explicit, and might be communicated through verbal or 
written instructions, or through direct observation or visual images of the activity.  
Performance of tasks at the cognitive phase is characterized by controlled 
interaction. Schneider and Shiffrin [1977] identified the following characteristics of 
controlled interaction: 1) it is slow; 2) it is attention-demanding, in that other similar 
tasks interfere with its execution; 3) it is serial in nature; 4) and it is strongly 
volitional, in that the activities can be avoided or immediately stopped. Task 
performance during the cognitive phase is also inconsistent, partially due to the 
learner’s exploration of alternative strategies of what to do. Despite this variance, 
task performance improvements are largest during the cognitive phase.  
The most effective training strategies during the cognitive phase focus on 
establishing the person’s explicit conceptualization or understanding of the task. 
They therefore typically involve explicit instruction, provision of clear models, or 
some other form of feedback that assists with task conception. Psychology research 
examining effective training methods for each phase are reviewed in Section 2.8.  
Associative phase 
The associative phase (also referred to as the ‘fixation’ phase) is characterized by 
improvements in the motor actions used to execute the task. While the cognitive 
phase is dominated by attention to what is done, the associative phase is dominated 
by attention to how it is done. Performance improvements generally involve subtle 
adjustments of execution, resulting in smaller gains than the cognitive phase, but the 
performance variance decreases. The verbal, declarative and explicit understanding 
of the execution of the task that characterized the cognitive phase is largely unused 
during the associative phase.  
The associative phase is enduring, with many tasks requiring years or decades of 
practice before transitioning from the associative phase to automaticity.  
Autonomous phase 
The autonomous phase represents the ultimate level of psychomotor learning, which 
is attained after prolonged and extensive practice. Key characteristics of automaticity 
are the opposite of those characterizing the controlled interaction at the cognitive 
phase. Schneider and Shiffrin [1977] identified the following characteristics of 
autonomous actions: 1) they are fast; 2) they are not attention demanding, in that 
other verbal or cognitive operations do not interfere with their execution; 3) they are 
parallel in nature, with various operations possibly occurring together; 4) they are 
not volitional, in that processing is often unavoidable. Experienced touch-typists are 
likely to have encountered the non-volitional component of automaticity – when 
interrupted, a few pending keystrokes will be typed as a burst of activity prior to 
dealing with the interruption. Furthermore, there is evidence that people are unable 
to voluntarily terminate execution of these bursts [Salthouse 1985]. 
When an individual’s task performance moves towards automaticity there is a 
reduction in the mental and physical effort expended on the task [Kahneman 1973]. 
This reduction can be observed using measures such as pupil dilation (pupils enlarge 
with mental effort, e.g., [Hyönä et al. 1995]), galvanic skin response (skin 
conductivity increases with effort, e.g., [Engström et al. 2005]), or fMRI (e.g., 
[Hasegawa et al. 2002]). Dual attention tasks are commonly used to examine 
automaticity because the parallel processing and absence of attention that 
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accompanies automaticity allows improved performance on concurrent activities, 
with relatively small detriment to the skilled execution.   
2.2 The Power Law of Practice  
The three-phase model of skill acquisition provides a useful characterization of how 
people conceptualize and enact tasks, as well as suggesting how different training 
interventions might assist skill development at each phase. Although the phases are 
not discrete and different individuals may progress at very different rates, when 
aggregate task performance is viewed across time, the performance curve follows a 
smooth and continuous power function, with substantial initial gains that gradually 
diminish. This aggregate ‘power law of practice’ has been reliably observed across 
many studies, including Snoddy’s [1926] early studies of drawing mirror images, 
Crossman’s [1959] study of factory workers rolling cigars, and Card et al.’s [1983] 
study of text-editing tasks. The generality of this practice effect was noted by Fitts 
[1964] and named the ‘power law of practice’ by Newell and Rosenbloom [1981], 
although Heathcote [2000] argues that an exponential law is more accurate. 
2.3 Type of Practice, and Individual Differences 
Although the power law of practice has been shown to apply in many domains, there 
is strong evidence that repetition alone is insufficient for the attainment of elite skill. 
Ericsson [2004] reviews multiple studies of elite performance across diverse domains 
(including musicians, athletes, and chess players), concluding that in addition to 
many thousands of hours of practice, the type of practice is critical. In particular, he 
demonstrates the necessity of deliberate practice, which focuses on tasks beyond the 
person’s competence and comfort [Ericsson et al. 2007]. Deliberate practice facilitates 
two kinds of learning – improving skills already attained, and extending the reach 
and range of skills; it is further assisted through expert mediation, such as skilled 
coaching.  
Ericsson refers to the cognitive, associative, and autonomous phases of learning 
(Section 2.1) when explaining the difference between the attainment of ‘everyday 
skills’ and ‘expert’ (or elite) performance. As shown in Figure 1, he argues that 
everyday skills are developed as described in Section 2.1, progressing through 
cognitive and associative phases, and becoming satisfactory once autonomous. 
However, he contends that elite performance require deliberate practice to counteract 
automaticity during practice, with performers using various forms of mental 
representations to maintain the cognitive and associative phases [Ericsson 2004]. 
Further, he observes that once deliberate practice is abandoned, elite performance 
may deteriorate. 
 
Figure 1. Ericsson’s illustration (adapted from [Ericsson et al. 2007]). Everyday skills develop through 
cognitive and associative phases, and reach satisfactory performance once autonomous. Elite skills, in 
contrast, require deliberate practice that maintains the cognitive and associative phases.  
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2.4 Depth of Processing and Effort  
The deliberate use of mental mechanisms to assist continued learning and 
improvement described by Ericsson are reflected by the research of Craik and 
Lockhart [1972], who proposed a “levels of processing” framework in memory 
research. They postulated that the strength of a memory is a positive function of the 
depth to which the stimulus is analyzed. Several studies validated the framework – 
for example, Craik and Tulving [1975] showed that ‘deeper’ or more effortful mental 
manipulations during word memorization improved recall over ‘shallow’ encodings. 
In their experiment, word stimuli for memorization were coupled with shallow or 
deep questions, where ‘shallow’ encodings were based on word structure (e.g., “is the 
word in capital letters?”) or on phonetic properties (e.g., “does the word rhyme with 
‘weight’?”), while ‘deep’ encodings were based on categories (e.g., “is the word a type 
of fish?”), or on sentence fitting (e.g., “would the word fit in the sentence ‘he met a 
______ in the street’?”).  
Regardless of the exact framework used to encapsulate memorization procedures, 
there is comprehensive empirical evidence that elaborative processing [Anderson 
2005] (p.193), which increases the difficulty of processing stimuli for memorization, 
has a critical role in learning. This is an important and possibly counterintuitive 
finding for systems that are intended to improve ultimate user performance, because 
it suggests that interventions that cause temporary performance degradation during 
training may be beneficial in the long term – “manipulations that degrade the speed 
of acquisition can support the long term goals of training” (p.207, [Schmidt and Bjork 
1992]). This issue is revisited in Section 2.9, which examines the guidance hypothesis.  
2.5 Convergence and Divergence of Individual Differences with Practice 
In some conditions, the variance between individuals’ performance decreases 
following practice, but in others, the variance increases. Studies on the role of 
deliberate practice and mental effort help explain why some people attain higher 
levels of performance than others despite their prolonged and intense repetition. As 
Ericsson puts it, “it may appear that excellence is simply the result of practicing 
daily for years or even decades. However, living in a cave does not make you a 
geologist” [Ericsson et al. 2007], p3.  
Ackerman provides a succinct summary of the conditions under which individuals’ 
performance becomes more similar or more different as a result of practice 
[Ackerman 2007]. For simple tasks that involve speed and accuracy of motor 
movement, results suggest that differences diminish as a result of practice. For 
example, the individual differences between people first using a mouse to control a 
cursor might be large, but converges with practice. However, if a motor skill task is 
more complex or if it enables unobvious styles/strategies of use, then performance 
differences may stay constant or diverge with practice. For example, two novice 
keyboard users may begin with a ‘hunt-and-peck’ strategy of one-finger typing, but 
one user may dedicate deliberate practice to touch-typing, thus accelerating their 
performance, while the other does not.  
As the touch-typing example suggests, as tasks become more complex or strategic, 
or as they demand more knowledge, there is a tendency for divergence to increase 
between the levels of highest and lowest performance.   
2.6 Distribution of Practice  
Altering the temporal distribution of training sessions can influence their 
effectiveness, and rest periods between sessions improve learning, with longer rest 
periods being more beneficial than short ones. These effects have been empirically 
demonstrated in the psychomotor domain for both short term activities (e.g., a point-
following task with 30 second training batches and rests of between 0 s and 60 s, as 
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used by Bourne and Archer [1956]) and long term activities (e.g., typing tasks trained 
once or twice daily for a total of 60 hours, as used by Baddeley and Longman [1978]). 
Similar effects have been demonstrated for cognitive learning. For example, Cepeda 
et al. [2006] present a review of 184 papers studying verbal recall tasks, 
demonstrating that spaced (versus continuous) practice sessions improve recall 
performance. Their review also reveals an interaction between the optimal spacing 
period and the intended duration of memory retention, with longer spacing periods 
working best for longer retention.     
2.7 Spatial and Proprioceptive Memory 
Spatial memory is particularly important for efficient interaction with graphical user 
interfaces. When an interface is spatially stable users can make rapid decisions about 
the location of target items, but when stability is compromised users must resort to 
comparatively slow visual search [Cockburn et al. 2007; Cockburn and Gutwin 2009].  
Spatial memory is a substantial research field within psychology (Anderson 
[2005], chapter 4), but the findings reported above also apply to spatial memory. For 
example, the method of loci can be considered to be a form of elaborative processing 
that aids recollection by associating memory stimuli with known spatial locations 
(such as the rooms in a familiar house). Related ‘depth of processing’ spatial memory 
effects have been reported in studies such as Naveh-Benjamin [1987] and Van 
Asselen, Fritschy and Postma [2005], as well as several studies specifically 
concerning interaction with computer systems (reviewed later in Section 4.2).  
The input to spatial memory may be represented by visual, aural or proprioceptive 
stimuli. While graphical user interfaces are predominantly portrayed visually, 
consistent proprioceptive actions for control is likely to yield significant advantages 
for expert users. For example, the consistent spatial location of a vehicle’s brake 
pedal (relative to the driver) facilitates rehearsal of precisely the same physical 
action to slow the vehicle, with obvious advantages in an emergency. Touch-typing 
allows equivalent performance benefits for acquiring consistently defined 
proprioceptive targets. Conversely, however, the need for different movements to a 
target dependent on varied initial cursor location may impair the ultimate 
performance ceiling and ability to attain autonomous levels of performance with 
mouse and cursor interaction (further explored later in Section 4.2).  
2.8 Motivation and Feedback 
Positive motivation to learn and improve is a key determinant in whether a learner 
chooses to participate in practice. Understanding how interventions influence 
motivation is important in areas such as industrial psychology, sports science, and 
interface design for expertise.  
Two key strategies for improving motivation are to make the task seem important 
and to use goal setting [Schmidt and Lee 2011]. These strategies are not distinct – for 
example, a person may view performance improvement as unimportant until 
stimulated by the presentation of a goal representing the higher performance of 
others. Consequently, several studies have attempted to understand the types of 
goals that lead to the highest performance outcomes. Interfaces using related 
methods to promote skill development are reviewed in Section 5.1. 
There is extensive literature on the effectiveness of different forms of feedback in 
assisting learning, particularly in the field of education. High-level guidelines are 
necessarily broad and abstract, such as ‘create a respectful, friendly, open-minded 
and unthreatening climate’, ‘base feedback on observed facts’, and ‘suggest ideas for 
improvement’ (e.g. [Hewson and Little 2001]). In general, studies agree that specific, 
absolute goals of moderate difficulty yield better performance and learning outcomes 
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than non-specific goals (such as “do your best”) or no goals [Tubbs 1986; Kyllo and 
Landers 1995; Locke and Latham 2006].   
In the psychomotor domain, where feedback is applied to learning physical 
movement, there is potential to deploy psychology findings in user interfaces (where 
users execute motor actions to activate particular interface functions). Schmidt and 
Lee [2011], chapters 11 and 12, provide a comprehensive review, covering both the 
intrinsic feedback effects (such as visual or proprioceptive stimuli) that are 
inherently coupled with limb movement, as well as the effectiveness of different 
forms of extrinsic feedback that can be explicitly applied to assist skill acquisition. 
Many parameters of augmented feedback can be manipulated, including the 
following:  
• temporal properties, such as providing feedback that is either concurrent with 
the action, presented on termination of the action, or delayed;  
• aggregation, such as providing independent feedback about each discrete action 
versus accumulating information about a sequence of actions;  
• modality and form, such as textual or spoken instruction, video of the action, or 
statistical summaries of performance;  
• knowledge of performance (KP), which concerns information about the way in 
which the action was executed, such as the deviation from the ideal movement. 
For example, a golfing tutor might show a video of a student’s swing, possibly 
commenting on foot position or backswing speed. Note that the feedback 
concerns the movement, not its outcome. 
• knowledge of results (KR), which concerns information about the outcome of the 
action that is presented after its termination, such as its success or failure, or 
the time taken to complete it. For example, a typing application might provide 
feedback in the form of a beep to indicate a target phrase or character was 
typed incorrectly, or it might show a plot of word-per-minute typing rate; 
similarly, a golfing tutor might note the distance that the ball travelled. Note 
that the feedback concerns the outcome, not the movement itself.  
The distinction between knowledge of performance (KP) and knowledge of results 
(KR) has been extensively studied in the psychomotor literature. Gentile [1972] (who 
introduced the term ‘knowledge of performance’) postulated that KP is most effective 
for closed motor tasks, in which the task is uniformly performed without response to 
changing external factors, and where the movement itself is the goal of the skill – for 
example, a golf swing would be considered to be a closed motor task*. It is debatable 
whether certain forms of KP alone (such as non-augmented videos of performance) 
can yield substantial performance benefits – for example, Rothstein and Arnold 
[1976] showed that performance videos alone did not improve the participants’ 
performance, possibly due to a lack of specificity about the actions required to 
improve. However, it is clear that performance and learning outcomes are enhanced 
when KP is combined with KR (e.g., Wallace and Hagler’s study of basketball players 
[1979]). As with cognitive feedback, given the diversity of literature and their results, 
we defer details until reviewing interface methods in Section 4.2.  
2.9 Guidance 
Physical guidance is a form of feedback where the learner’s limbs are externally 
manipulated in an attempt to assist learning physical movements, and results vary 
on its efficacy. For example, Armstrong [1970] showed that for learning complex 
elbow movements, mechanical limb control resulted in precise movements during 
                                                
* Note that categorising tasks as ‘open’ or ‘closed’ is a different concept to open- and closed-loop 
motor control. The terminology is unfortunate because an open task requires closed-loop control. 
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training, but inaccurate reproduction once the controls were released. In contrast, 
when training was achieved without mechanical control but with visual feedback of a 
motion plot (either at the end of the trial or concurrently during it), participants 
produced the motions most accurately (once feedback was removed) when trained in 
the post-movement feedback condition. In other words, delayed and unconstrained 
feedback achieved the best learning outcome. Not all experimental results agree with 
this finding, and it seems likely that some form of coarse physical guidance may 
assist learners in their initial conceptualization of the required movement, 
particularly if the movements are large and relatively slow (e.g., teaching a child a 
kayak stroke).  
These results also emphasize important questions about the methodology used for 
evaluating skill acquisition and learning. In particular, the guidance hypothesis 
[Schmidt 1991] suggests that augmented feedback which improves early performance 
through guidance may impair retention of the performed skills once the guidance is 
removed. Consequently, most experiments in the psychomotor domain use separate 
experimental periods for training, retention (the trained tasks are evaluated later, 
often 24 and 48 hours after initial training), and transfer (where the skills are 
applied to a related but non-identical task).  
Although rare in current user interfaces, results on physical guidance may be 
relevant to interfaces that use force- and tactile-feedback, such as training aids for 
dentistry procedures [Rhienmora et al. 2010] and teaching the blind to write 
signatures [Plimmer et al. 2008]. Furthermore, many user interfaces exploit some 
form of dynamic visual guide, or ‘feedforward’, to assist users in performing their 
task. We return to specific user interface examples in Section 4.  
2.10 Other human phenomena influencing skill acquisition 
Although many of the effects described above are empirically reliable, there are also 
various human phenomena that complicate the deployment and analysis of 
interventions intended to aid transitions to expertise.  
Satisficing  
Rather than seeking to continually optimize performance, people have a tendency to 
‘make do’ with solution strategies that were first learned, even though they may be 
known to be suboptimal. Furthermore, once a suboptimal strategy has been learned 
and reproduced several times, it is likely to become habit, further reducing the 
likelihood of changing to faster alternative methods. Simon [1959] used the term 
‘satisficing’ to describe how decision-makers often lack the information and cognitive 
resources needed to make a rational optimal decision, and also that once the costs of 
calculating a rational near-optimal decision are accounted for there will be little 
difference between attempts to optimize and making a faster, approximate ‘satisficed’ 
determination. In user interface research, satisficing has been used to explain 
phenomena such as users failing to make more extensive use of keyboard shortcuts 
despite their using substantially the same interface for years or decades (Section 5.1). 
Gray and colleagues have extensively investigated the seeming paradox of 
prolonged suboptimal performance. Fu and Gray [2004] describe the tendency for 
users to persist with interaction methods that are well-practiced, are generally 
applicable, and which provide incremental feedback. Gray et al. [2006] also present 
evidence supporting their ‘soft constraints hypothesis’, which explains how short-
term interactions (of duration between ⅓ and 3 seconds) can be construed as locally 
optimal within those timeframes, although globally suboptimal. In explaining this 
seeming contradiction, they use the analogy of a person following instructions to 
build a toy – the globally optimal solution might involve memorizing the full set of 
instructions before assembling any components, but a locally optimal one might 
intersperse reading instructions with assembly.   
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Arousal and personality 
The efficacy of certain training interventions has been demonstrated to interact with 
individual and environmental factors, which greatly complicates the process of 
determining which training methods are likely to be most effective for different 
people in different settings. For example, while it is known that performance 
generally follows an inverted ‘U’ shape with level of arousal (i.e., performance 
deteriorates when a person is under- or over-excited), there is evidence that 
personality differences such as introversion and extroversion result in different 
baselines of arousal, and consequently the same stimulus effect may increase 
performance for an extrovert while decreasing performance for an introvert [Revelle 
et al. 1980; Bullock and Gilliland 1993]. Revelle et al.’s study also showed 
interactions between several other factors, including time of day, other personality 
factors, and consumption of stimulants.  
Interaction with skill complexity 
Several studies have shown important interactions between the effectiveness of 
training interventions, the participants’ skill level, and the complexity of the skill 
conducted. Perkins-Ceccato, Passmore and Lee [2003] showed that low-skill golfers 
benefited more from instruction that focused attention on internal motor aspects of 
actions when compared to instructions that focused on external effects on the ball; 
conversely, highly-skilled golfers benefited more from externally focused instructions. 
Similarly, Wulf and Shea [2002] found that principles derived from the study of 
simple tasks do not generalize to more complex skills. They explained this effect with 
reference to the learner’s total cognitive load – when task demands are low, learners 
benefit from practice conditions that increase total load, whereas when task demands 
are high, practice conditions with more manageable workload are beneficial. 
2.11 Summary of Human Factors of Skill Acquisition 
Highly skilled task performance is characterized by automaticity, where the physical 
actions required for the task are executed quickly, efficiently, and with minimal 
conscious deliberation. Importantly, automaticity allows the performer to think about 
higher-level tasks during the execution of the skill. While high degrees of repetition 
are required for skilled execution to approach automaticity, different training 
interventions influence the way performers gain skill and understanding.  
This section reviewed some of the key human factors influencing psychomotor 
skill acquisition, with a focus on those most relevant to interaction with computer 
systems. As stated earlier, the aim was to provide a brief introduction to assist in 
understanding the objectives and methods of the interface techniques described in 
upcoming sections. 
3. FOUR DOMAINS OF INTERFACE PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT 
The following sections review research examining user interface methods that assist 
users in transitioning from novice to expert levels of performance. Typically, ‘high 
performance’ will be exhibited by rapid task completion, but in some interactive 
contexts the focus of improving performance may be on error reduction, or on 
increasing the quality of the product. Our focus is on methods that can be deployed 
within the user interface, rather than the broader range of methods that are external 
to the interface, such as offline training courses, the role of socialization in interface 
learning, or individual preference for learning style.   
The review is structured by considering four domains that characterize different 
opportunities for improving performance with user interfaces. These domains are 
derived from a conceptual deconstruction of interaction with an interface as 
consisting of the user’s performance characteristics with a set of alternative methods 
for activating a set of functions that are required to complete a task.  
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Functions are the set of interface commands and capabilities that allow data, 
state, or view manipulations to be achieved. For example, a simple painting 
application may support functions for drawing lines, painting shapes, zooming, 
scrolling, and so on. Analyses of functionally rich interfaces have shown that even 
experienced users typically use only a small subset of available functions [Draper 
1984; Matejka et al. 2009].  
Each interface function can typically be accessed through more than one interface 
method. For example, a line-drawing function might be selected by clicking a palette 
icon, through pull-down and context menus, or via a keyboard shortcut; and a 
scrolling function might be controlled by dragging a scroll thumb, by rotating a 
scrollwheel, or by pressing keyboard arrow keys.  
Each method has associated performance characteristics, including a performance 
floor and ceiling, and each user will have attained performance ability somewhere 
between the floor and ceiling.  
The four domains of interface performance improvement described in the 
following subsections are as follows: 
1. intramodal improvement concerns the rapidity and magnitude of 
performance improvement with one particular interactive method (e.g., 
pointing with the mouse) for one particular function (e.g., selecting the bold 
function in a word processor);  
2. intermodal improvement concerns ways to assist users in switching to faster 
methods for accessing a particular function (e.g., switching from cursor-based 
interaction to keyboard shortcuts); 
3. vocabulary extension considers ways to help users broaden their knowledge 
and their use of the range of functions available in an interface; 
4. task mapping addresses higher-level issues of the strategies that users adopt 
when seeking to complete their tasks with a user interface. It concerns the 
coordination of functions to complete a task. 
Figure 2 visually characterizes the key objectives of intramodal improvement, 
intermodal improvement, and vocabulary extension, as well as their relationship 
with interface methods and functions. The height of each column in Figure 2a depicts 
the performance ceiling enabled by a particular interaction method for a particular 
function, and the blue shaded region depicts the performance level attained by the 
user (to reiterate, this characterization is not dependent on any particular measure of 
performance). Figure 2b depicts a range of alternative methods for one function, 
emphasizing that different methods have different performance characteristics. 
Figure 2c depicts the range of functions available in a user interface, showing that 
users may be unaware of certain functions. Task mapping (not shown in the figure) 
   
(a) Performance 
characteristics of a method. 
Intramodal improvement 
concerns the user’s 
performance ability within 
one method. 
 
(b) Range of methods for a 
function. Intermodal 
improvement concerns the 
user’s transition to faster 
methods for activating a 
function. 
(c) Range of functions available. Vocabulary 
extension concerns the user’s knowledge and 
use of the functions available.  
Figure 2. Conceptual representation of a user interface: a. methods that have distinct performance 
characteristics; b. alternative methods for any function; and c. a range of functions. Task mapping (not 
shown) concerns coordinating functions for a task. 
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concerns coordinating a set of functions to achieve a task, and typically various 
combinations are possible for the same task.  
4. DOMAIN 1: INTRAMODAL PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT 
Based on Newell and Rosenbloom’s [1981] power law of practice, Figure 3 depicts 
how user performance improves with experience of a single interaction modality. In 
the description below, we subdivide this curve into three segments for initial 
performance, extended learnability, and ultimate performance. These three stages are 
suggestive of Fitts and Posner’s [1967; Anderson 1995] cognitive, associative, and 
autonomous stages of skill acquisition, described in Section 2.1.  
The following subsections describe factors influencing each of these stages, 
including the observation that some factors assisting performance at one stage can 
impair performance at another.  
4.1 Initial performance 
Interface design for the initial stages of learning is strongly promoted in most 
usability guidelines [Norman 1983; Norman 1983; Shneiderman 1992; Dix et al. 
1993; Nielsen 1993]. At this stage, users are unfamiliar with the interface, and must 
rely on their prior experiences, visual search, and recognition to find the commands 
they need. To optimize initial performance, designers aim to make interfaces easy to 
comprehend, with as high a performance floor as possible.  
 
 
Figure 3. Characterisation of the intramodal power law of learning performance curve across time of use 
for one particular interface method for accessing one particular function.  
Without prior experience to draw on, novice users are heavily reliant on visual 
search, and the time for visual search is a linear function of the number of candidate 
items that must be considered [Hornof and Kieras 1997; Wolfe 1998; Cockburn et al. 
2007; Cockburn and Gutwin 2009]. Novice performance, therefore, can be improved 
by reducing the number of controls displayed to the user. Carroll and Carrithers 
[1984] exploited this effect with their ‘Training Wheels’ interfaces, which 
intentionally reduced the number of commands displayed. Related ideas were 
pursued with ‘multi-layer interfaces’ [Shneiderman 2003], which increase the level of 
functionality and reduce instructional interventions as the user becomes more 
experienced. However, by presenting different interfaces to novice and expert users, 
there are risks of confusing users when making a transition to the more advanced 
user interface (introducing a ‘performance dip’, as discussed in Section 5).  
‘Ephemeral Adaptation’ [Findlater et al. 2009], shown in Figure 4, demonstrates a 
different approach to helping users quickly identify important commands. With this 
technique, a small subset of menu items are immediately shown when the menu is 
displayed, while the remaining items are gradually faded into view over a few 
hundred milliseconds.  
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The notion that controls should be visible to be learned is also well expressed in 
most usability guidelines, but the corollary of making novice functionality visible is 
that expert functions are often suppressed, reducing the likelihood that they will be 
discovered. A related concept is that appropriate interface controls should be ‘ready 
to hand’ [Karat et al. 2000]: that is, controls and feedback should be available for use 
but not obstruct task completion. Dyck et al. [2003] observe that many computer 
games achieve the dual objectives of availability without obstruction through ‘calm 
messaging’ that uses non-abrupt and non-intrusive means for presenting 
information, such as transient text, animation, and audio.  
4.2 Extended learning 
Several factors influence the rate at which performance increases after initial 
familiarization, including the effort required during training and the use of guidance 
to assist performance. These factors also apply during intermodal improvement. 
Effortful learning 
In seeking to exploit findings from psychology suggesting that “deeper” mental 
encodings result in stronger memories [Craik and Lockhart 1972; Schmidt and Bjork 
1992] (Section 2.4), several interface researchers have examined interfaces that 
improve skill development. For example, Cockburn et al. [2007] examined the effects 
of using an intentionally effortful ‘frost brushing’ game to help users learn a gesture-
based method for text entry, called ShapeWriter [Zhai and Kristensson 2003]. The 
game involved bursting ‘balloons’ containing target words – each word appeared at 
the bottom of the display and floated up and off the display unless burst by correctly 
entering the word (see Figure 5). When using the frost brushing interface, the visual 
guidance normally provided by the display of keys on the keyboard was occluded by 
‘frost’ over the display. To show the underlying key, users had to brush away the 
frost by waving a stylus cursor over the key, and the frost quickly reformed. The 
design intention was to elevate deeper mental encodings of the spatial location of 
letters by enforcing the need for memorization. Experimental results showed that the 
frost brushing condition improved users’ memory of letter locations and of gesture 
shapes compared to the traditional keyboard display (memory for gesture shapes was 
measured by asking users to create word gestures on an blank keyboard, with 
gesture quality reported by a recognition engine score function). However, the 
participants’ comments revealed design subtleties in choosing an appropriate level of 
effort. In experiment on learning letter locations the frost brushing condition was 
rated as more engaging and less frustrating than the normal interface; but an 
experiment involving the harder task of learning gesture shapes for entire words 
showed the frost brushing interface to be less engaging and more frustrating than 
normal. The results suggest that there is a fine balance between engaging and 
frustrating users, and that training interfaces should be neither too mundane nor too 
difficult. This finding reflects those of Wulf and Shea [2002] who observed that 
 
Figure 4. Ephemeral Adaptation [Findlater et al. 2009]. The most likely target commands are shown 
immediately, while others are faded in over a few hundred milliseconds. This technique can be used to 
draw a novice’s attention to the most likely commands, while maintaining the original menu layout.  
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principles derived from the study of simple tasks may not generalize to more complex 
skill learning (Section 2.10).  
In examining interface methods that support the development of touch-typing 
skills, Yechiam et al. [2003] proposed using a secondary task during text entry that 
imposed a ‘moderate and immediate punishment’ for looking at the keys rather than 
the text output. While entering text, the secondary task required a rapid response to 
the periodic display of a blue square in the text output area. If the user failed to 
quickly respond to the blue square’s appearance, then the entire display would be 
temporarily dimmed. Users were much more likely to fail to notice the blue square if 
looking at the keys rather than the display. Experimental results confirmed that the 
inclusion of the secondary task improved participants’ touch-typing performance by 
encouraging users to rely on key memorization (and look at the text output area), 
rather than focus on the keyboard.   
A recent study by Kim and Ritter [2013] investigated learning, forgetting, and re-
learning a spreadsheet task when using mouse-and-menu interaction methods in 
comparison to keyboard-command interaction. Their findings suggest a tendency for 
mouse-and-menu users to forget methods sooner than the keyboard-command group. 
This finding is consistent with the depth of processing hypothesis, as suggested by 
Kim and Ritter’s characterization of mouse-and-menu interaction as relying 
predominantly on ‘knowledge-in-the-world’ in contrast to keyboard-command 
interaction relying on ‘knowledge-in-the-head’. 
Revelation, guidance, and rehearsal in marking menus  
Kurtenbach et al.’s research on marking menus makes several substantial 
contributions on supporting natural transitions from novice to expert levels of 
performance with user interfaces [Kurtenbach 1993; Kurtenbach and Buxton 1993; 
Kurtenbach et al. 1993; Kurtenbach and Buxton 1994; Kurtenbach et al. 1994].  
Figure 6, extracted from Kurtenbach et al. [1994], shows both the novice (left) and 
expert (right) modes for hierarchical menu item selection when using a marking 
menu. Marking menus are a form of radial menu, in which directional movements 
from a starting location select different items. Shortly after the user’s stylus makes 
contact with the surface (Figure 6, left) a radial menu is displayed; the user moves 
northward to select the ‘Groceries’ submenu, causing a sub-menu to be displayed; and 
moving rightwards then selects the ‘Fruit & Veg’ item. Alternatively, an expert user 
(shown in Figure 6, right) can make a rapid gesture of similar shape to quickly select 
the same item, but without needing to pause for guiding feedback.  
Marking menus were designed to adhere to a set of design guidelines, including 
revelation, guidance, and rehearsal [Kurtenbach et al. 1994], as follows: 
 
Figure 5. The ‘frost brushing’ training game for ShapeWriter [Zhai and Kristensson 2003], extracted 
from [Cockburn et al. 2007]. Letters on the keyboard are occluded by ‘frost’ that quickly reforms after 
being ‘scrubbed away’ with the stylus. A balloon bursts when its word-gesture is correctly entered.  
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Revelation is used to provide interactive feedback to the user about the commands 
that are available and how the user can invoke them. Revelation is particularly 
important for gestural interaction, where the user’s actions need not have any 
associated representation on the display. Unlike buttons, scrollbars, and other 
graphical widgets that afford a particular method for activation (clicking, dragging, 
etc.), gestural interactions need not be conducted with reference to specific graphical 
entities. The revelation mechanism used by Kurtenbach et al.’s marking menus 
required a dwell timeout to expire before graphical feedback of the radial menu items 
was presented.  
The guidance principle states that the methods used for revelation should assist 
the user in specifying the complete command. In particular, guidance should not 
interfere with the user’s specification of intention. In the context of a hierarchical 
marking menu, the appearance of a second-tier radial menu part way through a 
gestural command (such as ‘Meat’ to ‘Staples’ in Figure 6) serves as guidance, while a 
pop-up dialogue box that removes attention from the task would not.  
Rehearsal states that the way that guidance is provided should require a physical 
rehearsal of the expert’s actions. In other words, the novice’s motor actions should 
rehearse the expert’s motor actions to assist the development of automaticity and 
muscle memory.  
Guidance versus effort for attaining performance versus learning 
Kurtenbach et al.’s marking menu research was conducted in the early 1990s, with a 
focus on stylus-based input. The recent surge in popularity of finger-based gestural 
interaction on mobile devices has renewed interest in advanced techniques for easily 
learned and high performance gestural interaction techniques.  
‘OctoPocus’ [Bau and Mackay 2008], shown in Figure 7, uses dynamically adapted 
guidance to assist users in performing and learning gestures. The technique assists 
performance of specific gestures (intramodal improvement) as well as learning other 
gestures that have similar initial gestural shapes (vocabulary extension). When the 
finger makes contact with the surface, the available gestures are shown, with initial 
paths emphasized and fading with distance. Once the user begins tracing the 
gesture, the ‘feedforward’ portrayal of the required remaining gestural action adapts 
to the completed gesture components – for example, the path for ‘Paste’ is removed in 
the right-hand image of Figure 7, and the path for ‘Cut’ is deemphasized by making 
its path thinner. OctoPocus was evaluated in comparison to traditional Help menus 
and marking menus, showing positive results. Several researchers have examined 
related gesture prediction methods: [Appert and Bau 2010; Kristensson and Denby 
2011; Bennett et al. 2011; Freeman et al. 2009]. 
Anderson and Bischof [2013] conducted experiments to determine whether 
Schmidt’s [1991] guidance hypothesis applies with guidance-based interactive 
 
Figure 6. A hierarchical marking menu selection being made in response to visual guidance (left), and 
without visual feedback using a previously rehearsed action (right) [Kurtenbach et al. 1994]. 
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methods (Section 2.9). They compared user performance using four different 
interfaces for providing guidance: ‘crib notes’, which provided static representations 
of the gestures, continually displayed in the corner of the display; ‘static-tracing’ 
representations, which showed non-responsive versions of all gestures at the starting 
location of the gesture; ‘dynamic-tracing’, equivalent to OctoPocus; and ‘adaptive-
tracing’, which was identical to the ‘static-tracing’ condition except that the guide 
disappeared at a progressively earlier point through the training set (disappearing at 
the end of the gesture in the first training event, and at the start of the gesture in the 
last training event). Importantly, their experimental method analyzed both 
performance during training, as well as learned retention of the gestures, measured 
24 hours after the training session. 
Their results confirmed the guidance hypothesis – the conditions that maximized 
performance during training (static- and dynamic-tracing conditions) performed the 
worst in the retention tests, and vice versa. These results reflect those generated by 
Cockburn et al.’s [2007] frost-brushing experiments, in which the frost-brushing 
condition slowed user performance during training, but resulted in better results 
during subsequent testing conditions. Similar results have been generated for 
intermodal improvement, such as Grossman et al.’s [2007] study of hotkey learning, 
described in Section 5.1.  
These results have important implications for the design of training systems, as 
designers must understand whether their goal is to assist users in rapidly attaining 
high performance, or whether learnt outcomes and the ability to transfer the 
learning to related interactions are primary objectives.  
4.3 Ultimate performance 
The final characteristic of the intramodal curve is the asymptote, or performance 
ceiling (Figure 3). Card, Moran and Newell [1983] provide models and empirical 
evidence of ‘expert performance of routine tasks’, including analysis of one user who 
repeated the same editing task thousands of times to study the progression to 
automaticity. Scarr et al. [2011] identify four interface characteristics that contribute 
to high performance ceilings, as follows. 
Flat command structures 
GUIs typically contain more controls than can be easily displayed at once, 
necessitating interface partitions such as windows, tabs, and menu hierarchies. 
Navigating through these partitions takes time, and consequently there are potential 
performance benefits in flattening the command structure to make more items 
accessible at once [Scarr et al. 2012]. Commands issued by command line interfaces 
(CLIs) and hotkeys are exemplars as they have global interface scope (e.g. <Ctrl>-C 
 
Figure 7. Dynamic gestural guidance with OctoPocus [Bau and Mackay 2008]. Initially (left), three 
alternative gesture commands are possible, but as the user gestures upwards and rightwards, 
guidance for ‘Paste’ is removed and ‘Cut’ fades, leaving only the remaining guidance for ‘Copy’. 
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executes ‘copy’ regardless of the interface state). Several research and commercial 
systems have used CLIs to improve interface performance: e.g., Quicksilver†, 
Spotlight‡, Enso§, and GEKA [Hendy et al. 2010]. Although empirical results for CLI 
benefits over GUIs have been mixed (e.g. Whiteside, Jones, Levy and Wixon [1985]), 
it is widely accepted that CLIs enable higher efficiency, and power users are strong 
advocates (e.g. [Barrett et al. 2004]).  
Terse and expressive input 
Powerful interface commands communicate a lot of meaning in rapidly expressed 
actions. For example, a single alphabetic character can discriminate 26 commands, or 
52 with case sensitivity; increasing to 2704 with two case-sensitive characters. 
However, there is often a tension between supporting terse, expressive power and 
meaningful mappings: for example, Alt-shortcuts in Office 2007 allow access to most 
interface controls, but they are often abstract and hard to remember (e.g., the key 
sequence ‘<Alt> n, nu, t’ inserts a page number in Microsoft Word).  
Revisitation/history support 
Users’ interactive behaviour is often repetitive (e.g., command use [Greenberg and 
Witten 1993] and web navigation [Tauscher and Greenberg 1997]), and interfaces 
can aid efficiency by explicitly supporting command repetition. For example, web 
browser URL address bars and the Google search box memorize previous activities 
and offer type-ahead shortcuts for them: e.g., the keystrokes ‘cn<Return>’ become a 
shortcut for a user who frequently visits CNN’s website. Like marking menus, such 
interactions lie on the cusp with intermodal transitions, but we categorize them 
within intramodal improvement because the initial mechanisms for interaction are 
identical for both novice and expert modalities.  
Spatial predictability 
Studies have demonstrated that spatial stability allows users to make rapid decisions 
about items’ locations rather than relying on comparatively slow visual search (e.g. 
[Cockburn et al. 2007]). Despite the desirability of spatial stability, this principle is 
often compromised due to display space constraints or to reconfiguration of the 
display – interface controls are often elided and repositioned as window geometry is 
manipulated, and this is necessary because widgets typically do not scale. However, 
this is a technical, rather than a human, limitation: Scarr et al. [2013] examined the 
robustness of users’ spatial memory to various forms of spatial transformation 
(including scaling), finding that users were able to quickly locate items in spatially 
stable views that had undergone a uniform spatial transformation.  
In their ‘InfoCockpit’ project, Tan et al. [2001] examined whether items displayed 
on multiple monitors wrapping around the user would enhance interaction based on 
the spatial predictability of items. Spatial audio was included to assist memorization 
of place, and their results showed a 56% increase in object memory compared to 
standard desktop systems.  
 
Section 8 provides a brief summary of key findings for each of the domains, 
including intramodal improvement. 
5. DOMAIN 2: INTERMODAL PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT 
Most interfaces support more than one interaction method for accessing the same 
function (Figure 2b). Once a user approaches their intramodal performance 
asymptote, any further performance improvement requires shifting from one method 
                                                
† http://www.blacktree.com 
‡ http://support.apple.com/kb/HT2531 
§ http://humanized.com 
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to another that offers a higher performance ceiling. For example, a user’s 
performance in clicking a word processor’s bold button will improve as they learn the 
icon’s location, but substantial further performance improvement is possible if the 
user switches to a keyboard shortcut instead. Intermodal performance improvement 
concerns these transitions between interface methods.  
However, Scarr et al.’s [2011] analysis of intermodal performance improvement 
postulated the existence of an important ‘performance dip’ that occurs when the user 
switches to another method, as depicted in Figure 8. The existence of this 
performance dip is likely to deter users from switching to new methods for 
interaction, even though doing so may offer long term productivity gains – the 
prospect of encountering a short term productivity loss may cause users to postpone 
switching to the new method, possibly forever. Factors acting as deterrents or 
barriers to intermodal transitions, and methods to overcome them, are reviewed in 
the following subsections, which address two critical points on the intermodal 
performance curve shown in Figure 8: first, factors influencing the initial switch to a 
new interface modality; and second, the performance dip that a user is likely to 
experience when switching from a familiar interface to an unfamiliar one. 5.1 Making 
an initial switch 
Awareness of the new modality 
The first stage of supporting a transition to an alternative method for interaction is 
to make the user aware of the modality. Such awareness can be achieved through a 
wide variety of means, with varying impact and effectiveness. For example, 
traditional menus typically display a keyboard shortcut for each menu item, but 
users may not attend to them; and toolbar items often display rollover tooltips that 
include the hotkey, although a dwell timeout prior to displaying the tooltip means 
that users are unlikely to see the hotkey during normal interaction.  
Interfaces can be forceful in their awareness mechanisms, requiring users to 
experience the new modality by demanding that actions are completed using it. 
Grossman [2007] experimented with a variety of schemes for assisting hotkey 
learning. These included visual and audio schemes to expose users to the hotkeys, a 
delay-based technique to deter use of the GUI (i.e., making the system unresponsive 
for 2 seconds after each selection), and a technique that forced hotkey use after each 
menu selection. Their results showed that forced use and audio feedback worked 
well, with 72.8% and 66.6% of experimental selections completed with hotkeys, and 
 
Figure 8. Performance curves characterising improvement within one interface method (left, 
‘intramodal improvement’) and the performance dip that occurs when switching to a new, higher 
performance ceiling, method (right, ‘intermodal improvement’). Adapted from Scarr et al. [2011]. 
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no adverse subjective response. In similar work, the HotKeyCoach [Krisler and 
Alterman 2008] showed a dialog box whenever an item was selected with the mouse, 
requiring either an extra click to proceed, or the hotkey to be issued. Although 
experiments showed these methods to be successful in increasing hotkey use, forced 
use of hotkeys and audio feedback may be unacceptable to users outside lab settings.  
A less forceful approach to awareness was demonstrated by a system called ‘Blur’, 
which aimed to promote a transition from novice point-and-click interaction to higher 
performance command-line interaction by supporting command-line control of 
unaltered commercial GUI interfaces [Scarr et al. 2011]. When a GUI command was 
selected with the mouse, Blur’s ‘calm notification’ showed a transparent window that 
temporarily slid onto the corner of the screen, displaying a command line alternative 
for the selection – the aim was to make command information available, but without 
requiring or demanding attention. Figure 9a shows Blur’s calm notification window 
overlaid on the Microsoft Word ribbon following selection of the Align Left toolbar 
icon ( ). To use Blur’s command-line, the user pressed the Escape key, typed part of 
the command to show alteratives, and pressed return to select. Figure 9b shows 
Blur’s command recommendations after the user types ‘<Esc> al’.  
Perception of the new modality 
Once the user is aware of an alternative modality, the probability that they will 
switch to using it is influenced by their perception of its future efficiency, so all of the 
intramodal factors described above play a role. Importantly, though, several studies 
have demonstrated that predicted and actual experience differ (e.g. [Czerwinski et al. 
2001]), and that users can mistrust their abilities, leading to under-estimates of 
potential benefit with the new modality. For example, Cockburn and McKenzie 
[2002] showed that users predicted that they would perform poorly in a spatial task, 
but subsequently rated their actual performance much higher. Similarly, studies 
have consistently shown that keyboard shortcuts offer a higher performance ceiling 
than mouse selection [Odell et al. 2004; Lane et al. 2005; Malacria et al. 2013], yet 
Tak et al. [2013] found that some participants did not use known hotkeys because 
they believed toolbar selections were faster.  
Even when users correctly predict the benefits of switching to a new modality, 
they may not do so due to the ‘paradox of the active user’ in which users “are likely to 
stick with the procedures they already know, regardless of their efficacy” [Carroll and 
 
(c) Blur’s calm notification of the command line alternative (‘Align Left’) for the GUI selection of 
the  toolbar item. The window disappears after 1 second and can be clicked through so as 
to not prevent pointer-based interaction with underlying widgets. 
 
(d) Command recommendation and command line completion in Blur. The user has typed ‘al’, 
and the first predicted command is ‘align left’, which is selected by pressing Return.  
Figure 9. Blur’s transient and transparent user interface.  
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Rossen 1987]. In seeking to understand this paradox, Fu and Gray [2004] formed 
theoretical cognitive models of different tasks and gathered data traces of their 
actual execution. Their findings showed that users are biased towards procedures 
that are (1) well-practiced and generic, and (2) composed of interactive components 
that are fast and incremental. They noted that these biases tend to impair task 
completion times. 
To encourage users to improve their efficiency, Malacria et al. [2013] proposed the 
use of ‘skillometers’, which are lightweight interactive components that encourage 
users to reflect about their performance during interaction. Figure 10 shows an 
example skillometer evaluated in [Malacria et al. 2013], which shows the time taken 
to complete recent interface tasks, together with the time that might have been taken 
if an alternative method were used. The area labelled A in Figure 10 shows the time 
taken to select each of the last six commands (red if selected by pointing with the 
mouse; green if selected using a hotkey), as well as showing the hotkey binding for 
each of those commands. The area labelled B shows an aggregate performance meter, 
which is programmed to weight the most recent selection most highly to provide a 
clear ‘reward’ for hotkey use; and area C shows an estimate of the total time that 
might have been saved by switching to hotkeys. Comparative evaluation of a simple 
task with and without the skillometer showed that it caused a substantial increase in 
hotkey use. The ‘Search Dashboard’ [Bateman et al. 2012] is another example of a 
reflective widget (a form of skillometer), that improved user performance in web 
search queries. 
 
Figure 10. A skillometer widget, designed to encourage users to reflect on their own performance with a 
user interface and assist them in transitioning to interaction methods that offer a higher performance 
ceiling. Extracted from [Malacria et al. 2013]. 
Malacria et al.’s skillometer calculated time savings based on Keystroke Level 
Model [Card et al. 1983]. However, there are interesting possibilities in exaggerating 
the benefits to overcome the inertia induced by satisficing. Adar et al. [2013] provide 
a general discussion of the role of ‘benevolent deception’ in user interface design; 
however, if the deception is obvious users will distrust the system and stop using it. 
5.2 Performance dip after switching 
The size of the performance dip that occurs after switching to a new interface will be 
influenced by the magnitude of the differences between the interface techniques 
(methods, functions, or strategies) used before and after switching. The rehearsal 
methods used by marking menus (Section 4.2) demonstrate minimising the 
performance dip (or eliminating it) by making the novice interface technique a 
rehearsal of the expert one.  
 ‘ExposeHotKey’ [Malacria et al. 2013] used Kurtenbach’s [1993] rehearsal design 
guideline to promote hotkey learning and use. Normally, keyboard shortcuts are only 
displayed when the pointer rolls over a toolbar item or when a menu is shown. 
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However, once the pointer has reached the item or menu, pointer-based selection is 
almost complete, so the user is likely to complete selection by pointing. Consequently, 
the user’s intention to learn a hotkey must be mediated by a non-hotkey modality 
(the pointer), which violates the principle of rehearsal. To facilitate hotkey rehearsal, 
‘ExposeHotKey’ displayed all keyboard shortcuts at once, overlaid on top of the 
normal graphical widgets, whenever a modifier key is pressed. Consequently, users 
could reveal and rehearse hotkeys without using the pointer. Experimental results 
showed that ExposeHotKey led to substantial increases in hotkey use, with 94% of 
selections completed using hotkeys with ExposeHotKey, compared to 50% without it.  
6. DOMAIN 3: VOCABULARY EXTENSION 
Many interfaces allow access to extensive functionality, often including hundreds or 
thousands of commands [Hsi and Potts 2000; McGrenere et al. 2007], yet users 
typically know only a small subset. For example, a study of expert Unix users showed 
that they typically used ~45 of the ~570 commands available [Draper 1984]; and 
recent analyses of AutoCAD have shown that command vocabularies are typically 
~30-40 among the ~1000 available [Matejka et al. 2009; Li et al. 2011]. This implies 
that users’ performance is often impaired by not using appropriate functions, possibly 
due to a lack of awareness or to subconscious satisficing.  
The conceptual deterrents and barriers to vocabulary extension are similar to 
those described for intermodal improvement – users need to be aware of commands 
before using them, and they need to understand the magnitude of improvement that 
they will enable. Consequently, several of the methods described in the intermodal 
improvement section could also be used to increase the user’s vocabulary, such as 
calm notification or skillometers. Similarly, the methods used for explicit task 
instruction (described in Section 7), could also be used to extend the user’s 
vocabulary. In this section, we focus on other interface methods for extending 
vocabulary, particularly those that use ambient suggestions and recommendations, 
rather than explicit instruction.  
Researchers at Autodesk have conducted several studies aimed at improving 
users’ knowledge and use of helpful interface functions. Two interrelated themes of 
their research concern understanding the best interface mechanisms for presenting 
recommendations to users, and devising methods to generate high quality 
recommendations. Their key interface goals are that the assistive content should be 
dynamically updated to maintain contextually relevant assistance [Ekstrand et al. 
2011]; that it should be continually available to the user; and that it should be 
presented in an ambient manner that allows access at a glance, thus minimizing 
impediments to access [Matejka et al. 2011]. Figure 11 from Matejka, Grossman and 
Fitzmaurice [2013] shows their ‘Patina’ interface adaptation method, which uses 
colored heatmap overlays to emphasise command recommendations without 
impeding access to them. Related concepts of using stencils to direct the user’s 
attention to salient interface objects were also presented by Kelleher and Pausch 
[2005] (in online tutorials).  
In generating high quality recommendations, they focus on algorithms that 
produce recommendations that are both novel (rather than familiar) and useful 
[Matejka et al. 2009; Li et al. 2011]. They compared two forms of collaborative 
filtering algorithms: user-based algorithms, which generate recommendations based 
on the group of individuals that a particular user is most similar to, selecting those 
commands that are frequently used by the group of similar users; and item-based 
algorithms, which generate recommendations based on the similarity between the 
user’s active command and other commands selected by the community of users. 
Evaluation results of their ‘CommunityCommands’ system suggest that an item-
based collaborative filtering algorithm performs best, generating the highest number 
of useful recommendations as well as the fewest number of unuseful ones. While 
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CommunityCommands uses one form of collaborative information to assist 
vocabulary extension, several other researchers have noted that other forms of social 
influence are also important. For example, Banovic et al. [2012] showed that social 
influence was important for encouraging tool palette customization; Peres et al. 
[2004] found that users were more likely to use keyboard shortcuts if they worked 
with others who did so; and Bateman et al. [2012] found that the queries issued to a 
search engine became more expert when the interface showed aggregate information 
about the user’s past searches together with examples from experts’ profiles. 
7. DOMAIN 4: TASK MAPPING AT THE INTERFACE 
Domains 1-3 (intramodal improvement, intermodal improvement, and vocabulary 
extension) stem from a structural decomposition of the user interface into the 
performance characteristics of methods and the various methods and functions 
supported by the user interface (Figure 2). Domain 4, in contrast, focuses on interface 
techniques that assist with task comprehension, strategy selection, and 
customization.  
7.1. Task training: Manuals, Online Help and Tutorials 
A new user of a computer system must find ways to understand the system and the 
functions and methods that can be used to execute their tasks. In early HCI research, 
several studies observed the successes of exploratory learning in video games, 
leading to suggestions that designers of office systems should seek ways to 
intrinsically motivate users to explore the interface [Malone 1980; Carroll 1987; 
Shneiderman 1987]. However, subsequent studies have shown that exploratory 
learning for intrinsic interest is rare. Instead, users tend to focus on accomplishing 
real work tasks, and resort to tutorials, manuals, and trial-and-error as ‘just-in-time’ 
coping strategies [Rieman 1996]. Interfaces to online help systems have evolved 
substantially since Rieman’s study, but more recent studies indicate that online help 
is still predominantly used as material of last resort [Novick and Ward 2006]. 
However, this situation may evolve as systems improve at extracting the user’s task 
context (e.g., [Ekstrand et al. 2011]) and adopt ambient presentation to assure that 
help is continually ready to hand (e.g., [Matejka et al. 2011]). 
Like online help, there has been a recent surge of research on online tutorials, 
with contributions from Autodesk being particularly prominent. Four emerging 
directions are described in the following paragraphs: gamification, community input 
into tutorials, leveraging transfer effects, and distribution of practice.  
Gamification 
Deterding et al. [2011] define gamification as “the use of design elements which are 
characteristic for games in non-game contexts”. Typically, gamification is used to 
increase the user’s motivation to engage in an activity and to improve their 
performance at it, although other benefits such as increased collaboration and 
creative leadership may also occur [Reeves and Read 2009]. McGonigal [2011] 
describes four key characteristics of games that engender intrinsic motivation, 
reflecting those described in Section 2.8: (1) provide a goal to give the user a sense of 
purpose; (2) use rules that limit how the goal can be achieved; (3) provide feedback to 
 
Figure 11. Patina [Matejka et al. 2013] uses a coloured heatmap to recommend commands to users.  
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show progression towards the goal; and (4) voluntary participation, which engenders 
acceptance of the rules and feedback.  
Researchers have contemplated or demonstrated gamification in a wide range of 
application domains, including education [Linehan et al. 2011], in-car aids [Diewald 
et al. 2013], learning software applications [Dong et al. 2012; Li et al. 2012], software 
calibration [Flatla et al. 2011] and business practice [Reeves and Read 2009]. As yet, 
there have been relatively few formal studies of gamification’s success. Two 
exceptions are Flatla et al. [2011] and Li et al. [2012]. Flatla et al. proposed using 
gamification to encourage users to undergo software calibration procedures that are 
sometimes necessary to optimize software to specific user characteristics, and their 
lab studies showed that users found gamified calibration procedures to be 
significantly more enjoyable, without compromising the calibration outcomes. Li et 
al.’s [2012] ‘GamiCAD’ tutorial system was designed to provide an engaging 
introduction to high functionality AutoCAD software. GamiCAD incorporated various 
gamified components, including a ‘mission console’ for navigating the game, a 
scoreboard, speed bonuses, step-by-step instructions, and various task-specific mini-
games. Formal evaluation of GamiCAD in comparison with a non-gamified tutorial 
showed that participants completed tasks faster and more accurately when using 
GamiCAD, and that they preferred using it to a traditional tutorial.  
Gamification is an emerging area of research, and we anticipate future results 
from field-testing studies.   
Community input into tutorials 
Lafreniere et al., [2013] describe and evaluate a tutorial system called ‘FollowUs’, 
which aims to integrate online tutorials into the associated application. They argue 
that the lack of integration creates several limitations in tutorial material, 
particularly the inability for individuals and communities to update and improve 
tutorial content. FollowUs uses an ‘application-in-tutorial architecture’, where the 
application lies within the tutorial system, allowing the tutorial to capture the user’s 
workflow while following the tutorial, and providing easy mechanisms to record 
alternative or improved methods that might augment the original tutorial.  
A formative evaluation compared user performance in a series of tasks when 
using FollowUs and when using a condition that differed only in the exclusion of 
community-sourced tutorials. Task completion rates were higher and frustration 
lower when using FollowUs.  
In general, recent work on crowd sourcing and improvements in recommender 
algorithms are creating interesting opportunities for bringing relevant tutorial 
material to the user’s attention. However, Lafreniere et al. note that there are 
substantial challenges in designing interfaces that present this content to users in a 
manner that is helpful and timely, without being distracting.  
Systems that exploit transfer effects between software versions 
Ramesh, Hsu, Agrawala and Hartmann [2011] examined interface methods to help 
users transfer existing knowledge of one software system or version to another 
related system/version. Their ShowMeHow system allowed users to inspect the 
translation of commands between applications within the same domain, 
incorporating two main capabilities: the ability to click on a façade representing the 
known software to reveal related components in the new system; and text searches 
for command names in either application, based on manually constructed data 
structures describing terms used in both the original and new applications. An initial 
user study showed that users could locate unfamiliar commands in an interface much 
faster when using ShowMeHow, and a second study demonstrated that users could 
repurpose tutorials written for one application to learn another.  
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Using temporal distribution of practice in training systems 
Finally, HCI researchers have used psychology findings on the effects of temporal 
distribution of practice (Section 2.6) to assist with learning motor aspects of interface 
performance. For example, studies by Zhai et al. [2002; Zhai and Kristensson 2003] 
examined users learning new keyboard layouts, with results suggesting effective 
memorization when users were trained using expanding rehearsal intervals.  
7.2. Support for advanced task strategies 
Bhavnani and John [2000] observe that knowledge of tasks and tools is insufficient 
for users to become efficient with user interfaces, and that users additionally need to 
attain an intermediate ‘strategic’ layer of knowledge. This strategic knowledge 
facilitates the efficient mapping from user tasks to system tools. Delaney et al.’s 
[1998] investigation of task performance also shows that overall task improvement is 
best analyzed with consideration to the user’s strategy.  
Bhavnani and John’s analysis of strategic interaction highlights efficient 
strategies that generalize across a variety of application domains. For example, they 
contrast the novice strategy of ‘Sequence by Operation’ (exemplified by the window 
drawing task shown in Figure 12a) with the more expert ‘Detail, Aggregate, 
Manipulate’ strategy (shown in Figure 12b); other strategic examples are ‘Aggregate-
Modify (all)-Modify (exception)’ and ‘Locate-Aggregate-Manipulate-Modify’. Bhavnani 
and John provide strong examples of the expertise benefits enabled by supporting 
these strategies in word processors (e.g., through the use of formatting styles) and 
Spreadsheets (e.g., formulae that work across multiple cells).  
 
Figure 12. Two strategies for drawing three windows. Novice’s “sequence by operation” strategy (top); more 
efficient “detail-aggregate-manipulate” strategy (bottom). Adapted from [Bhavnani and John 2000]. 
More recently, researchers have examined the use of automated capture, analysis 
and review of workflows [Grossman et al. 2010; Kong et al. 2012], to assist users in 
reflecting on their interaction strategies. For example, the Chronicle system 
[Grossman et al. 2010] provides a zoomable timeline that allows the user to visualize 
and examine workflows for completing image editing tasks, with formative 
evaluations suggesting that they are useful tools. Autodesk now releases Chronicle as 
a technology preview, so results of field-testing may appear in future research.  
7.3. Task disruption and locus of control 
Feedback relevance and likelihood of disrupting the user are important 
considerations for any interface. Research by Bødker [1995] suggests that there are 
two types of task interruption: breakdowns and focus-shifts. Breakdowns result in 
severe disruption, forcing the user’s attention to a new activity. Focus-shifts cause 
only a brief attention switch, and cause less disruption. Interfaces such as Microsoft’s 
Clippy have been shown to be quickly abandoned after a few untimely interruptions 
[Shroyer 2000]; but conversely, less obtrusive feedback, such as Blur’s ‘calm 
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notification’ [Scarr et al. 2011], may go unnoticed, resulting in a missed opportunity 
for improvement.  
The related concept of locus of control concerns the nature of the stimulus for 
presenting information to the user. Information may be pushed by the system 
without any apparent triggering action from the user – for example, a ‘tip of the day’ 
message [Fischer 2001]. Alternatively, the user may explicitly pull the information – 
for example, intentionally dwelling on a button to view a hotkey. Often, however, 
interface methods are more subtle interaction than explicit push or pull modalities. 
For example, a type-ahead feature in a web browser’s URL field might offer 
‘wikipedia.org’ after the user types ‘w’, with the recommendation accepted by 
pressing <enter>. Once the user is familiar with this interaction, they might 
habitually use ‘w <enter>’ as a shortcut, effectively ‘pulling’ the feature.  
The success of the designer’s approach to locus of control is influenced by many 
factors, including the probability that system feedback accurately reflects the user’s 
intention, the ease with which causal relationships between action and effect can be 
learned, their stability and predictability, the temporal connection between action 
and response, the user’s degree of focus on the work environment, and the potential 
costs of interruption. Many of these design factors are discussed in the context of 
autonomous services and intelligent agents under the topic of ‘mixed initiative user 
interfaces’ [Horvitz 1999].  
7.4 User interface customisation and adaptation 
User interface customization facilities are an extreme form of user-centered locus of 
control, where the user changes the interface configuration to better match their 
needs. Adaptive systems lie at the opposite extreme of the locus of control spectrum, 
with the interface undergoing automatic reconfiguration based on some prediction of 
improved fit with user needs. Both interface customization and adaptive interfaces 
are substantial research areas that are beyond the scope of this review. However, 
some of the primary limitations of customization and adaptation are similar to those 
discussed above. In particular, Simon’s ‘satisficing’ (Section 2.10) and Carroll’s 
‘paradox of the active user’ (Section 1) deter users from customizing their interfaces; 
and automatic adaptations are likely to cause a temporary performance dip (Section 
5) due to the need for the user to identify and comprehend the interface adaptation. 
Those interested in interface customization and adaptable user interfaces are 
directed to Bunt et al. [2007] and Gajos et al. [2006]. 
8. SUMMARY OF RESULTS FROM THE FOUR DOMAINS 
The previous sections reviewed four domains of research that explore ways of helping 
users move from novice to expert performance. The four domains – intramodal 
improvement, intermodal improvement, vocabulary extension, and task mapping – 
characterize different opportunities for improving performance, and are derived from 
a conceptual view of interface interaction as consisting of the user’s performance 
characteristics with a set of alternative methods for activating a set of functions that 
are required to complete a task (see Figure 2).  
Intramodal improvement concerns the rapidity and magnitude of performance 
improvement with one particular interactive method. Key results from this domain 
include: 
• Making an interface method visually salient can improve initial performance. 
However, long-term performance with advanced methods (e.g., shortcuts) will 
be impaired if they are removed from the display to raise the prominence of 
novice methods.  
• Memory for interface methods can be improved by inducing greater mental 
effort about them (prompting deeper encodings, Section 2.4). Doing so may 
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give long-term performance benefits, but at the cost of slower initial 
performance (also with risks of user frustration). This effect has important 
implications for the use of guidance in assisting novice users complete their 
tasks, as too much guidance may impair memory development.  
• The principle of rehearsal states that making physical actions in novice 
actions as similar as possible to the form of the expert’s actions will (i.e., 
novices rehearse expert behavior) will facilitate skill development.  
• Flat command hierarchies with predictable methods for selection (e.g., spatial 
or syntactic consistency) reduce the number of actions required to select 
commands, facilitating high performance ceilings. 
 
Intermodal improvement concerns ways to assist users in switching to faster 
methods for accessing a particular function. Key observations from this domain 
include: 
• Switching to a new interface method is likely to cause a temporary dip in 
performance. The existence of this dip may deter users from changing 
methods.  
• Interfaces that force users to encounter or use faster methods, or punish 
them for not using faster methods, can succeed in the lab but may not be 
acceptable in practice.  
• Subtler presentation schemes (such as ‘calm notification’) that show faster 
methods without demanding attention may be more acceptable to users. 
• Encouraging users to reflect about their performance may assist in reducing 
the tendency to persistently maintain suboptimal methods. 
 
Vocabulary extension considers ways to help users broaden their knowledge and 
their use of the range of functions available in an interface. Key results from this 
domain include: 
• Most users only know a small subset of the many commands that are 
available in an interface. 
• The conceptual deterrents and barriers to vocabulary extension are similar to 
those described for intermodal improvement, and many of the same 
strategies and techniques from that domain can also be used here. 
• Two important parts of vocabulary extension are the generation of good 
recommendations, and the presentation of those recommendations in the 
interface. 
• Presentation should be dynamically updated to the user’s context, should be 
continuously available to the user, and should be presented in an ambient 
manner that allows quick access without interrupting task execution. 
• Generation mechanisms should produce recommendations that are both new 
to the user, and useful given their current context and task. 
 
Task mapping addresses higher-level issues of the strategies that users adopt 
when seeking to complete their tasks with a user interface. Key findings from this 
domain include: 
• Several novel training approaches have been investigated – for example, 
gamification can increase engagement and performance; involving the user 
community can increase the coverage and accuracy of tutorials; and explicitly 
supporting knowledge transfer can aid users as they switch between systems.  
• Knowledge of tasks and tools may not be enough for a user to achieve high 
performance; supporting users in gaining strategy knowledge is also 
important. 
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• The presentation of training information should fit within the user’s current 
context and should avoid interruptions that break the flow of work.  
9. DISCUSSION 
This survey focused on interface techniques that are designed to assist users in 
gaining UI expertise. Underlying human factors that may influence the success of 
these techniques were briefly reviewed in Section 2. Four domains of interface 
performance improvement – intramodal, intermodal, vocabulary extension and task 
mapping – were then introduced in Section 3, and techniques within each of these 
domains were reviewed through Sections 4-7. Potential avenues for further work 
were introduced throughout the paper, with particularly promising research 
opportunities highlighted in the following subsections.    
9.1 From lab studies to field studies  
Nearly all of the interfaces described in Sections 4-7 were evaluated in controlled 
laboratory settings, yet several papers observe that lab studies produce more 
favorable findings than those conducted in the field (e.g., [Duh et al. 2006; Fitchett et 
al. 2014]). As results from human factors research show that skill acquisition can be 
influenced by subtle variations, it is highly desirable that the laboratory findings are 
validated in the field. However, developing systems that can be used in field studies 
of real work is extremely difficult. 
The software that people use for everyday office work is often proprietary, and the 
lack of access to source code constrains researchers’ ability to modify system behavior 
and monitor its use. Ideally researchers will have a relationship with the software 
provider, allowing direct access to source code – for example, Autodesk’s ‘Chronicle’ 
research system has now been released for actual use (Section 7.2).  
When source code is unavailable there are often application programming 
interfaces (APIs) that allow limited control of software systems running on a 
particular platform. Typically, these APIs form part of the accessibility framework 
that assists development of software for users with special needs. Several researchers 
describe tools that assist with monitoring and logging interaction with unaltered 
software systems (e.g., [Kukreja et al. 2007; Alexander et al. 2008; Morgan et al. 
2013]), and these methods can also be extended to enable some control over 
proprietary systems, as demonstrated by the Blur and Skillometer systems (Section 
5.1), which ran on Microsoft Windows and Apple Mac OSX. However, these 
techniques have several limitations, including access to only a subset of controls, 
reduced system responsiveness, and increased frequency of software crashes, which 
make them impractical for studies of real use.  
Open source systems permit modifications enabling longitudinal analysis of 
expert use (e.g., Murphy et al.’s [2006] analysis of Java developers using the Eclipse 
IDE), but for productivity applications, the user base is often smaller than major 
commercial systems. 
9.2 Understanding the costs and benefits of intermodal methods 
Methods for intermodal improvement, such as keyboard accelerators, are already 
commonly used in state-of-the-art interfaces. While researchers have examined 
methods to minimize the intermodal performance dip (Figure 8), there are 
opportunities for more broadly examining the costs associated with providing more 
than one method for activating a function. For example, Olson and Nilsen [1988] 
showed that users who knew two methods for entering formulae into a spreadsheet 
were significantly slower than users who knew only one, and they attributed the time 
cost to the additional cognition required to plan and decide between methods. 
Similarly, Quinn et al. [2013] recently demonstrated that the decision costs 
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associated with choosing between alternative cursor pointing paths negated the 
benefits of a shortcut pointing method that allowed users to wrap the cursor around 
display edges.  
9.3 Rehearsal and guidance interfaces 
As described in Section 4.2, Kurtenbach’s [1993] marking menus were designed so 
that the novice’s motor actions were a physical rehearsal of those used when expert. 
Recently, several researchers have generalized the principle of rehearsal in other 
forms of interaction, including dragged finger gestures [Bau and Mackay 2008] and 
hotkeys [Malacria et al. 2013]. It seems likely that the principles of rehearsal can be 
deployed in other forms of interaction to facilitate expertise development.  
For example, FastTap [Gutwin et al. 2014] is a recently proposed interactive 
technique for improving command selections on tablets – when novice, the user’s 
selections are visually guided by the display of a spatially stable grid of menu items, 
but once expert multiple selections can be made by chorded taps on the known 
locations without the need to wait for visual guidance.  
As well as devising new interface techniques based on the principle of rehearsal, 
there are extensive research opportunities in better understanding how interfaces 
can best support users through different forms of guidance. Anderson and Bischof’s 
[2013] study (Section 4.2) provides a recent example, demonstrating that progressive 
removal of guidance has learning advantages over its continual availability.  
9.4 Deliberate practice, its timing, content and acceptability 
Section 2.3 reviewed Ericsson’s research, emphasizing the role of deliberate practice 
in the development of elite levels of skill. Section 2.4 then reviewed the connection 
between the depth of mental engagement in activities and their resultant 
memorization.  Section 2.6 also reviewed how the distribution of practice sessions 
influences learning.  
There are relatively few examples of user interfaces that explicitly draw on these 
factors to promote skill development with the interface; consequently, there are many 
opportunities for further work. These include the following: work on algorithms for 
identifying potentially beneficial methods, functions, or strategies that the user 
appears to be unaware of, as well as determining appropriate times and methods for 
their presentation – for example, Li et al.’s [2011] collaborative filtering algorithms, 
Section 6); user interface techniques for presenting engaging practice sessions to 
users – for example, gamification (Section 7.1); and research on how to optimize the 
level of effort required across various tasks and skill levels (e.g., an adaptive form of 
the frost-brushing interface described in Section 4.2, Figure 5).  
9.5 Speed/accuracy/quality tradeoffs across expertise 
Most of this review has focused on task performance time, but accuracy and the cost 
of errors are often critical to successful interaction, and they can vary substantially 
between interaction techniques. For example, a missed pointer-based click on 
Microsoft Word’s ‘bold’ icon is likely to be quickly identified by the absence of icon 
highlighting, and correcting the error will be fast because the cursor is already near 
the target. In contrast, a user who mistakenly believes the hotkey for ‘bold’ is <Ctrl-
L> will need to infer their error from the change of display state, and then undo the 
error, home their hands to the mouse, point to the ‘bold’ icon, dwell to view the 
tooltip, memorize the hotkey, home their hands back to the keyboard, and activate 
the hotkey. Research is needed to better understand the role of accuracy and error 
correction in expertise development. Related research questions arise when 
considering the quality of the work product rather than outright task time (e.g., the 
quality of a design for a designer working with a CAD package).   
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9.6 Interface methods for notification, and their underlying algorithms 
Commercial and research user interfaces have made substantial improvements to 
interaction through increased use of ‘mixed initiative’ interactions [Bunt et al. 2007], 
in which the system offers non-intrusive notifications that aim to assist the task 
during execution (such as URL type-ahead, Section 4.2). Four directions for 
subsequent research on mixed initiative interactions are: 1. examining how to use 
new sources of information for generating recommendations, such as crowd-sourcing 
help recommendations [Chilana et al. 2013]; 2. improved algorithms for generating 
recommendations, such as AccessRank [Fitchett and Cockburn 2012]; 3. clarifying 
the relationship between post-action feedback and during-action feedforward (e.g, 
Vermeulen, Luyten, Hoven and Coninx [2013]); and 4. new mixed initiative 
interactions (e.g., Octopocus, Section 4.2).  
9.7 Generalisability of previous results 
Human factors literature, summarized in Section 2, shows that many factors 
influence skill acquisition. Interaction with computing systems introduces new and 
important factors that have not been extensively studied. It is therefore important 
that research findings are validated in varied settings, with diverse user groups and 
over prolonged periods. Factors that might influence results include different input 
and output configurations, and how these configurations interact with task factors. 
For example, it is common for users in high workload situations (such as air traffic 
control, stock trading, or emergency dispatch) to use multiple displays to monitor 
concurrent activities. While there has been research on how highly trained experts 
coordinate their activities in such settings [Hornof et al. 2010] there is scope for 
research into skill acquisition in such settings. Other factors that might be examined 
include user factors (culture, stress, age, etc.), task factors (e.g., high cognitive 
demand versus low, workload, task pace), input device (e.g., touchscreen, keyboard, 
mouse, trackpad), and output configuration (e.g., the size and location of data on 
single or multiple displays, and the effect of output modalities such as sound and 
haptic feedback). 
10. CONCLUSIONS 
Graphical user interfaces have become the primary medium through which office 
work is conducted. A primary factor contributing to their success is the ease with 
which they can be learned – newcomers can quickly attain sufficient competence to 
adequately complete their work. While ease of learning is highly desirable, it is 
common for office workers to continue using substantially similar interfaces for 
months, years, and decades, so optimizing designs for initial learnability rather than 
long-term efficiency can be counterproductive. Current interface guidelines attempt 
to account for novice learning and expertise by advocating for shortcut facilities, but 
this strategy is known to fail as few users make the transition to expert methods – 
instead, users maintain the adequate but inefficient strategies they learned first.  
There has been a recent surge of research interest in resolving these problems of 
graphical user interfaces tending to trap users in a beginner mode of operation. 
While some of these research projects are founded on established findings from the 
human factors literature, others are not. This paper provided a review of key findings 
from the human factors literature that are relevant to supporting transitions from 
novice to expert performance with user interfaces, as well as summarizing the state 
of the art in interface research supporting the transition. We provided directions for 
further work and look forward to a new generation of user interfaces that facilitate 
expertise as well as ease of use.   
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EXPERIMENT CONSENT FORM 
We (Joey Scarr and Andy Cockburn) are carrying out an investigation into pointing to on-screen 
targets using different interface types. Each trial involves pointing to and clicking on a target control 
using one of three different interfaces. In total, your participation should take approximately thirty 
minutes. 
This is not in any way a test of your competence with computers. 
All references to participants in the investigation will be anonymous. 
Thank you for your co-operation. If you have any questions regarding this investigation, please 
contact us. 
Andy Cockburn 
andy@cosc.canterbury.ac.nz 
Joey Scarr 
joey@cosc.canterbury.ac.nz 
 
 
I consent to act as a participant in an experiment that will test pointing to on-screen targets using a 
variety of different interfaces. I agree to let the resulting data be used for analysis and presentation 
subject to the conditions below: 
 only Joey Scarr and Andy Cockburn will have access to my data and be able to identify me from it; 
 data presented or published will be stripped of my identity; 
 I retain the right to stop my role as a test user at any time without question, and to have my data 
discarded. 
 
Name: 
Signature: 
Date: 
 
 
 
 
